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ABSTRACT 
The thesis is in two parts. 
In Part One, a numerical method of solution is given for the 
fundamental equations describing the behaviour of a dilute suspension 
of charged colloidal particles in an oscillating electric field. This 
is used to calculate electrokinetic properties of the system (the 
conductivity and complex dielectric response). The behaviour of these 
properties as functions of fiequency, zeta potential, particle radius, 
electrolyte concentration and valency is · displayed. As a result of 
comparison with experimental results, the conclusion is drawn that 
disagreement with experiment may be due to the assumption of simple 
slipping plane boundary conditions in the theory. Thus, modified 
boundary conditions at the slipping plane of the particle are 
developed, including surface conductance of the bound ions, and new 
calculations of the electrokinetic properties of the system are made. 
The fundamental equa tions for a dilute suspension of charged 
colloidal particles in an oscillating electric field are al s o modified 
to describe a plane polarizable e l e ctrode ne~ t to an e lectro l yte 
solution. The theory of electrode polarization impedance is 
develo ped. Numerical results showing the effect of electrolyte 
concentration and valency and electrode zeta potential ar e plott e d. 
The frequency dependen ce of the electrode impedance is elucidated . 
In Part Two, a raodel is presented for the packing of amphiphile 
vi 
chains in spherical and rod-shaped micelles and in bilayers. The 
aggregate consists of a hydrophobic core from which headgroups and 
water molecules are excluded with an outer region containing 
headgroups, water and small sections of hydrocarbon chain. The model 
involves generating all configurations of a single C12 amphiphile 
chain , attached to a headgroup, and assigning statistical weights to 
each configuration, on the basis of an estimate of its energy. This 
energy depends on how kinked the chain is and on the external 
constraints imposed on it. The chains are constrained to fill the 
hydrophobic core in such a way that, when an ensemble average is taken 
over all chain conformations, the density throughout the core is equal 
to that of bulk liquid n-alkane. Results from the model compare 
favourably with experiments. Thus, in spite of its limitations, the 
model appears to give an accurate description of the conformational 
state of the chains in micelles and bilayers. 
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A Note on the Text 
Parts One and Two are entirely separate. Thus, the symbols used 
in both parts do not necessarily represent the same quantity in each . 
All symbols are explained as they occur in the text. References are 
given, roughly in order of appearance in the text, at the end of each 
part . In Part One, equations are numbered (a.b.c), r e presenting 
chapter a, section band the number of the equation within that 
section, c. In Part Two, because of the delightful scarcity of 
equations, they are labelled (m.n), representing chap te r m and 
equation number within that chapter, n. 
PART ONE 
ELECTROKINETIC PROPERTIES OF 
DILUTE COLLOIDAL SUSPENSIONS 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
When two different phases are brought into contact, a potential 
difference will, in general, develop between them. If one phase has a 
charged surface and the other is a liquid containing dissolved ions, 
the arrangement of charges on the surface of phase one and the charges 
near the interface in the liquid phase, are known as the electrical 
double layer. When the two phases are caused to move tangentially 
with respect to each other, the resulting phenomena are called 
electrokinetic effects. These include: electrophoresis, e lectro-
osmosis, streaming potential and sedimenta tion potenti a l, depending on 
the way in which motion is induced. In order to understand these 
electrokinetic phenomena, one needs to know the structure of the 
double layer , in o ther words , the pos ition (or mean position) of the 
charge carr ier s in the system (1,2). Thus, experimentally measured 
electrokinetic properties of colloidal suspens ions have the potential 
to yi e ld valuable information about t he structure of the double layer . 
The ex t raction of this informatio n , from an exper i men tal qu2n tity, 
must be through a t heoretical model of the electrokine tic process 
involved. 
Static _Field Theory 
The equations which govern the behaviour o f colloidal partic les 
in electrolyte solutions under applied static electric fields 
(electrophoresis) have been studied extensively (3-9). Measurements 
of the velocity of the particles, U, under a known external field, E, 
enables the calculation of the zeta potential, s, to be made, using a 
theoretical relation between the two quantities. The first relation, 
due to Smoluchowski (3), was 
u 
2 
µ = E = (1.1) 
where µ is called the electrophoretic mobility. Ruckel (4) obt_ained a 
significantly different result, 
µ = 
E: 0 S 
411n ' (1.2) 
where e: 0 is the dielectric constant and n the viscosity of the medium. 
Henry (5) pointed out that the discrepancy in the relations came from 
the fact that Ruckel assumed the applied field was not deformed by the 
presence of the colloidal particle while Smoluchowski assumed that the 
field was everywhere uniform and parallel to the particle surface (1). 
These assumptions were both justified in the extremes of Ka<< 1 and 
Ka>> 1, respectively, where K- 1 is t he Debye length of the 
electrolyte and a is the effective radius of the particle . An o ther 
way of describing the difference between the theories is in terms of 
the "relaxation effect" or electrophore tic ret a rdation. The a pplied 
field caus es the counterions to move in the opposite direc tion to the 
colloida l a tic.le, L ~reby sl J,.;r i ng it down . Further !..:. o re , there is an 
asymmetry in the double layer, resulting from this displacement, which 
s ets up an elect ric field oppo sing the motion of the particle. 
Smoluchowski assumed tl at this was · he dom~nant forc e - t he particle 's 
motion was equal and opposit e t o the liquid motion . Huckel 's theory 
is only valid in a regime wher e retardation is unimportant . For 
intermediate values of Ka , however, the relaxat ion effect leads t o 
important corrections which increase with incre asing s · 
counterion 
mot ion 
far 
from 
particle 
induced 
dipole moment 
E 
part icle 
mot ion 
Fig. 1: Electrophoretic Retardation. 
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Overbeek (7 ) and Boo t h (6) we re the first to inc orporate the 
relaxation effect at Ka~ 1. They expressedµ as a powe r series ins, 
but due to the mathematical complexity, were only able to calculate 
the first few terms. Thus, their results were only v a lid for s ~ 25 
mV. A wider range of results were obtained by Wiersema et al. (8) 
using a numerical solution to the governing equations. However, 
value s of f unction s had t o be i n terpolat ed f r om many different graphs 
and there were upper limi ts on the values o f s which could be handled , 
due to conve r gence problems. O' Brien and White (9) s o lved the same 
s e t o f eq uat ions as Wiersema, but simpli f i ed them by decou pling the 
equations a .d breaki ng the problem into t wo ~impler one s . Their 
numerical s olut i on wa s mo r e flexib l e tha n Wiersema 's and covered all 
values o f zeta potential . Over Wie r sema ' s range of s , both solutions 
gav similar result s . 
O·' Brien and White 's wo r k revealed another fea t ure of theµ - ~ 
r el t i on . For the f irst time , t hei r calculations showed the existence 
of a mo bility maximum for Ka ~ 3 a t high values of s · This 
characteristic had been present in Wiersema's work (8) but was 
obscured by his limited range of s• O'Brien and White suggested that 
the maximum arises from electrophoretic retarding forces, due to the 
4 
distorted charge cloud, acting on a colloidal particle, which increase 
at a faster rate withs tha n does the driving force (the applied 
electric field). 
Testing the Range of Validity of the Theory 
The zeta potential plays an important part in colloidal systems, 
for instance, in determination of colloid stabil i ty. But, the zeta 
potential is not directly measurable experimentally and so it has been 
common practice to accept the validity of the fundamental equations 
and to use the theoretical relationship betweenµ and~ to determine~ 
from the experimentally measuredµ. Because the zeta potential is of 
such interest, however, it is important to know the range of validity 
of the theory connecting it to the mobility. In revealing the 
existence of a mobility maximum, O'Brien and White (9) had discovered 
an internal-consistency test of the theory. In principle, the 
accuracy of the fundame n tal equations could be t e sted by comparing 
experimentally measuredµ (Ka) with the theoretically predicted 
max 
values, since this does not require the meas uremen t of s• Consider-
able experimental difficulties do exist, however. Systems with large 
zeta potentials(~ 12 5 m' ) are required for sh2rp ma'ima , f or 
instance, and this may mean that no compari son can be made . Certainly 
none has appeared in the literature to my knowl e dge. 
Ther e is another approach to the problem of testing the 
applicability of the t heory connectingµ and~. The primary el ec tro-
viscous ef f ect (10-12), sedimentation potential, and diffusion 
coefficient (13) of a co l loidal particle in dilute suspensions are 
electrokinetic properties which are essentially unrelated to the 
mobility but whose theoretical determinations depend on the same 
fundamental equations. A full experimental study of each of these 
properties could, therefore, provide a test of the theory. 
5 
Stone-Masui and Watillon (14) have made some measureme.nts of 
electroviscous effects and mobility and report good agreement with 
Booth's theoretical results (13), for small values of z:;. However, the 
primary electroviscous effect is that part of the effective increase 
in viscosity of the colloidal suspension due to the perturbation of 
the flow field near the particle, caused by the electrostatic body 
force exert~d by the charged particle on the ions in the fluid. In 
other words, the effect is only a small perturbation of a larger 
effect [the prima ry hydrodynamic effect (23)]. Stone-Masui and 
Watillon were restricted by experimental problems to small values of 
z:;. However, electrovi.scous effects are only important at z:; ~ 100 mV 
and electrolyte concentration~ 10- 3 N, and so their results cannot be 
said to be an adequate test of the theory. Other electrokinetic 
effects, such as sedimentation potential, are direct measures of z:;, 
but are very small under easily attainabl e gravitational fields (10). 
Clearly then, there are serious experimental difficulties in 
using cross-correlation experiments of diff e rent electrokinetic 
properties to test the fundamental theory . Information about the 
double layer, such as the zeta potential, whic h is ded uced fro m 
experiments by way of the theory, cannot t herefore be used with total 
confidence. The experimental difficulties a r e largely overcome , 
however, when the property under considera tio n is th e e s pon s e o f the 
dilut e suspension to a time-varying electric field . The complex 
dielec tric r espons e is a sensitive function of~ and is a relatively 
large and easily measurable property of the suspension . Furthermore, 
the introduction of frequency as another variable must give more 
information about the system and a wider test of the theory. 
Time-Varying Field Theory 
O'Konski (15) developed the . first time-varying field theory to 
include the effect of the polarization of the double layer on the 
dielectric properties of dilute suspensions. Earlier theories had 
been based on the Maxwell-Wagner (21,22) effect which excluded any 
6 
surface phenomena. O'Konski included the excess conductivity, arising 
from the mobility of the counterions concentrated at the interface, by 
introducing an additional surface conductivity in the form of a 
frequency-independent term. This was a two-dimensional surface 
conductivity because the mobility of the ions is large along the 
particle surface but small normal to it. O'Konski's result was only 
valid for Ka>> 1, however, because he neglected the finite thickness 
of the diffuse double layer. Thus, he obtained a static dielectric 
increment in the limit of infinite dilution, of 
3[(r 2 - 2r - 2) s 1 +2s 2 ] ¢ 
( r + 2) 2 ' 
(1.3) 
where s 1 and s 2 are the dielectric constant of the bulk electrolyte 
and the particle, respectively, and ¢ is the volume f raction of the 
s phe r i cal part ic l es . In eqn (1. 3 ) 
r = K /K s 1 
t he r at i o o f the e ffect i ve conduct ivi ty of the s pher e , 
K = K2 + 2'A. / a , s 
to the conductivity of the bulk electrolyt e . K cont a i ns a bu l k 
s 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
particle contribution K2 and a surface contribution 2A/a where A is 
the surface conductivity and a is the radius o f the sphere. The 
static dielectric increment is defined by 
7 
= (1.6) 
where£ is the dielectric constant of the suspension and £ 0 is the 
dielectric constant of the pure electrolyte (approximately equal to 
that of water), evaluated at zero frequency. 
Schwarz (16) examined the low-frequency dielectric properties of 
colloidal suspensions using a model with an extra frequency-dependent 
surface conductivity. His theoretical calculations were based on the 
experimental results of Schwan et al . (17). These workers had 
measured the dielectric constants and relaxation times over a r ange o f 
frequencies for polystyrene latexes in KCl electrolyte solutions, 
3 
obtaining a dielectric constant of over 10 at low frequenc i es. 
Schwarz incorporated a frequency-dep e ndent surface conductance into 
his theory, because a frequency-independent term could not account for 
the very high dielectric constants obtained by Schwan et al . Like 
O' Konski , Schwarz assumed that the double layer c on t ained co unt erions 
which could move along the surface of the particle under the influence 
of the tangential component of t he applied field, but could not move 
away from the particle. He called t hem "bound ions" because they were 
bound to t he particle surface and could not excha nge pl a ces wit h ions 
in the bulk . Schwarz obtained a static dielectric incremen t, 
6£ 
st 
= 
' 4(1+0.5 ¢) 2 E 0 RT 
where a is the radius and o0 the surface charge d ensity of t h e 
pa rticle, Fis the Faraday constant , R the gas constant, Tis the 
temperature and t::
0 
the dielectric constant of water . 
(1 . 7) 
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Eqns (1.3) and (1.7) are both independent of the bulk electrolyte 
concentration c, however experimentally there is a strong increase in 
b 
static dielectric increment with cb (20). Apart from this disagree-
ment, Dukhin and Shilov (18) have criticized the theories of O'Konski 
and Schwarz for ignoring the diffusion processes of ion exchange 
between the bulk and the diffuse double layer. Radial fluxes of ions 
near the particle surface would partly compensate for the tangential 
electromigration fluxes. 
Schurr (19) combined the theories of O'Konski and Schwarz. He 
a 
introduced two different values of surface conductivity where K2 is 
a due to the bound charge current, given by Schwarz's theory, and K1 is 
due to the true current, given by O'Konski. Schwarz had considered 
the polarization of the double layer to be a result of electro-
migration and diffusion fluxes of the counterions along the surface of 
the particle. These effects are important at low frequencies, but 
exactly cancel each other in con~tant electric fields. O'Konski, on 
the other hand, had considered only the true current in the counterion 
layer which takes account of the steady-state perturbed charge 
distribut ion at the inte rface, but negl e c t s the phase lag o f t he 
induced polarization field. To compare Schurr's theory with those of 
O'Konski and Schwarz, Springer (20) obtained an expression for the 
dielectric increment by substituting Schurr's equation for the complex 
conductivity in to t e 1~xwell-Wagner (2 1 ,22 ) cheo y f o r compl ex 
dielectric increment, leading to 
6Est = 
' 
(1.8) 
where 
X = ( 1. 9) 
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and ab is the conductivity of the bulk electrolyte. Thus, for 
x << 1, the theories of Schurr and Schwarz are identical [compare eqns 
(1.7) and (1.8)]. Schurr's model is an improvement on those of 
O'Konski and Schwarz. However, diffusion processes are a result of 
electromigration due to the applied field, therefore the tangential 
migration of counterions along the surface of the particle leads to 
the radial diffusion process. For this reason, Dukhin and Shilov say 
a a 
that it is artificial to consider the two conductivities, K1 and K2 , 
independently, as Schurr did. More importantly, Schurr, Schwarz and 
O'Konski have all failed to include in their models the diffuse double 
layer at the particle surface. Thus, they have disregarded the 
diffusion fluxes of ions between the diffuse double layer and the bulk 
electrolyte solution. 
A major development in the theory of the response of a dilute 
suspension to an oscillating electric field, was made by Dukhin et al. 
(18). They included diffusion phenomena between the bulk and the 
diffuse double layer as a secondary effect following the primary 
effect of electromigration due to the applied field. Using flux 
equations from irrevers i ble thermod na o ics, they calcula ted the 
stationary state of the perturbed double layer as an asymmetric 
potential distribution in terms of the original Poisson-Boltzmann 
distribution, characteriz ed by ~d (th2 potential in the diffuse part 
of the double layer) and Ka. Th e pert ur bation of the do uble ayer 
lags in phase behind t h e applied alternati ng field so that the 
polarization field is a func tion of both t he position and frequency. 
In order to solve the flux equati on s , Dukhin e t al . had t o ma .·e some 
approximations and so their solution is only valid for Ka>> 1 . They 
obtained 
10 
6E 
st = 
9¢ Er (Ka) 2 (A 1 a 2 - A2 a 1 ) 
4A 2 
, (1.10) 
1 
where E is the relative permittivity of the electrolyte and A ,· A , 
r 1 2 
a 1 and az are complicated factors depending on ~d' Ka, the diffusion 
coefficients of the ions and the quantity 
m = 
2€ E: (RT) 2 
0 W 
' 
(1.11) 
where E: and E: are the relative permittivities of free space and 
0 W 
water, respectively, Dis the diffusion coefficient and n is the 
viscosity of water. 
Springer (20) has produced experimental data specifically to test 
theories of dielectric phenomena in dilute colloidal suspensions. 
Using dilute polystyrene latexes in various electrolytes, the static 
dielectric increment was measured against the concentration of added 
electrolyte. In Fig. 2, it can be seen that no theory really fits the 
results, however Schurr's theory gives noticeably better agreement 
than does the theoretically more sound approach of Dukhin and Shilov. 
A possible reason for this is that Dukhin et at. may have over-
estimated the radial fluxes of the counterions . Another prediction of 
their theory, which is the occurrence of a maximum in the static 
dielectric increment as a function of electrolyte concentration (see 
Fig. 2), is not found in the experimental results, either. 
Ou tline o f Part One 
It is clear that there is great value in developing a comple te 
and rigorous theory of the response of a dilute suspension to a time-
varying electric field. Our theory of the fundamental equations 
describing the behaviour of colloidal particles in oscillating 
electric fields, is applicable to all values of~ a nd Ka and general 
11 
800 Springer 
600 
400 
200 Dukhin & Shilov 
0----------____. 
0·5 1-0 1·5 
cb(mol/m3) 
,., . 2 r 1g. : Dependence of static dielectric increment on electrolyte 
c once t t ation, with : experimental results of Springe r , resu lts 
accord ing to the theory of Schurr, a nd theoretical results of 
Dukhin and Shilov (from (20), p . 77) . 
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values of ion valencies and limiting conductances. Disagreement with 
experiment, in this theory, arises only from the incorrectness of the 
fundamental equations and the slipping plane boundary conditions. Our 
theory has been developed with a twofold objective: to test the 
fundamental assumptions of the theory by comparing the calculated 
dielectric response and conductivity for various values of s with 
experiment and also to extract numbers which c~aracterize real 
experimental systems. 
The fundamental equations for an isolated colloidal particle in 
an oscillating electric field, together with appropriate boundary 
conditions, are set up in Chapter 2. A numerical method of solution 
is described. In Chapter 3, the conductivity and dielectric response, 
of the dilute suspension of colloidal particles, are derived in terms 
of the asymptotic properties of the electrical potential in the 
governing equations. Numerical calculations of conductivity and 
dielectric response, as a function of frequency for the case of a 
dilute suspension of spherical particles, are then given. Some 
comparison with experimental measurements is given and the conclusion 
is drawn tha t di sagreement with experiment ma y be due to simpl e 
slipping plane boundary conditions which have been assumed in the 
theory. In Chapter 4, modified boundary conditions at the slipping 
plane of t he pa rticle are de v e loped, which include surface conductance 
of t he bound ions . Numer i cal c a l culations of e lectro1 ine tic 
properties are given and compare d with experiments. Some other 
modifications of the model are briefly discus s ed. I n Cha pter 5, the 
fundamen ta l equations of Chapter 2 a re ap pli e d to a new s i t ua tion - a 
plane polarizable electrode ne x t to an electrolyte s olution. The same 
method of numer ical solution is used to so lve the equations and 
calculations of t polariza tio n impedance of the e lectrode a re given. 
knowledge of the ele ctrical potential, ~(E_,t), the number densities, 
n j (E_, t), and drift veloc.i ties, v j (E._, t), of each ionic species 
14 
(j = 1,2, ... ,N), the fluid velocity, u(E_,t), and pressure , P(E_,t), of 
the medium at every point, E_, in the system. 
Poisson's equation, 
V2 ~ (r) (2.1.1) 
relates the electrostatic potential outside the particle to the charge 
density, 
P(r) = 
N 
L 
j=l 
z . en. ( r) , 
J J -
(2.1.2) 
The dielectric response of the medium, E 0 , is regarded as a purely 
real constant (the dielectric constant) because frequencies are 
restricted tow<< 1010 s- 1 where microwave relaxation is 
insignificant. 
The Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluid flow in the 
presence of a body force, -pV~, are (24) 
(2.1.3 ) 
and 
v.u = 0 , (2.1.4) 
w.ere n is t e viscosit y and PM the cass density of the ~edium . Eqn 
(2 . 1.3) may be simplified by making two approximations . The ratio of 
the inertial term , pM (~. V)~, to the v iscous term, nV 2 u , is the 
Reynolds number , R = pMul/n (where v is a characteristic length of 
the particle). This is usually v ery low in colloid hydrodynamics 
( 10- 5 ; 3 10- 3 / , 10- 5 an 10- 2 e . g. PM= g cm , u = cm s, ~ = cm, an = 
dyn.s/cm2 gives a value of R = 10- L1 ) and so t he quadratically non-
CHAPTER 2 
SOLVING THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS FOR AN ISOLATED 
COLLOIDAL PARTICLE IN AN OSCILLATING ELECTRIC FIELD 
2.1 GENERAL CASE 
In this section, the equations describing th~ velocity field, 
distribution of ions, and electrostatic potential in an electrolyte 
surrounding a colloidal particle are presented. The boundary 
conditions for the problem are also discussed. 
The Fundamental Equ?tions 
13 
Consider a single particle which is immersed in an infinite body 
of electrolyte composed of N ionic species with bulk number 
00 
concentration, n. , charge, z.e, and limiting specific conductance, 
J J 
A., (j = 1,2, ... ,N). It is convenient to define the origin o f the 
J 
coordinate system at the centre-of-mass of the particle. A 
fundamental assumption, in most theoretical treatments of colloidal 
electrokinetics, is that of the "slipping plane" o r "surface of 
shear'' . When the pa rticle mov es und er the influe nce of an applied 
uniform oscillating electric field, Ee-iwt, there i s an effective 
hydrodynamic radius, JE._I = a, outside which the viscosity and ion 
Ls tributions take on their bulk values and the equations of continuum 
mechanics become appropriate. The material inside a is assumed to 
move as a rigid body and~ is the potential on t ~e slipping plane. 
A c o~plete description of the sys t m at time t involves a 
15 
linear inertial term may be neglected which enables a linear theory of 
1 the response of the system to an applied field to be developed. 
The second approximation that may be made is to neglect the 
time-derivative term, pM(du/at). Fachnuckel's number, 
Fa= pMwZ 2 /n, is the ratio of this term to the viscous term and for 
typical frequencies of interest (w....., 10 4 s~ 1 ) Fa"' 10- 4 • The 
simplified Navier-Stokes equation for the fluid flow is, thus, 
(2.1.5) 
The left hand side of eqn (2.1.6), below, is the sum of the 
forces - the hydrodynamic drag, electrostatic and thermodynamic 
forces, respectively - which act on an ion of type j at position r. 
-A. ( v. - u) - z. eV'-¥ - kT V Zn n. = O 
J -J - J J 
(j = 1, 2, .•. , N) (2.1.6) 
The drag coefficient, A., is related to the limiting conductance, 
J 
00 
A , by (25) j 
' = I\ • 
J 00 A. 
J 
where N is Avogadro's number. This sum of forces has been 
approximated to zero because the total force equals m.(dv./dt) 
J -J 
(2.1.7) 
(wher e m. is t he inertia l mass of ion species j), and t he ratio of 
J 
this term to the hydrodynamic drag term in eqn (2.1.6) i s 
mjw/\j "'10- 10 > for fr eq~encies o_ in t erest he re . Eq n (2.1. 8 ) is 
1. The neglect of the inertial terms also enables the complications of 
the Navier Stokes equation, due to the non-inert ial frame of 
reference which has been chosen, to be i gnored. 
the continuity equation expressing the conservation of the number of 
each ion type in the system. 
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V. (n. v.) = 
-J-J 
dn. 
_l 
3t (j = 1,2, ... ,N) (2.1.8) 
Eqn (2.1.6) is the only physically questionable governing 
equation. It reduces to the Poisson-Boltzmann expression [eqn 
(2.1.11)] in the absence of an applied field and thus deserves all the 
criticism which may be levelled at the Poisson-Boltzmann treatment of 
the diffuse double layer (26) e.g. the neglect of ionic size and image 
and cavity potentials, the mean field treatment of electrostatic 
interactions, and the assumption of the aqueous phase as a structure-
less uniform dielectric. The hydrodynamic term in the equation is 
particularly dubious because the ionic drag coefficient is assumed to 
be independent of distance. Obviously it will be affected by 
interactions of the ion with the double layer and the hindering effect 
of the impenetrable particle, close to the particle surface. 
Eqns (2.1.1), (2.1.2), (2.1.4), (2.1.5), (2.1.6) and (2.1.8) are 
the fundamental equations describing the behaviour of an isolated 
colloidal particle in an oscillating electric field. In spite of the 
limitations of eqn (2.1.6), this system of equations forms the basis 
of most modern electrokinetic theories. The fundamental equations 
will be solved nume rically, using no approximations above those 
inhe r en t in t h e e qua tions thems e lves . 
Manipulating the Equations 
-iWt In the a bsence of the applied field, Ee , the r e is no nett 
force acting on the particle and ions in the system. Then v.(r) and 
-J -
u(r) are both zero and ~(r) and n.(r) reduce to the unperturbed 
- - - J -
2 potential, ~ 0 (r), and number densities, n. 0(r). These ar e given 
J 
17 
by [from eqns (2.1.1), (2.1.2) and (2.1.6)] 
V21'0 (r) 4,r p O <.~) = 
E: 0 ' 
(2.1.9) 
where 
and 
N 
po(E) = z.: n. 0 (r) z.e 
j=l J - J 
n. 0 (r) 
J -
00 [ z.e l 
= n j exp - ~T '¥ o ( E) , 
. (2.1.10) 
(2.1.11) 
the familiar Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The boundary conditions on 
and 
'¥O(r) 0 
'¥o(r) 1· . = s. 
s 1pp1ng 
plane 
(2.1.12) 
(2.1.13) 
In the presence of the applied field, the functions are perturbed 
about their zero-field values. Write 
u(r,t) u(r) -iwt = e 
P CE' t) P 0 (r) +P(r) -iwt = e 
- -
v.(r,t) V. (r) -iwt (2.1.14) = e 
-J - -J -
n . (r,t) n . O ( r) + on . ( r) -iwt = e 
J - J J -
'¥ (r,t) \l' 0 ( r) + oY ( r) -iWt = e 
o· o 2. Throughout Chapters 2-5, all superscripts (e.g . 1 ) designate the 
quantity in the absence of an applied field, and all superscripts 00 
00 (e.g. n . ) reuresent the quantity in the bulk electrolyte i . e. for J . 
zero volume fraction of colloidal particles . 
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Expressions for the perturbed quantities: o1 , op, on., P, v. and 
J -J 
u are obtained by substituting eqn (2.1.14) into the fundamental 
equations [(2.1.1)-(2.1.6) and (2.1.8)] and using eqns (2.1.9)-
(2.1.11) to eliminate the zero-field quantities. From eqns (2.1.1) 
and ( 2 . 1 . 2 ) , 
where 
cSp(r) = 
N 
~ 
j=l 
4TI 
Eo 
z.e 
J 
op (r) , 
on. (r) • 
J. -
(2.1.15) 
(2.1.16) 
In order to develop a linear theory of the response of the system to 
an applied field, the perturbed quantities, which are proportional to 
E to lowest order, need only be calculated to leading order. Any non-
linearities in the following equations, describing the system, will 
therefore be removed. From eqn (2.1.5), 
Multiplying eqn (2.1.6) by n. 0 (r) leads to 
J 
(2.1.17) 
- n . u A . ( v . - u) - n . o z . e Vo~ - on . z . e V1 ° - kT Von . = 0 . ( 2 . 1 . 18 ) 
J J -J - J J J J J 
From eqn (2.1.8), 
V. (n. 0 v.) = i won . 
-J -J J 
(j = 1, 2 , ••. , N) • (2. 1.19) 
The perturbation functions are completely determined by eqns 
(2.1.4), (2 .1.11), (2 . 1.15), (2 . 1 . 17), (2.1.18) and (2.1.19). These 
equations can be further simpli fied as follows . O'Brien and Whit e (9) 
introduced the field-induced potential functions, ¢.(r) , defined by 
J -
(2.1.20) 
in order to simplify the static field equations. The ¢.(r) can be 
J -
used in a similar way in the time-dependent field equations, to 
eliminate the functions: v.(r), P(_r) and cSn.(r). Substituting 
-J - J -
eqn (2.1.20) into (2.1.18) leads to, 
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- A. n. 0 (v. - u) + z . en. 0 V¢. + z. en. 0 E = 0 . 
J J -J - J J J J J -
(2.1.21) 
The divergence of thii equation, together with eqns (2.1.4), (2.1.11), 
and (2.1.19), yield 
= 
iWA. 
kT J ( cS'±' + cp • + E . r) 
J - -
(j = 1, 2, ... , N) • 
Substituting eqn (2.1.20) into (2.1.15) gives 
V2 cS'±' - 4ne2 N 
£ kT ~ 
0 j=l 
z:n. 0 (cS'±' +<I>. +E. r) 
J J J - -
- 0 • 
(2.1.22) 
(2.1.23) 
Taking the curl of eqn (2.1.17), together with eqns (2.1.10), 
(2.1.16), (2.1.20) and (2.1.11), and omitting terms of higher than 
l eading order gives 
N 
V2 (V x u) V'±' 0 x ~ n ~ z . 2 (V cp • + E) . 
j=l J J J -
(2.1.24) 
Thus, eqn s (2.1.22)-(2.1.24) are a set of coupl ed di f f e r entia l 
quations in the fun c i ons cS '±' , ¢ . and u . It re ains to ete r mine 
J -
the boundary conditions on these functions, for a complete 
specification of the probl em . 
The Boundary Conditions 
Far from the particle, the perturbation in t he po tentia l s hould 
20 
reduce to the potential corresponding to the applied field and the 
number density perturbation should vanish, i.e. 
-E.r 
(2.1.25) 
on. IE I ~00 
J 
Definition (2.1.20) then requires that 
<P • 
J 
0 
0 
(j=l,2, ... ,N). 
-iwt 
Under the influence of the applied field, Ee , the particle 
(2.1.26) 
-iwt 
executes harmonic motion with velocity, Ue • To lowest order, U 
is proportional to E and the mobility tensor, µ(w), is defined as 
U = µ.E • (2.1.27) 
The boundary conditions on the particle velocity (in the frame of 
reference fixed to the particle) are 
u -µ. E (2.1.28) 
I El ~00 
and 
u 1· . = 0 . 
- sipping 
(2.1.29) 
plane 
The mob ility can be determined b y requiring that the nett force on the 
particle, at any instant, equa ls zero. Strictly, the nett fo rce on 
the part ~cle equals the mass -times - acc_leration o~ he par t·c > 
however by an argument identical to the one used to justify eqn 
(2.1.6) (the sum of forces on an ion equals zero), this term may be 
neglected . 
The boundary conditions on the functions o~ and ~ ., at the 
J 
slipping plane, are both mode l-dependent and inter-related. ~lodelling 
the part of the double layer behind the slipping plane can be very 
complicated. This problem is considered further in Chapter 4, but 
until then, as the simplest picture, the material inside the slipping 
plane is considered to be a uniform dielectric medium with a purely 
real constant, s 1 . The interior charge is placed at the slipping 
plane as a surface charge, o, which cannot respond to the rapid 
changes in ion concentrations and surface potential, due to the 
applied field, . and is therefore constant. 
The electric potential inside the slipping plane is 
21 
(2.1.30) 
where f 1 °<_~_) is the potential in the absence of the applied fi€ld 
and of (r ) is the perturbation in potential due to the field. I -
Laplace's equation is satisfied inside the · slipping plane, leading to 
v 2 o\l' = o . I 
(2.1.31) 
The slipping plane boundary conditions on o\l'(E.._) are obtained from the 
conditions on the continuity of the potential and the normal component 
of the electric displacement across the slipping plane, viz. 
and 
(cS\l' - cS\l' I) slipping = O 
plane 
( so'VcS\l'- sI'VcS\l'I ) .n slipping = -4 nc5o ' 
plane 
(2.1.32) 
(2.1.33) 
where ii is the outward normal to the surface and cSo = 0 (in the 
present model). The further requirement that cS ~1 (£) be finite 
everywhere inside the slipping plane, completely specifies the 
boundary condition on cS~. 
The slipping plane boundary condition on ~ is obtained from j 
the assumption that the surface charge is constant. This means that 
there is no flux of any ionic species through the slipping plane, so 
that 
22 
"' v .• n 1 . = 0 -J s ipping (j = 1, 2, .•• , N) . (2.1.34) 
plane 
Substituting eqns (2.1.34) and (2.1.29) into (2.1.21) and taking the 
normal component at the slipping plane, gives 
('v<P.+E).n l = 0 J - sipping (j =1,2, .•• ,N) • (2.1.35) 
plane 
Eqns (2.1.22)-(2.1.24) together with the boundary conditions 
(2.1.25)-(2.1.35), enable the response of an isolated colloidal 
particle in an oscillating electric field, to be calculated. The 
following two sections describe the mathematical intricaci e s involved 
in doing this. So, if the reader is appalled by this prospect, I 
suggest that he skip to Chapter 3, for a descr i ption of the electro-
kinetic quantities that these equations are used to calculate. 
In the next section, the equivalent equations and boundary 
con d i tions are set up for t h e special c a s e of a s pheri c al par t icle . 
In this geome try, the symmetry of the problem enables the e quations to 
be simpli fe d. 
2.2 SPHERICAL PARTICLE 
For a spher ica l pa rticle , the s l ipping pla n e is take n as a sphere 
at 1.£1 = a. Then, in t he abse nce of an a pplied fiel d, t he pot e ntial 
a nd ion numbe r densities ar e r ad i a lly s ymmet r ic and f un c tions o f 
I .£I = r, a lone . In this cas e , the equations f or the z e r o - fiel d 
potential [(2.1.9) and ( 2 .1.10) and bound a ry co nditions (2. 1 .12) a nd 
( 2 .1.13)] be come 
23 
d 2 f 0 (r) + 1._ df 0 (r) 
dr2 r dr 
4n e ~ 00 ( zje w O ( )] ~ nJ. z J. exp - kT r r , 
so j=l 
(2.2 . 1) 
where 
(2.2.2) 
and 
(2.2.3) 
r -+OO 
In the presence of a uniform applied field, the symmetry of the 
problem in the centre-of-mass fixed coordinate system, enables the 
perturbation quantities to be written as (9) 
of ( r) = [ 1jJ ( r) - r ] E • r , (2.2.4) 
<l>.(r) = ¢.(r) E.r 
J - J 
(j = 1.,2, •.. ·,N) (2.2.5) 
and 
u(r) = -µE +V x V x [f (r) E] • (2.2.6) 
In eqn (2 . 2 . 6), the mobility tensor has reduced to a scalar because it 
is isotropic in this geometry. 
Using eqns (2.2.4)-(2.2.6), for the perturbation quan t i ties., eqns 
(2.1.22)-(2.1.24 ) reduce to the ordinary coupled di fferential eqns 
' WA z.e (d~"I rd~. A. ( 2 ] ] l . £ ¢ . + J (¢ . + 1/J) -=.J_ -J _J_ - _J_ ·µ + - F + 1 (2.2.7) == 
J kT J kT dr L dr z. e r ' J 
4-;re 2 N 00 ( z . e l £ 1 - 2-: 2 
exp - * '¥ 0 ( ¢ . + tµ ) 0 (2.2.8) z . n. = s
0
kT j=l J J J 
2 d 
2 (d::J N ( z. e ] (~ + 1] £2F e 2 00 exp - {T '¥0 = - -- ,._, z .n. (2.2.9) nkT j=l J J 
for a sphere . £ and £ 2 are the ordinary differential operators , 
24 
(2.2.10) 
and 
d 4 F 4 d 3 F 4 d 2 F 
= --+-------dr4 r dr 3 rz dr2 
(2.2.11) 
where 
(2.2.12) 
Eqns (2.1.25), (2.1.26) and (2.1.28), the boundary conditions at 
infinity for a spherical particle, reduce to 
1 
- F(r) 
· r 
d 
dr F(r) 
ljJ(r) 
¢. (r) 
J 
--r O • 
r -+ oo 
(2.2.13) 
The boundary conditions at the slipping plane, from eqns (2.1.30)-
(2.1.35), are 
F (a) - - µa/2 
dF(a) = 
dr - µ/2 
d¢ . 
~ = - 1 dr 
(2.2.14) 
(j = 1 , 2, . . . , N) 
The boundary condition on \)J (r), above, is derived as follows. From 
eqns (2. 1 .31) and (2.1. 32) , using a spherical coordinate sys t em and 
the spherical form of 6~ (r), given by eqn (2.1.23), the inter ior 
potentia l is found to be 
( 2 . 1 . 15 ) 
since o~
1
(E) is fin i t e for r ~ a. Subst i tuting eqn (2.1.15) into 
(2.1.33) then gives the boundary condition, directly. 
Eqns (2.2.7)-(2.2.9) are a set of coupled linear ordinary 
differential equations to be solved for the perturbation functions 
lJ) (r), F(r) 
conditions 
and ¢.(r) (j = 1,2, ... ,N), subject to the boundary 
J 
(2.2.13) and (2.2.14). The quantities d1°/dr and dn. 0 /dr 
. J 
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which appear in the equations, are obtaine d from the Poisson-Boltzmann 
equation, (2.2.1), for the equilibrium electrostatic pot e ntial, 1° , 
around a spherical particle together with its boundary conditions, 
(2.2.2) and (2.2.3). In the next section, a numerical method of 
solution is described, which follows that of O'Brien a n d White (9). 
2.3 NUMERICAL METHOD OF SOLUTION 
The algorithm for solving eqns (2.2.7)-(2.2.9), begins at a large 
radius r 0 ~ a and integrates the equations down to the surfacer= a. 
To begin the numerical integration, therefore, the values of the 
functions and their derivatives at r = r 0 , are required. These 
quantities are obtained from the asymptotic expressions. Furthermore , 
as shall be shown in Chapter 3, the response of a dilute suspension 
can be expressed solely in terms o f the far-field behaviour of the o1 
and ~ - functions for the isolate d particle. 
J 
General Asymptotic Expressions for 9 .(r) and o1(r) 
J - -
In this sec t i on, the asympto tic expressions for 61 (~__) and ~.( r) 
J -
are der · ved for a gene al shaped particle a nd some i mpor t a nt 
conclusions a re drawn about the ir behaviour. Corresponding 
expressions for a spherical particl e are then given . 
Since the unperturbed potentia l , 1° (E__) , dies of f exponentially 
from the particle surface on a length scale of K- 1 , where 
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N 
K2 = 4,re2 ~ n.ooz. 2 ' 
s 0 kT j=l · J J (2.3.1) 
the right hand sides of eqns (2.1.22) and (2.1.23) are negligible 
outside the diffuse double layer. Therefore, asymptotically, the 
functions of and <i> . (j = 1,2, ... ,N) satisfy the equation 
J 
(2.3.2) 
where Xis the column vector 
X(r) = (2.3.3) 
<i>N ( r) 
of(r) + E. r 
and A is a constant matrix 
= 
iw;,\ 
1 iw;,\ 1 
kT 0 0 . kT 
iWA iw\
2 0 z 0 kT . . kT 
0 0 
iw;,\ 
3 
A = kT . 
, (2.3.4) 
= 
. . . 
0 0 
· w\ l T i W\ 
kT kT 
f\ SL . . ~ K2 
where 
and 
N 
~ 
j=l 
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(2.3.5) 
B. 
J 
(2.3.6) 
The coupling of the functions © and o~ + E.r (embodied in the non-
.j 
diagonal nature of the matrix A) can be eliminated by taking the 
appropriate linear combinations. Choose a new column vector, X(E._), 
such that 
X(r) = ~-l. X(r) , (2.3.7) 
where R is the matrix which diagonalizes A (see Appendix 1), i:e. 
= 
The a . (j = 0,1, ... ,N) are the eigenvalues of the matrix A and 
J 
satisfy the characteristic equation (27) 
This determinant can be written as 
N ( i WA . 1 1 [ N B . ) 
TI l J + aj l 1 - ~ _ ____,,,Jc....__ . = 
j=l kT J j=l riWA. l 
--=-J + a 
It follows from eqn (2.3. 10) that 
a. ( w) =I- 0 
J 
l kT J 
( j = 1, 2, ... , N) 
0 • 
(2 .3. 9) 
(2.3.10) 
(2.3. 11) 
(2.3.12) 
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for non-zero w. At zero frequency, 
a.(O) = 0 
J 
( j = 0, 1, •.• , N-1) (2.3.13) 
(2.3.14) 
Under the transformation, eqn (2.3.7), the coupled equations, (2.3.2), 
become 
'v 2 X. (r) -a .X. (r) = 0 
-J - J-J -
(j = 0, 1, .•• , N) . (2.3.15) 
For non-zero a., the required solution for X.(r) is exponentially 
J -J -
1 
. -~ decaying with a decay leng th of a .• If a. equals zero, X.(r) 
J J -J -
satisfies Laplace's equation with the appropriate solution having an 
inverse power-law decay. Denote by X.(r) (j = 0,1, ... ,N), a set of 
-J -
fundamental decaying solutions of eqn (2.3.15). The asymptotic 
behaviour of the o~ (_r) and ¢.(r) (j = 1,2, .•. ,N) functions is then 
J -
given by 
X (r) = R 
= 
C oX/_i:) 1 
c1x1 (~::) 
. 
. 
I 
CN~(~) J 
' 
(2.3.16) 
w,ere the constants , C. (j = 0,1, ... ,N), are determined by solving 
J 
the full equa tion set from the asympto tic regime to the surface of the 
particle where the slipping plane bo undary cond itions must be 
satisfied. 
For non-zero frequencies, at very large r, the solution X (r) 
0 -
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will be the dominant term in the expressions for the <I> .(r) and 
J -
o'±' (:"_) + E.r, given by eqn (2.3.19). The contribution from the C0 X0 (r) 
term to each of the <P .(r) and o\f(r) + E.r functions is determined by 
J -
the first column of the matrix, R. From Appendix 1, the elements of 
the first column are 
~o = -1 (k=O,l, ... ,N-1) (2.3.17) 
= +1 (k = N) . (2.3.18) 
This gives the general result, therefore, that for non-zero 
frequencies the dominant (power-law decay) contribution to the 
asymptotic expressions for the <P.(r) functions, are all equal and 
J -
the negative of the corresponding contribution to o'±'(E_) + E.r. This 
relationship is true for any particle shape. It can be seen that in 
the zero frequency case, there are N power-law decaying solutions, 
because the first N eigenvalues equal zero. In this case, the power-
law contributions to the asymptotic <P.(r) functions are not equal in 
J -
general. Thus, w = 0 is a singular case. 
Asymptotic Expressions for ¢ .(r), ~(r) and F(r) 
J 
For the special case of a spherical particle, the asymptotic 
behaviour of the functions 1JJ(r) and ' j(r) is g i ven by 
cp (r) 
l 
~ R (2.3.19) 
= 
1JJ (r) 
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for K(r-a) >> 1. [Eqn (2.3.19) was obtained by putting the right hand 
sides of eqns (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) to zero and following the same 
procedure as in eqns (2.3.2)-(2.3.16).] The functions X.(r) satisfy 
J 
£X.(r) -Cl.X.(r) = 0 
J J J 
and have fundamental solutions 
X0 (r) 
1 W=O ~ 
r2 ' 
and 
~ 
-Cl 2r (j = 1,2, ... ,N) d [e j ] X. (r) = J dr r 
~ 
where the sign of a.. 2 is chosen to be 
J 
~ 
w -I 0 
2 Re (a . ) ~ 0 , 
J 
' 
(2.3.20) 
(2.3.21) 
' (2.3.22) 
(2.3.23) 
to ensure a decaying solution at infinity as required by the boundary 
conditions (2.2.13). 
To begin the numerical integration of eqns (2.2.7)-(2.2.9), 
asymptotic expressions for all the functions ¢ j(r), 9 (r) and F(r) 
are requir ed . The asymptotic form of the flow function F(r) is 
obtained from eqn (2.2.9). As with eqns (2.2.7) and (2.2.8), the 
right hand side is put to zero, giving 
(2 .3 . 24) 
Thus, the asymptotic form of F(r) is 
(2.3.25) 
where CN+l and CN+Z are const an ts [C 0 ,C 1 , ••• ,CN e ing the 
constants in the equation for the asymptotic forms of ¢ .(r) and ~ (r)]. 
J 
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Because the equations involve a time-varying electric field, all 
the functions: ¢.,~and Fare in general complex functions 
J 
possessing real and imaginary parts, denoted by 
¢.(r) = ¢~(r)+i¢'~(r) 
J J J 
(j = 1,2, ..• ,N) 
lJJ(r) = "1' (r) + ilJJ" (r) (2.3.26) 
F ( r) = F' ( r) + iF" ( r) • 
The asymptotic coefficients C. (j = O,l, ••• ,N+2) are therefore also 
J 
complex, as is the mobilityµ; 
µ = µ' + iµ" 
(2.3.27) 
(j = 0,1, ... ,N+2) . 
The diffe ren tial equations and bo un a ry condi tions s a tisfied by t he 
individual components of the complex functions¢., 1JJ and Fare 
J 
obtained by substituting eqn (2.3.26) into eqns (2.2.7)-(2.2.9) a n d 
the boundary condition s (2.2.14), a nd equating real and i maginary 
par - s . This produces 2 fourtl1-or e r and 2 +2 second-order coupled 
linear inhomogeneous differ e ntial equations, for the 2N+4 component 
f unctions. There are, the refor e , 2 1+6 linea rly independent solu tions 
(deca ying at infinity) of the homoge neous eq ua tio n s et , 
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iWA. 
£ct> . + --=-J (¢ . + ljJ ) 
J kT J. 
= z j e (d'l'o·l [dcpj - _j_ l Fl 
kT dr dr z .e r 
J 
(2.3.28) 
£l/J - 41Te 2 N co [ z . e l £ kT . z; z j 2 nJ. exp - * 'l' o ( cp. + l/J) = 0 
0 . J=l J 
e2 
nkT [d::J N z; 2 co z. n. j=l J J exp - _J_ 'l' u J [ z.e ) cp . kT r 
(2.3.28) 
' 
obtained by omitting the inhomogeneous terms on the right hand sides 
-of eqns (2.2.7)-(2.2.9). The solution of eqns (2.2.7)-(2.2.9) is thus 
a linear combination of the 2N+6 solutions to the homogeneous 
equations (2.3.28) together with a particular solution of the full 
inhomogeneous equations. 
Solving the Equations 
The 2N+6 linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous 
equation set (2.3.28) are obtained as follows. For each value of k 
(= l,2, ... ,2N+6) in turn, assign asymptotic coefficients, 
(j = 1, 2, ... , 2N+6) (2.3.29) 
Then, starting at some point r 0 such that K(r 0-a) >> 1, where the 
asymptotic fo rms of the functio ns [eqns (2 .3. 19) and (2.3. 25)] are 
valid, the homogeneous equations are solved in tor= a to obtain the 
set of complex functions [{ (k)¢ .(r)}, (k ) l/J (r), (k)F(r )]. 3 
J 
The values of the ini t i al fun c tions [{(k) cp .(r 0 ) } , ( k)~ (r 0 ), J 
(k)F(r) · re calculat d fro o the as ymptot i c fo r ms. 
0 
A particular solution of the full inhomogeneous equation set, 
(2.2.7)-(2.2.9), is obtained in the form 
3. {(k) ¢ .(r)} means 
J 
(k) ¢~(r)} etc. 
{ (k) It\ , ( ) (k) tt, 11 ( ) (k) A , ( ) (k) tt, 11 ( ) 
'+' 1 r' '+' 1 r' '+' z r' '+' 2 r' ... , 
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{(O) <j, /r)} { (R\ (r)} { (I) <j, /r)} 
(O)lJJ(r) + µ' (R)lJJ(r) + µ" (I)lJJ(r) , (2.3.30) 
(O)F(r) (R)F(r) (I)F(r) 
becauseµ' andµ" are unknown at this stage and so three independent 
particular solutions are needed. The inhomogeneous equations are 
solved from r = r 0 , where the initial values of all functions are set 
to zero, 4 in tor= a, three times. To obtain the first solution, 
[ {(O)cp .(r)}, (O)iµ(r), (O)F(r)], µ' and µ" are set to zero in 
J 
eqns (2.2.7)-(2.2.9) and the resulting inhomogeneous equations solved 
from r = r tor= a 0 • [{(R)cp.(r)}, (R)lJJ(r), (R)F(r)] is found J . 
by settingµ' = 1 and omitting all other inhomogeneous terms, before 
solving the resulting inhomogeneous equations. 
(I)lJJ(r), (I)F(r)] is found by settingµ"= 1 and omitting all other 
inhomogeneous terms, before solving. The full particular solution 
(2.3.30) thus contains two unknowns,µ' andµ", and decays 
exponentially to zero across the double layer. 
The complete solution of eqns (2.2.7)-(2.2.9) is a linear 
combination of the 2N+6 independ ent solutions of the homogeneo us 
equa tion set, [{(k) cp .(r) } , ( k ) lJJ (r), (k)F(r)], together with 
J 
the pa ticular solut io , eqn (2.3 . 30) , of the inhomogeneous equa _ion 
set. It is written as 
4. The sv ptotic form of the i nhomogeneous equat ions i s no t strictly 
equal to zero at r = r 0 • Instead, it should be pu t equal to 
O( e- Kro) as displa yed in Appendix 2, but the approximation us ed 
here is negligible for K(r 0 - a ) >> 1. 
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{¢.(r)} {(0)¢.(r)} 
J 
{(R)¢.(r)} {(1)¢.(r)} 
J 
{ (k) <P . ( r) } 
J J J 
(O) lj; (r) (R) lJ; (r) (I) 1JJ (r) 
2N+6 
(k)1JJ(r) lj; (r) = +µ' +µ'' + 2: ck 
k=l 
F(r) (O)F(r) (R)F(r) (I)F(r) (k)F(r) 
(2.3.31) 
It now remains to determine the coefficients, ck (k = l,2, ••• ,2,N+6), 
and the components of the mobility,µ' andµ", which appear in eqn 
(2.3.31). 
The coefficients ck are determin~d by requiring that the 
complete solution, eqn (2.3.31), satisfies the slipping plane boundary 
conditions, eqn (2.2.14). Substituting eqn (2.3.31) into (2.2.14) and 
equating real and imaginary parts, produces a set of 2N+6 simultaneous 
equations for the 2N+6 coefficients, ck, of the form 
M.c = (O)B +µ' (R)B +µ" (I)B ' (2.3.32) 
where the coefficient matrix Mand the vectors (O)B (R)B and 
_, 
(I)B are given in Appendix 3. c is the column· vector containing the · 
coefficients ck. The solution to eqn (2.3.32) is 
c = (0)~+µ' (R)~+ µ" (I)c, (2.3.33) 
vh .,re 
( Cl) C = }'C 1 • ( Cl) B ( Cl =O,R,I) • (2.3.34) 
= 
It was sta ted at the beginning of Section 2 .3, that the response 
of a dilute suspension can be expres sed solely in terms of the 
far-field behaviour of the o~ and¢. functions. The asympto tic 
J 
forms of these functions [eqn (2.3.19)] contain the const a nts Ck 
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(k = 0,1, •.. ,N) multiplying the ~(r) functions, which are just the 
coefficients cj+l + ic2j · in the above solution. This happy 
result arises because of the way in which the set of functions 
[{(k)¢.(r)}, (k)~(r), (k)F(r)] were defined. In particular, 
J 
(2.3.35) 
is the coefficient of the X 0 (r) function which is the only power-law 
decaying contribution in the asymptotic form of the ~(r) and ¢.(r) 
J 
functions. It shall be shown in the next section, that this is the 
only coefficient needed to determine the conductivity and dielectric 
response of a dilute suspension. 
The final task is to determine the components of the mobility, µ' 
andµ", to obtain a complete description of the response of the 
isolated spherical particle. As discussed in Section (2.1), the 
mobility is obtained by calculating the nett force on a particle which 
may be regarded to be zero. O'Brien and White (9) showed that the 
force on the particle is easily obtained from the asymptotic form of 
the velocity field. For a sphere moving with uni form velocity U, 
(2.3.36 ) 
where CN+l is the c o e fficient in th e asymptotic form of the flow 
functi on, eqn (2.3.25). Therefore, 
CN+l = 0 . (2 . 3 . 37 ) 
From eqns (2.3.27) and (2.3.33), it follows that 
0 
(0) 
+ ' 
(R) 
+ " 
(I) 
= c 2N+3 µ c 2N+3 µ c2N+3 
and 
0 (0) + ' (R) + " 
( I ) (2.3.38) = c 2N+4 µ c 2N+4 µ c 2N+4 ' 
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which are a set of simultaneous equations to be solved forµ' andµ". 
The response of the isolated spherical particle in a uniform 
oscillating electric field is completely determined by eqns (2.3.31), 
(2.3.33) and (2.3.38). This is a numerical solution, the fundamental 
equations of which involve no approximations for a small applied 
electric field and at low frequencies . 
In the next section, the equations for the conductivity and 
dielectric response of a dilute suspension are developed. It will be 
shown that these quantities are completely determined by the 
asymptotic coefficients, c 1 and c 2 , [eqn (2.3.35)) in the numerical 
solution for the fundamental equations. 
CHAPTER 3 
CALCULATING THE ELECTROKINETIC PROPERTIES 
3.1 THE EQUATIONS FOR THE CONDUCTIVITY AND 
DIELECTRIC RESPONSE OF A DILUTE SUSPENSION 
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When comparing a theoretical result with an experimental ly 
measured quantity, it must first be determined that the two do in fact 
correspond precisely. Experimentally, the conductivity K(w) and the 
dielectric response E:'(w) + iE:"(w) of a suspension are measured (for 
frequencies<< 10 10 Hz) by filling a capacitor with the liquid and 
determining its admittance (20). In this section, a definition of K, 
E:' and E:" will first be derived in terms of the admittance. Then a 
theoretical relationship involving the properties of the suspension 
will be found, which can be equat ed to the first definition . By this 
approach, an operational definition of the electrokinetic quantities 
will be obtained, ensuring that theory and expe~iment are both 
measuring the same quantity . 
Expe ri ental D fin i o n 
The admittance (impedance - 1 ) Y( ) is defined by the relationship 
v ere the total current through the capacitor is 
I ( t) -iwt = 1 0 e 
(3.1.1) 
(3.1.2) 
when an o s cillating volt age, 
V(t) -iwt = V0 e 
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(3.1.3) 
, 
is applied across it . Assume tha t a capacitor with para llel plates o f 
cross-sectional area A and separation dis being used. The colloidal 
suspension may be regarde d as a lossy ( s " =/= 0), leaky (K =/= 0) 
d ie l e ctr ic , s o t h a t the admi t t a n ce is giv en by (28) 
Y(w) (3.1.4) 
The amplitude of the ave rage current density and average electric 
field in the suspension between the plates of the capacitor are, 
respectively, 
<v (3.1.5) 
and 
(3.1.6) 
A 
where dis the unit normal to the plates. Substituting eqns (3.1.4)-
(3.1.6) into (3 . 1 .1) leads to 
( + ws" (w) _ i ws ' (w) J <E> <f> = K(w) 4TI 4TI ' 
whi c h can be written as 
,;.;here 
K*(w) 
<i> = K* (w) <E> , 
WE: 11 ( w) 
= K(w) + 4TI i WE ' ( W) 4TI 
(3.1.7) 
(3.1.8) 
(3.1.9) 
K*(w ) may be regarded as t he complex conductanc e of he suspension . 
It is rela t ed to the expe rimen t al observable - t he a dmi tt ance, Y(w) , 
b y 
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Y(w) = C K*(w) 
C ' 
(3.1.10) 
where C (= A/d for a parallel-plate capacitor) is the cell constant 
C 
of the apparatus, to be determined by calibration. 
When no particles are present, K( w ) can be replaced by the 
conductance of the electrolyte , 
co 2 2 N n. z e co J ~ K = L ' (3.1.11) j=l j 
and the dielectric response can be written 
(3.1.12) 
£ 11 (w) = 0 
for the low-frequency range of interest here. Our theory, as are all 
those mentioned in this thesis, is concerned with dilute suspensions, 
in which the dimensions of the particles are much less than the 
distance between particles. This enables interactions between 
particles to be neglected. Thus, for small volume fractions of 
particles, ¢ (= n V where n is the numbe r density of particles p p p 
and V is the particle volume), one may write p 
£' ( w) = £ 0 + 6s ' ( w) +0( ¢
2 ) 
E:"(w) = ¢6E::"(w) +0( (/) 2 ) • 
Substituting eqn (3.1.13) into (3.1.9), leads to 
(3.1.13) 
(3.1.14) 
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where 
6K*(w) w6E:" (W) iW6E:' (W) = 6K ( w) + 4 'IT - 4 'IT (3.1.15) 
6K*(w) can be obtained experimentally by measuring the admittance of 
the syst em as a function of¢. It remains to derive 6K*(w) 
theoretically. Then , by equating the real and imaginary parts of this 
theoretical relation with the real and imaginary parts of the 
experimental relation, eqn (3.1.15), an operational definition of t:tle., 
6s' and 6s" will be obtained. The rest of this section is a clever 
theoretical derivation of 6K*(w), due to O'Brien (29). 
Theoretical Definition 
It will be shown that the perturbation in the average current 
density, due to the presence of the colloidal particles in a dilute 
suspension, is a sum of -integrals over the particles and their double 
layers. Furthermore, each integral over a particle and its double 
layer can be obtained from the asymptotic forms of o~ and¢. at 
J 
large distances from the particle. These asymptotic forms were, in 
Se ction 2.3, shown to have a simple general form, f or no n-zero 
frequency. 
The con duction current dens ity in the suspension at any point 
betwee n the capacitor plates is defined as 
N 
i = L n. 0z . e V. . 
-c j=l J J -J 
(3.1.16) 
Multiplying e qn ( 2 .1.18 ) by e z . / . . , the cha rg e time s mobility o f 
J J 
the ion spe cies, and summing o e r al l ion speci e s, lead s to 
i 
-c 
N ez. 
= p 0u- L __J_ 
j=l >..j 
[kT Von. +n. 0 z .eVoll-' + on.ez .V~ 0 ] • (3.1.17) 
J J J J J 
The total current density i is the conduction current plus the 
displacement current, 
i = i 
-c 
i a~ 
+--47f dt 
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N ez. 
p 0u- L r[kT 
j=l j 
V cSn . + n . 0 z . e V o\f' + on . e z . V\f' 0 ] (3.1.18) = J J J J J 
iws 0 
47f D 
Far from the particle (outside the double layer), the boundary 
condition eqn (2.1.12) applies, and from eqns (2.1.10) and (2.1.11), 
p 0 -+ 0 and n. 0 -+ n ~- The total current outside the double layer, 
J J 
thus asymptotes to 
N ez. iws 0 
i "' L ~ [kT VcSn. +n. 00z.eVcS'l'] + 47f Vo'¥ • (3.1.19) j=l /\j J J J 
The volume average current density and electric field are given 
by 
= 1 f 
V J 
V 
i • dV (3.1.20) 
and 
<~ = ~ JV ~ . dV , (3.1. 21) 
wh e re Vis a la r g e enough volume to contain a s tati s tically 
significant number of particles in t he suspension. By a dding and 
subtrac ting the asymp totic form of i [eqn (3.1.19)] in the integrand 
in eqn (3.1. 20), an expression for the volume a v e rage curr ent density 
is obtained , viz. 
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(3.1.22) 
<:C> 
In deriving eqn (3.1.22), the relationship 
_!_ J dV 'vcSn . = 0 
V V J 
(j=l,2, ... ,N) (3.1.23) 
and eqn (3.1.21) were used, and the volume integral is now taken over 
the large volume around a single particle (for a small volume fraction 
of particles). The quantities in the integral are for an isolated 
particle in a uniform applied field, <E> e-iwt. 
The problem of evaluating the integrals in eqn (3.1.22) can be 
simplified considerably, by relating the quantities in the integrands 
to the asymptotic forms of cS~(r) and ¢. (r) at large distances from 
J -
the particle. 
In the coordinate . system fixed at the centre of the particle, 
'v .i = 0 (3.1.24) 
which l eads to 
'v .(ri) = 0. (3.1.25) 
This iden tity, together wit h the divergence theorem, enables the 
volume integral i n eqn (3.1 . 22) to be converted ~o a surface integral , 
giving 
<i> = 
N z . e [ l i wE O l + L _J_ kT cSn . + n . 00 z . e o~ n - 4 TI o~n , 
. 1 A. J J J J= J 
(3. 1 . 26 ) 
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where S 0 is the outer surface of the volume around the single particle 
A 
and n is the outward normal to this surface. The field-induced 
potential functions, ¢.(r) (j = 1,2, •.. ,N), were defined by eqn 
J -
(2.1.20) which leads to the asymptotic result 
. co· 
kT cSn. + n. z. e cS'±' 
J J J 
"' -n . co z . e ( cp • + <E>. r) 
J J J - -
(3.1.27) 
Substituting eqn (3.1.27) into the asymptotic expression for the total 
current, eqn (3.1.19), gives 
i 
N co 2 n. z. e 
"-' L J J 
j=l >... J 
iwe:: 0 (V <Pj + <E>) + - 4-'IT- V cS'±' • 
Now eqn (3.1.28) can be substituted into (3.1.26), giving 
co 2 2 
n. z. e 
J J 
>... 
J 
x J as c~ vo .. n- <P .. n) 
s O J J 
+ 
iWS 0 
41T J dS (r 170'!'. Il - O'!'n) . 
so 
In general, for a function with the asymptotic form 
<l>(r ) - J.r +~-:+a[\] ' 
- r r 
where J and Har e constan t vectors , it follows tha t 
J dS(:c: 17¢ . il-<!>n) = -4nH 
So 
(3.1.28) 
(3.1.29) 
(3.1. 30) 
(3.1.31) 
in the limit as S ~ co . The integral is independent of the s h ape of 
0 
the surface, but for S
0 
a s phe re of radius R c entred on the origin, 
the derivation of eqn (3.1.31) is straightforward. Then, n =rand 
replacing <P (r) by its asymptotic for [eqn (3.1.30)], t he integrand of 
eqn (3.1.31) reduces to 
3(H.r)r 
Integrating over the spherical surface and letting R 7 00 , 
required result, -4nH. 
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(3.1.32) 
gives the 
It has been shown in general (29) (and for spherical particles in 
particular , in Section 2.3) tha t both o~(r) and ¢.(r) have the form 
J -
of eqn (3.1.30). Furthermore, as shown in Section 2.3, the asymptotic 
forms of the functions are related, viz. 
"" exponentially 
o~(r) <E>. r + C o<E> • ~ + (3.1.33) 
"' 
- - y2 decaying terms 
and 
"" exponentially ¢ 
.(r) r (3.1.34) 
"' - Co~>. 2°" + decaying terms ' J - r 
for non-zero frequencies. (It was demonstrated in Section 2.3, that 
w = 0 is a singular case.) Using the relation eqn (3.1.31) for of (r) 
and ¢.(r), in eqn (3.1.29), leads to 
J -
<i> = (Koo i we: 0 l ( 3C o) 4TI l+ </) 7 <£> (3.1.35) 
From eqn (3.1.14) it follows that 
iwe: 0 ] 
4n Co • (3.1.36) 
Eqns (3 . 1 .14) and (3 .1. 8) rela te 6K* to the .·perimen t al l y 
measured admittance of the system. Eqn (3.1.36) is a theoretical 
relationship between 6K* and the properties of the system : the bulk 
number de1 s ity and mobility ( in er se dr ag coefficient) of each ionic 
species, the radius of the particle, the frequency of the applied 
field and the coefficient o f the asymptotic form of the functions, o~ 
and ¢j. The two relationships constitute an operational definition 
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of 6K*. The problem now is to deduce the quantities K, s' ands" from 
these definitions. 
From eqns (3.1.36) and (3.1~15) and using (2.3.35), equating real 
and imaginary parts leads to 
6s' (w) = -3- C 1 (w) - 4TrK C2 (w) 3s 
O ( 
00 
] 
a W€0 
(3.1.37) 
and 
WE" ( W) 3 [ oo WE ] 6K ( w) + 4 Tr = a 3 K c 1 ( w) + T c 2 ( w) . (3.1.38) 
The real dielectric increment, 6s'(w),is defined by eqn (3.1.13) 
as 
6s'(w) = [s'(w) - s 0 ]/cp . (3.1.39) 
Comparing this with the static dielectric increment [given by eqn 
(1.3)] which was used in Chapter 1, gives 
6s = · cp 6s' ( O) • 
st 
(3.1. 40) 
Thus, the static dielectric increment used to compare the theories of 
early workers (15-19) is just the volume fraction of particles times 
the real dielectric increment meas ured at zero frequency. 
It is tempting, from eqn (3.1.38), to de f ine 
6K (w) 3 00 = - 3 K c 1 (w) (3 . 1.41) 
a 
and 
6s"(w) (3.1.42) 
but there is no way of sepa r ating these two contribution s to t he 
experimenta lly measured quantity 6K ( w) + w6E" /4 n, from each other. 
The refore , although the dielectric term 6s '( w) is well defined by eqn 
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(3.1.37), the division of the experimental quantity eqn (3.1.38) into 
a conductance term and a dielectric loss term, is somewhat arbitrary. 
One option is to choose to define a conductance increment 
(3.1.43) 
3 00 
= - K lim c 1 (w) • 
a 3 w-+O 
Having chosen this definition, the effective dielectric loss increment 
must be defined as 
!.::,s" (w) 4TI ( [tiK(w) + w!.::,s" (w) - llKo J = eff w 4TI 
(3.1.44) 
3 [ 4~:00 [c 1 (w) - lim c 1 (w) J + c 0 c 2 (w)) • = a3 
w-+O 
An alternative option is to treat the experimental quantity, 
!.::,K(w ) + w!.::,s"/4TI , entirely as a frequency-dependent effective 
conductance increment, with no dielectric loss term. Then · 
Clearly 
6Keff (w) 
w!.::, C II ( w) 
= 6K ( w) + 47T 
3 
= -3 
a 
lira 6K ff (w) = 6K 0 • 
w-+O e 
(3.1.45) 
(3.1.46) 
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Both of these options are used experimentally . In spectroscopy, ~Ko 
is subtracted from the measured quantity, giving ~s~ff(w) the 
increment in the imaginary part of the dielectric response. Chemists 
measure the conductivity of the suspension and therefore measure 
~Keff(w) as the frequency-dependent conductivity increment. In the 
following section , numerical results are given for 6s'(w), 6Keff(w) 
and 6s~ff(w) , for various values of s, Ka and counterion valency. 
The conductance increment will now be derived from the asymptotic 
form of the ~. (r) functions at w = 0, making clear the nature of the 
J -
w = 0 limi t. As discussed in Section 2.3, at w = 0 the first N 
eigenvalues of the matrix equation for the asymptotic forms of the 
functions, o~ and~-, vanish so that the coefficients of the l/r 2 
J 
term in the asymptotic forms of ~. (r) are not necessarily equal to 
J -
each other (as they are when w 1 0). These coefficients are, from 
eqns (2.3.19), (2.3.21) and (2.3.22), 
C (W=O ) ¢. 
J 
= (3.1.47) 
(j=l,2, ... ,N). 
From eqn (3.1.29), in the limit w = 0, 
N 
= Koo <E> + _l_ ¢ I 
3 
a j=l 
CX) 2 2 
n. z. e 
J J 
;\ . 
J 
(3.1.48) 
Usin6 the defini ions eqns (3.1.8) and (3 . 1 . 14), th cond uctance 
increment is given by 
&*(O) = 3 
N n. 
I J 
a 3 j=l 
CX) 
z. 
J 
>. . 
J 
2e 2 
C ¢ . (w= O) 
J 
(3 .1. 49) 
It has been shown by numerical cal ulation that K*(O) given by eqn 
(3.1.49), agrees with 6.K*(O) , in eqn (3.1.43). 
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3.2 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Using the numerical procedure outlined in Section 2.3, a computer 
program was developed and the conductivity and dielectric response 
increments of dilute suspensions of spherical colloidal particles were 
calculated. It is obvious from the equations and boundary conditions 
to be solved [see Section (2.1)] that, for non-zero frequency, the 
electrokinetic properties of the system are not simply function s of Ka 
ands, as is the static-field electrophoretic mobility. Because of 
this, it is impossible to plot a concise set of numerical results as 
in the electrophoresis problem (9), although the numerical proc e dure 
described in Chapter 2 gives a straightforward and accurate way of 
calculating the conductivity and dielectric response theoretically for 
general values of s, Ka, electrolyte concentration and frequency. The 
following set of selected calculations, however, demonstrate the 
magnitudes and trends of the results. An attempt has been made to 
explain the physical reasons behind them. 
In each of Figs. 3-12, the quantities are calculated for a dilute 
suspension of spherical colloidal particle s with fixed radius 
a= 10 3 A and internal dielectric constant SI= 2. 
The Rea l ie lectric I ncr e ment 6s '(w) 
Fig . 3 is a plo t of the increment in the real part of the 
di lect ric response agains t fre qu ency , or a suspension in KCl 
- 3 - 3 
solution of concentration such that Ka= 10 (i.e."' 10 mol dm ) a t 
298 K. The real dielectric increment is plotted for various values of 
positive zeta potent ial (wher e Cl is th e counterion ) . 
The main features of Fig. 3 ar e: (i) the sensitivity of 6s '( w) 
to the value of s, (ii) the large magnitude of 6s '(O) , and (iii) the 
relaxa tion of 6s '( w) at large frequenci es ~ 10 4 Hz . ~s '( w) is the 
~E'(w) 
3 
5x10 
50mV 
w 
Ka= 10 
KCl 
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Fig. 3: Rea l part of the dielectric r esponse increment as a function 
of frequency for a dil ute suspension of s phe rica l parti ~l e s 
. 3 0 
(a= 10 A, €1 = 2) in KCl solution at Ka= 10 for various 
values of the zeta potential (in mV) . 
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change in the real part of the dielectric response of the electrolyte 
due to the presence of colloidal particles. This depends primarily on 
the strength of the dipole moment which the applied field induces in 
the isolated particle-electrolyte system. Ats= 0, the system 
consists qf a sphere of low dielectric constant embedded in a medium 
of high dielectric constant. When a uniform field is applied to the 
s ystem, a dipole moment is induced at the centre of the sphere in the 
opposite direction to the field (28). Thus, the dielectric increment 
is small and negative. Basically, at s = 0, by increasing the volume 
fraction of particles from zero, high dielectric material is being 
replaced with low dielectric material. 
However, as Isl increases, the physical picture becomes more 
complicated. There is now a double layer around the charged particle. 
This system has a high polarizability because when an electric field 
is applied, the charge cloud is free to move (as compared with the 
slight displacement of the orbital electrons of the neutral particle 
at Isl = o, leading to a very small dipole moment). The 
polarizability is positive, regardless of the sign of the zeta 
potential, since the counterions will move in the direction of t he 
field if they are positive and opposite to it if negative. The 
polariz ability increa s es with Isl because the induc ed d ipole ~ oment 
obviously depe nds on the amount of mobile cha r g e cont a i ned in the 
do ble layer , and t e amount of charge i ncr e a s es wi th ~I a t fi xed 
K). It the refore follows that, as Isl increas e s, the pos i ti v e double 
l a yer pola rizab i lity swamps the negative s = 0 polariza bi l ity . Thus 
the s = 25 mV plo t of 6E '( w) is slight ly posi tive , t least at low W) 
and at higher pot e ntia l s 6 E '( w) rapidly becomes a very large positive 
numbe r, r~flecting how easily the doubl e layer is disp laced by applied 
fields. This explains features (i) and (ii) of Fig. 3. 
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The relaxation of 6E'(w) at high frequencies [feature (iii)] is 
also explaine d in terms of the properties of the diffuse double layer 
ions (18). As the field changes direction in the time n/w (the 
oscillation period is 2n/w), the double layer ions must effectively 
move from one side of the particle to the other, a distance of 
~ 2(a+K- 1 ). The time taken for the ions to diffuse this distance is 
[2(a+K- 1 )] 2 /6D where D (= kT/A) is the diffusion coefficient of the 
counterion (with drag coefficient A). In order for the double _layer 
to respond completely to the applied field, the diffusion time must be 
short compared with the oscillation period of the field, i.e. 
3nkT ~ 2 X 10 4 -1 s (3.2.1) 
for our system. This shows that the double layer cannot move fast 
enough to keep up with the field at w > 10 4 Hz and the double layer 
polarizability relaxes to zero at high frequency. The s = 0 
polarizability of the colloidal molecule, however, will not relax 
until w,...., 10 10 Hz. Consequently, at 10 4 << w < 10 10 , 6E'(w) will 
become nega tive as it approaches the 6E '(O) value. 
In the Introduction, it was stated that "the complex dielectric 
response is a sensitive function of s and is a relat ively large 
property of the suspension." Fig. 1 demonstrates the sensitivity to 
s · For a 1% volume frac tion suspension with the properties stat ed at 
s = 100 mV, the dielectric constant E' (O) ~ 110 compared to E0 ~ 80 
(at ¢= 0), showing the relatively large magnitude of the complex 
dielectric response . 
In Fig . 4, 6E '(w) is plotted for Ka= 1, 10, 50 at fixed s = 100 
mV in KCl solut ion . Two impor tant ne·w features are shown, as Ka 
increases : (i) the magnitude of DS ' (w ) increases for fixed s , and 
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Fi g . 4 : Rea l pa rt o f t.e di e lectric r e sponse i n cremen t a s a f u nc tion 
of freque ncy for a dilute suspension o f spherical particles 
( a = 10 3 A0 , 2) 1 10 50 f d s 1 = in KCl solution a t Ka= , , o r fixe 
s = 100 mV . 
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(ii) the relaxation frequency increases. Ka increasing from 1 to 50 
at fixed a is equivalent to an increase in bulk electrolyte 
concentration of KCl from 10- 5 to 10- 2 mol dm- 3 • Thus the mobile 
charge in the double layer (given ~ fixed) increases (essentially as 
the square root of the concentration). It was pointed out before that 
6c '(w) increases with the magnitude of the induced double layer dipole 
which is determined by the charge in the double layer. Therefore, 
6c'(w) should increase with increasing K (a,~ fixed), as the results 
show. 
The second feature of Fig. 4, shown more clearly in Fig. 10, is 
the increase in relaxation frequency as Ka increases (or K- 1 
decreases). This follows directly from eqn (3.2.1). As K- 1 decreases 
(the double layer becomes thinner), the distance through which the 
double layer ions must move in response to the field decreases and the 
corresponding diffusion time is reduced. Thus the double layer can 
still respond to the applied field at higher frequencies. When 
K- 1 << a, eqn (3.2.1) says that the relaxation frequency varies 
inversely with the particle radius squared and is independent of the 
electrolyte concentration. This is shown by the result s f or 
Ka= 10,50 in Fig. 10 (and less clearly in Fig. 4). In extremely 
dilute solutions when K-l >> a, eqn (3.2.1) predicts that t he 
relaxation frequency is proportional to K2 (or the elec tro lyte 
concen tra tion ) . 
Finally, the effect of count e rion valenc y on 6E'( w) is 
illustrated . In Fig. 5, 6c '(w) is plotted for KCl (1 : 1) , Ba ( N0 3 ) 2 
(2:1) and La C1 3 (3:1) e lectrolyt e solutions t fixed Ka = 1 and 
~ = -50 mV. The main feature is the increas e in magni tude o s '(w) 
with increasing counterion valency . For fixed~ , the amount or mobile 
charge in the double layer increases with counterion va lency . 
~ E' (w) 
2x103 
0 
( = -50 mV 
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~ig . 5: Real part of the dielect ric response incre et as a function 
of frequency for a dilute suspension of spherical particles 
(a= 10 3 A, s 1 = 2) in KCl , Ba(N0 3 ) 2 and LaC1 3 s olutions at 
Ka= 10 and~= -50 mV . 
----
Furthermore, the force exerted by the applied field on a counterion 
increases with valency . Thus the double layer polarizability 
increases with valency. As expected, Fig. 3 shows no shift in 
relaxation frequency because Ka and a remain fixed. 
The Effective Conductance Increment LKeff(w) 
The effective conductance increment LK ~f(w) [defined by eqn 
e~ 
(3.1.42)] is the whole of the real part of the increment in the 
admittance. It is important because LKeff(O), the low-frequency 
conductance increment, is a quantity easily measured experimentally 
(30), although as a function of frequency LKeff(w) is a remarkably 
structureless function with no peaked relaxation process (in fact a 
very boring function). 
00 
Fig. 6 is a plot of LKeff(w)/K for KCl electrolyte at Ka= 10 
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as a function of frequency for various values of s• The features of 
the graph are: (i) the sensitivity of LKeff(w) to sand (ii) the 
increase of LKeff(w) at high frequencies. Feature (i) can be 
explained in terms of two opposing effects. Ats= 0, adding 
particles to the electrolyte repla ces conducting material with non-
conducting dielectric as well as forcing the migrating ions to detour 
around the particles . This means tha t the transport of charge is 
impeded, leading to a lower conductivity of the system. As l~I 
increases, however , a do uble layer containing excess mobile charge 
develops around each particle and the negative effect of adding 
non-conducting impenetrable particles particles is offset by the 
positive effec t of the mobile do uble layer charge . Thus, as 
increases, 6Keff(w) becomes less negative . It is shown in Fig. 6 
that at s = 100 mV, the two effects almost cancel each other to give a 
negligibly small LKeff(W) for W < 5 x 10 4 Hz. Larger zeta 
....... 
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Fig . 6 : Effective conductance increment 6Keff(w) relative to bulk 
00 
electrolyte conductance K as a fun c tion of frequency for a dilute 
suspension of spherical particles (a= 10 3 A, E 1 = 2) in KCl 
solution at Ka= 10 for various values of the zeta potential (in 
mV). 
potentials produce positive 6Keff values. 
The compe tition be twee n pos i tive double layer c ontributions a n d 
n e gative pa rticle contributions to 6 Keff( w) is also a strong 
co 
f unction of Ka. In Fig. 7, 6 Keff( w)/K is plotted for a suspen sion 
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in KCl solution at Ka= 1,10,50 f or fi x ed s = 100 mV. It c a n be s e en 
that at s maller Ka the double layer contribution to 6 Ke f f ( w) is 
stronger, giving a more positive value. This seems to be contrary to 
expectation because there are more double layer ions at Ka= 50 than 
at Ka= 1 (for fixed a). But the quantity being plotted is 
co 
6Keff(w)/K, the conductance increment norma lized by the 
corresponding bulk electrolyte conductance, and therefore it is the 
ratio of the number of ex cess double layer ions to the bulk 
concentration of ions which is important. This is proportional to 
for fixed s· Thus Ka= 1 has re l ative ly more ions i n the double 
co 
layer, giving a stronger positive contribution to illZe ff( w)/K. 
There is another · factor which increases the relative conductance 
increment for small Ka. At small Ka, most of the double layer ions 
are far awa y from the pa rticle surface, so the extr a conductance from 
these i ons is not significan tly reduced by t he pr e s ence o f an 
impenetra b le pa rticle. At large Ka v a lue s, however, the doubl e layer 
i ons a re all close to the particle surfac e and t he i ncrease i n charge 
c a rrying capacity due t o t hese ions is l a rgely cancelled out by the 
increased distance which they have to trave l to ge t around the 
pa rticle . 
As wel l as the sensitivity of the relative conductance i ncrement 
to sand Ka , the other f e ature of Figs . 6 and 7 is the increase in 
co 
6Keff ( w)/K at high frequenci2s . This can also be explained in 
terms o f th e effect of the particle on t he counterion trajectories . 
As the frequency inc r eases , the distance over which an ion diffuses 
12 
8 
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s = 100 mV 
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Fig . 7: Effective conductance increment 6Keff( w) relative to bulk 
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co 
electrolyte conductance K as a function of frequency for a dilute 
suspension of spherical particles (a= 10 3 A, £
1 
= 2) in KCl 
solution at Ka= 1 , 10 , 50 for s = 100 mV. 
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before the field reverses itself will decrease. The shorter the ion 
diffusion dis tance, the less important the physical obstruction of the 
particle becomes, and thus the conductance increment increases. 
Fig. 8 shows the effect of counterion valency on 6Keff(w). 
00 
6Keff(w)/K is plotted for KCl, Ba(N0 3 ) 2 and LaC13 solutions at 
Ka= 10 ands= -50 mV . The divalent and trivalent counterions have a 
bigger double layer contribution to 6Keff(w) than do monovalent ions 
under otherwise identical · conditions. This is, of course, due to the 
larger charge-transporting capacities of the higher valency 
counterions . 
The Imaginary Dielectric Increment 6E~ff(w) 
The imaginary part of the dielectric response increment 6E~ff 
[defined by eqn (3.1 . 4)] is an artificial quantity because it is 
impossible to distinguish experimentally between the conductance and 
dielectric loss contributions to the real part of the admittance, 
6Keff(w) . However, when 6Keff(w) - 6Keff(O) is divided by w, 
the quantity obtained has a significant structure which can be 
measured . Thus , 6E~ff(w), so de f ined , is an interesting function 
whatever the ethics of its origin. 
6Keff(w) do es not contain any obs e rva b le resonance peak, but 
6s~ff ( w) do es . Thi s is because the increase in 6Ke ff ( w) at high 
frequenci e s is slower that the increase in w. To illust r ate this, in 
Fig. 9 the effective imag inary dielectric increment 6E " ( w) i s 
eff 
plotted against frequency fo r KCl s olution at Ka= 10 for various zeta 
potentia ls . The 3in features a re: (i) the sensitivity to zeta 
potential , (ii ) the pronounced peak independent of s , and (iii) the 
relat ively large magnitude of ell 
~eff . 
These characteristics are a result of dielectric relaxation. The 
2 C: = -50mV 
Ka= 10 
11 Keff 1------------
Koo 
1 
0 
-1 KC~l----
w 
Fig . 8 : Effect ive conductance increment ~Keff(w ) re lative to bulk 
co 
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ele trolyte conduc t~ c e K as a function of frequency for a dilute 
suspension of spherical particles (a= 10 3 A, EI= 2) in KCl 
Ba( N0 3 ) 2 and LaC1 3 solutions at Ka= 10 and~= -50 mV. 
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Fig . 9: Imaainary part of the dielectric response increment as a 
functio n of frequen cy for a dilute suspension of spherical 
particles (a= 10 3 A, E 1 = 2) in KCl solution at Ka= 10 for 
various value s of the zeta potential (in mV) . 
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imaginary part of the dielectric response function represents that 
part of the induced polarization of the particle and its double layer 
which is out of phase with the applied field (31), leading to 
dissipation of the electromagnetic energy as heat. The polarization 
of the suspension becomes out of phase with the applied field because 
of the diffusion rate of the double layer. As discussed before, the 
double layer ions are unable to follow the field when the oscillation 
period of the field is comparable to .the diffusion time for the. double 
layer. There is no dielectric loss in the particles themselves, in 
the frequency range studie d here (i.e. c 0 and c 1 are real 
constants) . Therefore, the imaginary part of the polarizability, and 
thus 6c~ff' is proportional to the excess double layer charge and so 
increases as Isl for fixed electrolyte concentration (feature (i) of 
Fig . 9) . 
The peak frequency, as explained before, occurs when the 
oscillation period of the field and the diffusion time of the double 
layer are equal . From eqn (3.2.1), this frequency should be 
proportional to a 2 at high Ka values and proportional to K2 at low Ka 
value s. This is shown most clearly in Fig. 10 whe re 6 c~ff(w) is 
plotted for KCl at Ka= 1,10,50 for fixed,= 100 mV. The peak shifts 
to a lower frequency at Ka = 1 (pro por tional to K2 ) and is independent 
of electrolyte concentration for Ka= 10,50 (proportional to a 2 ). The 
magnit de of 6c " t-~( w) de creases as Ka dec r eases , due to t e drop i n 
e J.. 
excess mobile charge in the double layer as K decrease s for fixed a. 
plott 
Fi g . 11 shows the effect of counterion valency. 6c " ( w ) is 
eff 
fo r KCl, Ba( 0 3 ) 2 and La C1 3 solutions at Ka= 10 and 
s = -50 mV. The increase in 6c " (w ) with increasing counterion 
eff 
v a lency is because of the increase in mobile double layer charge, as 
before . That the peak frequency does not alter significantly as the 
s = 100mV 
KCl 
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Fig . 10 : Imaginary part of the dielectric response increment as a 
function of frequency for a dilute sus ension oi spherical 
particles (a= 10 3 A, SI= 2) in KCl solution at Ka = 1, 10, 5 
for l; = 100 mV . 
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Fig . 11 : lmaginar · part of the dielectric response increment as a 
function of frequency for a dilute suspension of s pherical 
particles (a= 10 3 A, E 1 = 2) in KCl, Ba( ·o 3 ) 2 and LaC1 3 
solutions at Ka = 10 fo r s = -50 mV . 
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counterion type is changed, reflects the similarity of the ionic drag 
coefficients. 
Although the main contribution to 6E~ff(w) is due to the double 
layer ions, in Fig. 12 it can be seen that 6E~ff(w) does not 
completely vanish at s = 0. 6€" ( w) is plotted for KCl solution 
eff 
for Ka= 1,10,50 at s = 0. The main features are: (i) the relatively 
small magnitude of 6€~ff(w) at s = 0, (ii) the high frequencies at 
which the peak occurs, and (iii) the shift in the peak frequency for 
different Ka values. These characteristics are all due to the 
presence of the impenetrable particle, obstructing the paths of the 
ions migrating in the electrolyte. Because this hindering effect 
decreases at high frequencies, as explained before, 6Keff(w) for 
s = 0 increases at high frequencies. This increase in 6Keff(w) 
manifests itself as a decreases in 6€~ff(w). 
3.3 DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH 
EXPERIMENT AND OTHER THEORIES 
The numerical procedure described in Section 2.3, enables exact 
calculations of the response of a dilute suspension to be made, f or 
co 
general values of s, Ka and electrolyte parame ters (i.e. n., z., 
J J 
A.). The analysis involves no analytic approximations and s o 
J 
disagre ement with experiment is due only to the incorrectness of t he 
fundamental equations or the slip ping pl~ne boundary conditions. As 
mentioned in Section 2 .:, modelling the part of the double layer 
behind the slipping plane can be very complex . The mode l used to 
I 
obtain the results in Section 3.2, is the simplest pi c ture in a 
hierarchy of successively more complicated pictures . This hierarchy 
of models of the s lipping plane region is discussed in Chapter 4 , 
whe re so me results for more complicated mo dels are given . 
3------------
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Fig . 12 : Imaginary part of the dielectric response increment as a 
function of frequency for a dilute suspens ion of spherical 
parttcles (a= 10 3 A, E = 2) in KCl solution at Ka= 1, 10, 50 I 
for s = 0 . 
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The formalism used simplifies analytically in the case of s = 0, 
because then the asymptotic forms of the ~(r) and ¢.(r) functions 
J 
are exact up to the slipping plane. This case is in itself not 
particularly interesting, however O'Brien (29) has obtained a smalls 
analytic expansion of 6E'(w), 6~1 (w) and Keff(w). His 
- eff 
results, given in Table 1, compar e favourably with the computed values 
00 
of DeLacey and White (32). The quantity shown (K*/K - 1)/¢, 
calculated at zero frequency, is equal to 3C 0 /a
3 [obtained by 
00 
substituting eqn (3.1.35) into (3.1.14)]. (K*/K -1) is the 
coefficient of volume fraction of the real part of the complex 
conductance. 
Other theoretical studies in the literature also compare 
favourably with the present theory. Figs. 13 and 14 show the 
quantities E" = ¢6Eeff and s' = s 0 + ¢6s' calculated for Ka = 60, 
a= 0.94 x 10-s cm, volume fraction¢= 0.3 and scaled zeta potential 
es/kT = 3.85 in KCl electrolyte at 23 °C, obtained by Dukhin and 
Shilov (18), Chew and Sen (33) and by DeLacey and White (32). Dukhin 
and Shilov's theory is described in Chapter 1. As shown in Fig. 14, 
their calculations agree very closely with the theory given here. 
Chew and Sen obtain a thin double layer analytical solution (Ka>> 1) 
to the Gouy-Chapman ~odel, usiqg matched asymptotic expansions. 
Solutions are developed in power series in 1/Ka in two regions - an 
i nner region containing the particle and its double layer and an outer 
region. The solutions are then matched between the regions 
order-by-order, to second order. As expe cted, Chew and Sen's theory 
agrees to withi~ a few pe r cen t of th e exact numer ical solution given 
here . Clear ly then , the theory devel ope d here gives good agreement 
with the more sophisticated theories in the literature . 
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Fig . 13 : The real part; and Fig . 14 : the imaginary par t of the 
dielectric response as a function of frequency ( f = 2nw ) for a 
dilute s uspension of spherical particles (Ka = 60, a= 0 . 94 x 10 3 A, 
¢ = 0 . 3 , e ~/kT = 3 . 85 , T = 23 °C) in KCl solution, with : o o o 
experimental res u lts of Schwan , ---- theoretical results o f Chew 
a nd Sen , ------ theoretical results of Dukhin a nd Shilov, and 
theoretical results of DeLacey and White . 
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TABLE 1 
00 
Values of (K*/K -1)/¢ measured by Stone-Masui 
and Watillon and calculated by O'Brien and by 
DeLacey and White 
00 
y = -ec,/kT 
Wiersema Del+ W 
(K;~/K - 1) /¢ 
Ka 
1 . 13 
0.91 
-3.1 
-4 . 3 
2.41 
3.86 
2.49 
3.83 
S-M+ W O'B DeL + W 
26 
62 
9 
24 
10 
24 
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Now comes the crunch - the comparison of our results with 
experiment. The experimental difficulties associated with measuring 
electrokinetic quantities are considerable [(20) Section 1.2] and to 
the author's knowledge only three such studies have appeared in the 
literature. Stone-Masui and Watillon (30) measured the conductivities 
of polystyrene latex es for smal l values of Ka and v o lume fraction. In 
00 
Ta ble 1, values of (K*/K - 1 )/¢ were obtained from their graphs of K* 
against volume fr a ction. Notice that the value s of scaled zet a 
potential (y = -e r,/~T) c alculated from the measured mobilit i e s using 
Wiersema 's theory (8 ) (s ee Chapter 1) are slightly different t han 
t hos ,._ obtaine f rom our theo ry , b u t the di fference in (K*/ l x, - 1)/¢ for 
the zeta potentials is negligible . In each case, the measured value 
00 
of (K*/ K - 1)/¢ is more than 2 . 5 times the theoretical value . 
Table 2 compares stat ic dielectric increment s [defined in Chap ter 
1 and Sect ion (3.1)] measured by Springer (20) , with the compu t ed 
value s . The resul ts shown are for Springer's l atex s mple A1 where 
TABLE 2 
Experimental values of static dielectric 
increment, 6E , due to Springer (latex 
st 
sample A 1 : a= 2. 22 x 10-
5 
cm, ¢ = 0. 022, surf ace 
charge density= 16.1 mC/m 2 in KCl solution) and 
theoretical values due to DeLacey and White 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
Ka 
16.3 
23.1 
28.3 
f1E 
st 
DeLacey + White 
s = -100 mV 
93 
119 
124 
s = -50 mV 
14 
14 
15 
Springer 
s unknown 
450 
700 
800 
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cb is the concentration of electrolyte added to the samples. A 
problem exists in comparing the theory with Springer's result in that 
he does not measure the zeta potential. Instead he measures the 
titratable surface charge which does not give direct access to the 
zeta potential using present theories. However, as pred~cted by 
Freundlich (34), most colloidal systems have zeta potentials of about 
50-70 mV. The computed values listed in Table 2 are given for both 
s = -50 mV and -100 mV (negative values because K+ is the counterion), 
since the latter value is an upper limit on the poss ible magnitude of 
the zeta potential for the syste~ . But, even for s = -100 mV , the 
experimental values of 6E are about 4 times bigger than the 
st 
theoretical values. 
Thu s , the experiments of Stone -Masui and Watillon and of Springer 
produce conductivity and dielectric respons e functions which are 
bet~een 2.5 times and an order of magnitude bigger than the computed 
values reported in Tables 1 and 2. The sophisticated theory of Dukhin 
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et al. (18) gives good agreement with our results as do the analytical 
theories of Chew and Sen (33), for large Ka values, and of O'Brien 
(29), for small values of s· So, if the experiments are correct, 
there is a serious flaw in the present model of the particle and 
surrounding electrolyte which is probably common to existing 
theoretical models. 
There is, however, a third set of experiments which support the 
other side of the argument. As shown in Figs. 13 and 14, the early 
experiments of Schwan et al. (17) give much closer agreement with 
existing theories and so give quite different results from the other 
experiments. The quantities€' and€", obtained experimentally, are 
less than 50% bigger than the computed values. Considering the 
relatively high volume fraction of particles used, this agreement is 
very good because the theory is only accurate for low volume fraction 
suspensions when the interaction of the particle double layers may be 
ignored. Although these experiments were done twenty years ago, in 
the opinion of the author, they do cast some doubt on the validity of 
Springer's results. Clearly there is a need for further careful 
experiments if the validity of the theory is to be thoroughly tested. 
If there is an error in the theory, the most likely source is the 
slipping plane boundary conditions. Thi s is because t h e model us e d so 
far assumes that the region ins i de the slipping pl a ne is complet e ly 
i mmobile and n on -conduc ting , a hi ghly si uplified picture . Another 
clue that this is the reason for the large discrepa ncy between t heory 
and experiment, is that (as discussed in Cha pter 1) the t heorie s of 
Schwarz (1 6 ) and Schurr (19) a gree much more cl osely wi t h e-pe riments 
than does Dukhin 's theory (18) or the theory discussed he re. Thi s is 
in spite of the more comprehensive and sophist icated nature of 
Dukhin's treatment. What Schwarz and others do incl ude is a n ex tra 
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explicit surface conductivity i . e. they attribute the dominant part of 
the electrokinetic response of the particle to the lateral movement of 
the surface bound charges . Thus, in the following chapter, a more 
complicated model of t he slipping plane region of the double layer 
will be developed with emphasis on surface conductivity . 
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CHAPTER 4 
SURFACE CONDUCTANCE EFFECTS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The model of the region behind the slipping plan e used so far is 
the simplest in a hierarchy of successively more complicated pictures. 
The region behind the slipping plane is assumed to have no macroscopic 
motion and to be unaffected by external electric fields. These 
assumptions imply the boundary conditions: all diffuse layer ion 
fluxes normal to the slipping plane must vanish at it and the amount 
of charge behind the slipping plane is constant and equal to its value 
in the absence of the field. 
A more appropriate model of the region behind the slipping plane, 
due origina lly to Stern (43), is illustrated schematically in Fig. 15. 
The true particle/solution interface has a "titratable" fixed charge 
density a 0 due to fixed ionized species on the suiface. In the 
adjacent region of the aqueous so lution of thickne ss S1 , no charge 
density c n ex ist becaus e of the fin ite size of the hydra ted 
counterions. This region has a dielectric constant € 1 which is 
usually put equal to that of bulk water. At the plane S1 , a Stern 
layer ,harge density a is assumed to exist, r epr e s ent ing the 
s 
counterions which are sitting at the distance of closest approach to 
the particle surface . In a more complica ted model, specific 
interactions of these ions with their local environmen t as well as 
Oa Os 
I I 
Stern I layer I 
I I 
I' I 
inner I outer I diffuse double . . region region 
I layer 
I I 
I I 
E1 I E2 I ·E 0 
I 
0 
~1 
Fig . 15 : Sche tic picture of the Stern r egion of che particle~ 
electrolyte interface . 
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their electrostatic interaction may be allowed for. Another region of 
thickness S2 and dielectric constant £ 2 , which is also devoid of ions, 
is often included to represent that part of the inner region where 
diffuse double layer ions with a full hydration sheath are excluded. 
In this c~se, the counterions constituting a are considered to have 
s 
given up part of their hydration sheath and moved closer to the 
surface than the closest diffuse layer ions, presumably because of 
strong specific surface interactions . 
The Stern model does not completely define the position of the 
slipping plane, however. In the simple picture , used previously, all 
electrokinetic phenomena depend fundamentally on one electrostatic 
parameter - the zeta potential , located at the slipping plane. · 
Indeed, it is the discrepancy between the magnitude of s obtained from 
electrophoretic mobility mea$urements and the measured titratable 
charge a0 on the particle surface which necessitated the introduction 
of the slipping plane concept in the first place. In the Stern model, 
by comparing the diffuse layer charge density (determined from s 
values) with o0 , it is deduced tha t the slipping plane must lie at 
some distance from the particle surface outside the Stern layer. 
However, the actual position of the slipping plane is still somewhat 
arbitrary . 
As explained in Section 3.3, the discr e pa ncy betwe en theory and 
some experimental easur ements of conductivit~ and di e l e ctric res onse 
increments, is perhaps due to an error in the theoretica l boundary 
conditions i mposed on the slipping plane. The result s given in 
Chapter 3 were calcul ted using a model which a ssumes t he immobilit· 
of the Stern l ayer i ons . In the next section, slipping plane boundary 
condit ions are derived for the cas e when the immobility assumption is 
relaxed and surface conductance can occur. In Section a .3, the 
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effects of the new boundary conditions are examined by calculating the 
mobility, conductance and dielectric response of the same dilute 
spherical colloidal suspensions which were treated · in Chapter 3. As 
before, no approximations are made in the equations which are solved 
numerically. In Section 4.4, some other slipping plane boundary 
conditions are considered, especially the surface charge density oa 
proportional to the applied electric field. The significance of the 
results in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 are discussed in Section 4.5. 
Conclusions are drawn about the validity of the theory and of the 
experiments (17,20,30). 
4.2 THE SLIPPING PLANE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The Ion Force Balance Equation 
The starting point in the derivation of the slipping plane 
boundary conditions, in the presence of the surface conductance, is 
the ion force balance equation. Write in general 
0 = Fhydro + Felect + Fsurf + Ftherm 
-j -j -j -j ' (4.2.1) 
the sum of forces on an ion of type j. The four t erms represent the 
hydrodynamic drag force, the electrostatic force, the specific surface 
interaction force and the "thermodynamic force", res pec t ively. 
Equation (4.2.1) is the equivalen t of eqn (2.1.6) and as such s hould 
be strictly equated to m.(dv./dt) , th·e mass times accele ration of the 
J -J 
type-j ion, but may be approximat ed for w < 10 8 - 1 to zero s . 
Th hydrodynamic dr ag force to first order in the par ticle 
v eloci t y is 
A. (v. - u) , 
=J -J (4.2.2) 
as in eqn (2.1.6) except that the drag coefficient ~j (I) is a 
position dependent tensor quantity, in general. The dependence on r 
arises from the increased drag on the ion when it is close to the 
particle surface, due to surface induced liquid structure. On 
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hydrodynamic (35) and statistical mechanical grounds one would expect 
both of these effects to have a short range,..._, a. (the hydrated ion 
J 
radius). Thus , one may require 
(4.2.3) 
as r becomes more than a few ionic radii from the particle surface, 
where A. is the bulk electrolyte drag coefficient for type-j ions 
J 
[defined by eqn (2.1.7)]. In the surface ·region where A. (r) is a 
=J -
function of position, from symmetry considerations one may write 
n 0 0 A. (x 1 ) J 
A. (r) t 0 (4.2.4) = 0 A. (x 1 ) 
=J - J 
t 0 0 A. (x 1 ) J 
for any local orthogonal axes system (x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ) where x 1 is the 
coordinate measured normal to the particle surface (see Fig . 15). 
Thus 
n l >,.. (x 1 ) J X1 
J 
-+ A. 
' 
>> 1 . (4.2.5) 
J a. 
t J 
>,. . (x 1 ) J 
In order to simplify expression (4.2.2) for the hydrodynamic drag 
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force, put 
u(r) = 0 , (4.2.6) 
in the surface region where the drag coefficient differs from its bulk 
electrolyte value. This is justified as follows. u(E_) varies on a 
length scale of a or K- 1 • Provided the surface layer 
(thickness"' a.) is thin compared with a or K- 1 , then u(r) will not 
J 
change appreciably across the surface layer. The "stick" boundary 
condition, u = 0, must be applied on the actual particle surface and 
thus u(E_) may be set to zero across the surface layer. With this 
· · Fhydro d h f h 1 · f b 1 approximation, . an t ere ore t e resu tant ion orce a ance 
J 
equation will only be correct to zeroth order in the surface layer 
thickness. 
This sort of approximation will be used again in this section. 
Indeed, it is the thinness of the surface layer in comparison with the 
other length scales in the system which is the vital property enabling 
one to replace the surface layer by a diffuse layer boundary condition 
at the slipping plane. Therefore, define the slipping plane as that 
surface near to the particle/solution interface at which u(E._) ~ 0 and 
A.(r) begins to deviate noticeably from its bulk isotropic value. 
=J -
In this approximation, the hydrodynamic boundary condition on the 
slipping plane is unchanged from that of the immobile surface layer 
[eq. (2.1 . 29)] , v i z . 
u(r) = 0 • 
slipping 
plane 
The electrostatic force in eqn (4.2.1 ) is just 
Felect = 
-j 
\] 
-z.e , , 
J 
(4.2.7) 
(4.2.8) 
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where the electrostatic potential~ satisfies the general Poisson's 
equation 
N 
= - 4,r L 
j=l 
z. en. (r) • 
J J -
(4.2.9) 
Due to surface-induced structure, the dielectric permittivity tensor~ 
may be anisotropic and position dependent in general. However , . 
outside the surface layer~ assumes its bulk solution value s 0J and 
eqn (4.2.9) reduces to Poisson's equation 
4n N L 
So j=l 
z. en. (r) 
J J -
(4.2.10) 
In the frequency range of interest here ( w < 10 8 s- 1 ) s O may be 
regarded as frequency independent (32). 
Th f f Fsurf d h h d . f Ftherm e sur ace orce an t et ermo ynamic orce . 
-j -J 
are interrelated quantities. Here the thermodynamic force is defined 
to be 
Ftherm = - kT V ln n. 
-j J (4.2.11) 
(the same as in eqn (2.1.6) for the immobile surface layer problem) 
and the quantity Vsurf is introduced in j 
Fsurf 
-j 
= _ V v:urf 
J ' 
(4.2.12) 
the term which includes the effect of surface conductance . From a 
straightforward statistical mechanical argument (36), thes e 
d f · · · · 1 h Vsurf · h " · 1 f f " e initions imp y tat . is t e poten tia o mean orce on a 
J 
type-j ion due to the pr e sence of the surface (excluding the mean 
electrostatic and non-conservative forces describe d above). 
Obviously, Vsurf must include the free energ of any specific 
J 
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interactions of the type-j ions with the surface (i.e. any microscopic 
coulombic interaction with the fixed surface charge e.g. hydrogen 
bonding, hydration, steric and dispersion interactions). In addition, 
Vs.urf, 
J 
as a potential of mean force, must include any contributions 
from the inter-ion interactions which are not included in the 
elect 
electrostatic force term F. (i.e. the cavity and fluctuation 
-J 
potentials of modern electrolyte theory (26) and any ion hydration 
sheath interactions). These ion-ion interaction terms depend on local 
ion densities. Under normal electrolyte conditions(~ 0.1 M) of 
interest here, these interactions can be neglected in the dif fu s e 
double layer (26), but may not be ignored in the Stern layer. Thus, 
V~urf is assumed to be (i) short ranged and zero outside the 
J 
slipping plane, and (ii) independent of any applied weak external 
field. The first assumption defines the position of the slipping 
plane outside the Stern layer - reasonable because the Stern region 
can only be considered as a separate layer due to the finiteness of 
Th d · . d Vsurf f e secon assumption is ma e so as to remove . rom 
J 
direct consideration in the electrokinetic model of the surface layer 
which follows. However, this assump tion is not strictly just if ied. 
surf . Remember that V. includes two contributions, of which the 
J 
ion-surface interactions can safely be regarded as inde pend e nt of the 
applied field. But the ion-ion interactions depend on local ion 
dens'ties wh i c h will, in gene ral , be pert r be by th e a?p i e d field . 
surf . Thus, V. is not really independent of the a pplied f ield. This 
J 
question will be considered further below. 
Subst ituting e qns (4.2.2), ( 4 .2. 8 ), ( 4. 2 . 1 ) a nd (4 . 2 . 12 ) i nt o 
(4.2.1) g ive s, in general, 
v. = U-A-l 
-J =j [ z. e Vit' + vv:urf + kT V ln n.] J J J (4.2.13) 
where A~ 1 is the inverse drag coefficient tensor. In the same way 
=J 
as in Chapter 2, the equations can be simplified by introducing the 
field-induced potential functions ¢.(r,t), defined by 
J -
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n. (r,t) = 
J -
00 
n. 
. surf 
exp{-[z .e(f +¢. +E.r) +V. ]/kT} (4.2.14) · 
J J J - - J 
The boundary conditions far from the particle surface are the same as 
in Chapter 2, eqns (2 . 1.25) and (2.1.26). Substituting (4.2.14) into 
(4.2.13) gives 
"\ - 1 
v. = u+z.eA .• 
-J J =J 
(V¢. + E) 
J 
(4.2.15) 
In the absence of an applied field, v. and u are zero, and so 
-J 
from eqn (4.2 . 15) 
¢.(r,t) = 0. 
J -
(4.2.16) 
In this case , eqn (4 . 2.14) becomes 
o 00 · o surf 
n . = n . exp { - [ z . e '¥ + V . ] /kT} 
J J J J 
(4.2.17) 
in the absence of an applied field. Eqn (4.2.17) reduces to the usual 
Boltzmann form outside the surface layer (i.e. when Vsurf i s z e r o ). j 
The Stern Layer Charge Density 
The unperturbed Stern layer charge de nsity due t o t yp e -j ions is 
obtained by integrat ing the i on dens ity with respect t o the nor~al 
coordinate x 1 (see Fig . 15) over the Stern reg ion, i.e. 
0 0 
s. 
J 
= z.e 
J 
From eqn (4.2.17) one obtains 
(4.2.18) 
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oo JB1+B2 surf (4.2.19) ao 
s . 
J 
= z.en. exp{-[z.e\¥ 0 +v. ]/kT}. 
J J O J J 
Obviously, to evaluate eqn (4.2.19) completely, an expression for 
Vs.urf(x 1 ) must be known. H b 1 • th b · owever, y maKing ea ove assumptions J 
about the general form of V~urf, the expression may still be 
J 
simplified, as follows. If the Stern layer model outlined in the 
surf introduction is to have any validity, eqn (4.2.17) says that V. 
J 
for counterions (at least) must be a rapidly varying function with a 
pronounced minimum at x 1 = B1 (see Fig. 15), so that the charge 
density of counterions is finite on this plane and ne gligible behind 
Vsurf it. As discussed previously, two contributions to are a short j 
range attractive specific interaction and a repulsive finite ion size 
interaction of a type-j ion with the particle surface. It is obvious 
that these contributions can produce such a surface layer charge 
distribution. This form of Vsurf means that, from eqn (4.2.19), j 
J
B1 +S2 . o surf 
dx 1 exp{- [ z. e\11 + V. ] /kT} J J 
0 
· o surf 
= exp{-[z.e\11 Cf\) +V. (S 1 )]/kT} 
. J J 
(4.2.20) 
J
S1+B2 surf surf 
x dx 1 exp{-[V. ( B1) -V. ( x 1)]/kT} . J J 
0 
The unperturbe d Stern layer cha r ge densi ty a y now be wr i t t e n as 
where 
ao 
s . 
J 
CX) 
= z . e n. 
J J 
surf d. = exp { - V. ( S 1 ) /kT} J J 
J
B1+B2 f £ 
x dx 1 exp{-[V~ur ( 3, ) -V~ur (x 1 )]/kT} J - J 
0 
( 4 . 2 . 2 ) 
( 4 . 2 . 22) 
d. has units of distance; it measures the rang e of the surfa ce 
J 
interaction about B1 • d. will be r egarde d as a g iven cons t an t J 
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independent of s· 
surf The second assumption about V. , that it is independent of 
J 
weak applied field , is always made in colloid studies because it is 
necessary to simplify eqn (4.2.27) and the following analysis. 
surf However, V. can only be regarded as independent of! when the 
-J 
local ion density-dependent inter-ion contributions can be neglected. 
But if the inter-ion · interactions in the surface layers are neglected, 
the Stern layer isotherm eqn (4.2.18) will exhibit no limiting 
behaviour as the bulk solution concentration of j-type ions is 
increased. Indeed, one would need to introduce a term 
-kT ln(a - L a 0 ) , where a is the maximum possible Stern layer 
s . s s 
max J f j max 
charge, in v:ur in order to obtain the classical Stern layer 
J 
isotherm with the required behaviour, i.e. from eqn (4.2.19) 
ao 
s . 
a - L ao 
S s 
max J• J. 
00 
= n. 
J 
-z.e'l' 0 ( S 1 )/kT 
C. e J 
J 
(4.2.23) 
Th h . . . . . ( .. ) b Vsurf us, t e r e is an inconsistency in assumption 11 a out . . 
J 
However, it is clear that it is only when the Stern layer is near · 
saturation that the inter-ion interactions are non-negligible and 
assumption (ii) does not apply; Otherwise, the as s u mpt i on is valid 
and eqn (4.2.18) is well behaved. The~e consi dera t ion s restrict the 
range of va l i dity of the model . On the o t her hand , t h ese restrictions 
are not really so severe because a closely-pack ed Stern layer of ions 
is very un l i kely in practice. The particle surface c harge density cr 0 
rarely if ever a pproaches values corresponding to close packed ions 
(i.e. ,..._, 80 µC/cm 2 or one charge per 25 A2 ) and the Stern layer charge 
density a is nor mally~ la 0 I• Thus , a ssumption (ii) is a good s 
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approximation in most practical situations. Only large ions with 
strongly attractive specific surface interactions do not fit this 
assumption, in which case further modifications of the model are 
required. 
Eqn (4.2.21) defines the unperturbed Stern layer charge density 
in terms of d., a parameter of the system introduced by the surface 
J 
conductance requirement . An expression for f 0 (S 1 ) must st ill be 
determined, however. From Fig. 16, 
(df 
0
) · 
dr ' 
r=a 
(4.2.24) 
where C2 = s 2 /S 2 is the outer layer capacitance per un it area. To a 
good approximation, C2 -+ 00 (40) so f
0 (S 1 ) = z:;. _ Eqn (4.2.21) becomes 
ao 
s . 
J 
= z. en. 
J J 
General Boundary Conditions 
co 
d. e 
J 
-z.el;/kT 
J (4.2.25) 
When an external electric fiel d is a pplied, the functions are 
perturbed about their zero-field values, as bef ore [ eqn (2.1.14)]. 
Substituting these forms into the above equations and lineari zing 
whe r e necessary g ives differential r elationshi ps b e t \Jeen the fir st 
order perturbe d quantities o~ , on., v . and u. Fr om e qn ( 4 .2.9) 
J -J 
= - 4n 
N 
L 
j=l 
z.ecSn.(r) 
J J -
(4.2.26) 
From eqn (4 . 2.14) and assumption (i i) that Vsur f is not perturbed by j 
the applied fi eld 
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Fig . 16: Schematic r epresentation of the electric potential profil e 
in the Stern region . 
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[z. ej on . ( r) = - _J_k n . o ( r) [ o\lf ( r) + <P • ( r) + E . r ] . J- T J - - J- -- (4.2.27) 
In order to obtain the slipping plane boundary conditions, one needs 
to know the ion flux for each j-type species. To first order in the 
applied field, 
J. = n. 0 (r) v .(r) 
-J J -J -
(4.2.28) 
In the surface layer, where u is assumed to be negligible, using eqn 
(2.4.15), the ion flux may be written as 
o "-- 1 J. = z. en. . 
-J J J =J 
(9¢ . + E) 
J 
(4.2.29) 
To this order, the continuity equation for the j-type ion species is 
(32) 
9. J. = iwcS n. 
-J J 
(4.2.30) 
The diffuse layer differential equations, which govern the 
behaviour of the system, and the boundary conditions as r -+oo are the 
same as those given in Chapter 2. Here the object is to derive more 
general slipping plane boundary cond i tions. To obtain the first of 
these, integrate eqn (4.2.30) with respect to x 1 over the particle 
surface r eg ion, i.e. 
(4.2.31) 
\/ A 
. . J .+n. J . 
t -J - J 
0 
' 
where 9t symbolizes a divergence with respect to the local 
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transverse coordinates (perpendicular to the local surface normal n). 
The normal flux of each ion type must vanish at the particle surface. 
Using this fact together with eqns (4.2.27) and (4.2.29) enables eqn 
(4.2.31) to be rearranged, giving 
z.e 
J 
(4.2.32) 
In deriving eqn (4 . 2.32 ), use has also been made of the form of A. 
=] 
given by eqn (4.2 . 4) . Because of the sharply varying nature of 
n~(x 1 ) the ion density in the surface layer [as described in Section J 
4 .1], using definition (4.2.18), eqn (4.2.32) can be simplified to 
= - ao [___L. V . (V<P . + E) + kiwT (cS'f + <I>J. + ~. !) lj 
s. ~ t t J -J /\. . 
J 
_6·c4.2.33) XI- I 
Since the slipping plane is close to (or at) the surface x 1 = S1 + S2 
( h d h 1 -1) wen compare to the ot er ength scales of the system, a or K , 
n.J ·I may be re garded as t h e norma l j-type ion flux at the 
-J S1 +S2 
slipping plane to zeroth order in the s urface ·1ayer thickness. 
Si mila f , the quan tities on t h e right hand i de of eqn (4 .2. 33) , 
although evaluated at x
1 
= S1 , may also be taken as their values at 
the slipping plane to zeroth order in the s r face layer thickness. 
t However, since A. can vary rap i dly over the surface layer, it would 
J 
not be strictly correct to replace A~(S 1 ) by its value at the J 
slipping plane, A.• 
J 
To eliminate J. from expression (4.2.33), another equation for 
-J 
J. is needed. This is obtained from eqn (4.2.29), using the 
-J 
slipping plane boundary condition 
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1-¥0 = s 
slipping 
(4.2.34) 
plane 
and eqn (4.2.17) together with 
V~urf 1 · . = 0 ' J s 1pp1ng (4.2.35) 
giving 
n.J. i· . 
-J s 1pp1ng = 
plane 
plane 
co 
z. en. 
J J 
A. 
J 
e 
-z.es/kT 
J ( V\l' . + E) • n l . . • ( 4 • 2 • 3 6 ) J s 1pp1ng 
plane 
Thus, to zeroth order in the surface layer thickness, the slipping 
plane boundary condition, obtained from eqns (4.2.33) and (4.2.36), is 
n. (V<D. + E) = J slipping 
plane 
z.e c;: /kT 
a 0 e J 
s . 
co 
z.en. 
J J 
i wA. 
(4.2.37) 
1 I 
X 
( A. 
i V • (V¢ . + E) + 
l t t J -Aj Cl:\) . 
J 
kT ( cS \l' + ¢ . + E • r) ~I 1 . . • J - - s 1pping 
J plane 
Eqn (4.2.37) constitutes a s e t of slipping plane boundary . conditions 
on the ¢ .(r) (j = 1,2, ... , N) functions. I t r e mains to find a 
J -
slipping plane boundar y cond ition for cS~ . 
Substituting eqn (4.2. 27) into (4.2.26) and integrating with 
respect to the normal coordina te x 1 across the Stern region , gives 
[using de inition (4.2.18)] 
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(4.2.38) 
E: 0 n.VcS'¥ 1 .. -n . (E: •. 'vcS'¥)1 o sipping = x= 
plane 
= 
N 4
ne L z. a 0 [cS'!'+<t>.+E.r] 
kT . 1 J s. J - - slipping ' J= J plane 
to leadin~ order in the inner layer thickness, as before. Now the 
conditions of continuous potential and continuous normal component of 
the dielectric displacement across the particle surface x 1 = 0 are 
imposed: 
= cS'!' I I x 1=0 (4.2.39) 
and 
(4.2.40) 
where o'l'r (E_) is the perturbation in the potential inside the 
colloidal particle. These equations are the same as those used in 
Section 2.1 , assuming that the particle surface charge is not field 
dependent (i . e. cSo O = 0) . · To leading order in the inner layer 
thickness, 
cS'¥ lx
1
=0 = cS'!' slipping · 
plane 
(4.2.41) 
Combining eqns (4 . 2.39)-(4.2.41) gives the sl i pping plane boundary 
conditions 
cS '¥ 1. . = cS'!'I IX 1--0 sipping (4.2.42) 
and plane 
1 .. - E:rn. VcS '!' rl o sipping x 1= 
plane 
N 
4Tie " o cS ] 
= L.J z .O [ '¥ + <!> . +E.r kT . 1 J s. J - - slipping · ]= J plane 
( 4 . 2 .43) 
As in Section 2.1, 6~1 (.::_) must be finite and satisfies Laplace's 
equation inside the particle, 
90 
= 0 . (4.2.44) 
This, together with the boundary conditions (4.2.33) and (4.2.43), 
uniquely determines the electrostatic boundary condition on o~(r) a t 
the slipping plane. 
The Boundary Conditions for a Spherical Particle 
Eqns (4.2.37) and (4.2.42)-(4.2.44) cons titute the surface 
conductance slipping plane boundary conditions on a general isolated 
colloidal particle in an oscillating electric field. For a spherical 
particle, the slipping plane is taken as a sphere at lrl = a and the 
forms of o~(r) and ~.(r) are as given by eqns (2.2.4) and (2.2.5). 
- J -
Eqn (4.2.37) then becomes 
(d:; + 1 J E. f 
slipping 
plane 
z .el'=:/kT 
cr 0 e J 
s . 
- - _..,,,_ ___ _ 
co 
z.en. 
J J 
iWA. 
\\(V~j +~) + kTJ (l/J + <f>j) 
slipping 
plane 
(4.2. 45) 
In s pherical coordin a t es ( r , 8 , ¢ ), E and h_nce the - ar e indepe n dent j 
of ¢ and 
for a general vector A. Thus 
V .(V<I> .+ E) 
t J -
(4.2.46) 
E.r (4 .2.47) 
Substituting eqn (4.2.47) into (4.2.45) gives 
d¢. 
_J 
dr 
r=a 
ao 
s. 
J 
z. el:;/kT 
e J 
00 
z.en. 
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J J (4.2.48) 
(
cp. (a) ] 
J + 1 -
a 
-1. 
Similarly, using the functional forms eqns (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) 
together with eqn (4.2.42) gives eqn (2.2.15) in Section 2.2. Then 
substituting eqn (2.2.15) into (4.2.43) leads to 
N 4'Tfe o 
kT L z. a [1/1 (a) + ¢. (a)] = j=l J sj J 
Eo 
-1 . (4.3.49) 
EI 
1V (a) 
a 
r=a 
The slipping plane boundary conditions on the perturbation 
functions 1/J(r) and ¢.(r) (j = 1,2, ... ,N), allowing for surface 
J 
conductance, in the case of~ spherical colloidal patticle, are given 
by eqns (4.2.48) and (4.2.49). The electrokinetic behaviour of the 
susp e nsion is still described by eqns (2.2.7)-(2.2.9), subject to the 
old boundary conditions as r-+oo, eqn (2.2.13). The old slipp i n g p l a ne 
bounda ry conditions on the fl ow functi o n F(r), a s g i v e n by e q n 
( 2 .2.14), still apply a lso. LOt e that the new bounda r y cond: t ions 
(4. 2 .48) and (4.2. 49) r ed uce to those i n 2qn ( 2 .2. 1 ) when a 0 -+ O. 
s. 
J 
4.3 NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE .CONDUCTANCE 
Using the governi n g equations and numerical procedure describe d 
in Chapters 2 and 3, the conductivity, dielectr ic response incre men t s 
and mobility are calcula ted for dilute suspens i on s of sphe ri c a l 
particles, on which surface conductivity is allowed to occur. The 
electrokinetic properties of the system are now functions of 
frequency, Ka, s, electrolyte concentration and the range of the 
surface interaction parameter d .. As before, it is impossible to 
J 
plot a concise set of numerical results so only a r e presentative 
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selection of calculations are given, demonstrating the magnitude of 
the effect of surface conductivity over the simpler i mmobile surface 
' 
charge condition • 
. The parameter d. has units of distance. For an average +1:-1 
J 
electrolyte, of bulk ion concentration n.=10- 3 mole/Zand with a 
J 
typical zeta potential es/kT "'-4, the Stern layer counterion charge 
density 
"' 5. 5 X 10- 2 X d , 
J 
(A) µC/cm 2 • (4.3.1) 
a ,.._, 80 µC/cm 2 is close packed charges, sod+,.._, 100 A will produce 
s+ 
1/15 of close packed charge density which is a fairly highly charged 
system. It will be seen in the next section that for Ka= 16.3, 
d ,.._, 25 A produces a particle surface charge density consisten t with 
+ 
an expe rimentally determined value (20), calculated for s = -100 mV. 
Calculations given here are ford+= 0, 1, 10, 100, 10 3 , 104 A where 
d+ = 0 corresponds to no surface conduc tanc e (i.e. the old system of 
Chapter 3) and d+ = 100 A corresponds to a highly charged Stern 
l ayer. Too l a rge a value of d+ i s phy s ically impo s sib l e because 
charge r e vers a l would occur. For negative cr 0 , as is given by eqn 
(4.2.25) with a negative value of s· Thus , a can be a large 
s 
positive number. But , i f lcr s l > lcr 0 I the n cha r ge r e ver sal oc c urs, 
in other words, the partic le has an effective opposite charge . In 
Figs. 17-34, d = 0 which means that the Stern layer contains no 
coions. 
In each of Figs. 17-25, the quantities are calculated for a 
dilute suspension of spherical colloidal particles with fixed radius 
a= 10- 5 cm and internal dielectric constant E 1 = 2 in KCl 
electrolyte solution. To a large extent, the graphs speak for 
themselves. Features which were noted and explained in Section 3.2 
will not be discussed again here. 
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Fig . 17 is a plot of the static dielectric increment [defined by 
eqn (1.6)] calculated for a particle volume fraction¢= 0.022 against 
(negative) zeta potential, for various values of Ka and d+· The 
main feature of the graph is the increasing sensitivity of 6E to 
st 
d+ with increasing Ka. At Ka= 1, adding the surface conductance 
boundary condition has no noticeable effect on the electrokinetic 
property, while at Ka= 50 the system is very sensitive to surface 
conductance, especially at intermediate zeta potentials. Fig. 18 also 
shows the sensitivity of an electrokinetic property to surface 
conductance at large Ka. The magnitude of the zeta potential (bothµ 
+ 
ands are negative because the particle is negatively charged and K 
is the counterion) for various d+ values at Ka= 50. Obviously, the 
mobility is sensitive to surface conductance at Ka,...., 50. Furthermore, 
ford+~ 100 A, even as low as Isl"' 50 mV, the relationship between 
µands is distinctly non-linear, in other words, it departs from the 
Sraol uchowski/Huckel relationsh ips [eqns (1.1) and (1.2)]. If surface 
c ond uc tance is i gn o red, howev er, the l inear r e lat ions hip ho l ds up 
until I s l "' 100 mV . Clearly, a careful experimental study ofµ 
agai ns t s could determine the value of the parameter d+' giving 
val ua bl e i nf o r m3 ~ion abo ut the slipp ing pl ane reg ion in the do ub le 
laye r. Another feature of this graph is the position and occurrence 
of the maximum in each curve . At d = 0 there i s an obvious max imum 
+ 
at s - -150 mV and as the surface conduc tance is turned on , the 
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Fi 0 • 1 / : St at i c diel e tr ic i nc r ~~e~t a a fu~ct io n of z2ta pate _ tia l 
for a dilute suspension o f sph e rical pa rt i cles ( = 0 . 0 22 , 
a= 10 3 A, €I= 2 ) in KC l so l ution f or vario· s value s of d+ 
( d _ = 0) , with : K = 50 , ----- Ka = 10 , and · ·· ·· · 
Ka= 1. 
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-µ 4 
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Fig. 18: Electrophoretic mobility as a - function of zeta potential for 
a dilut e suspension of spherical part icles (a= 10 3 A, E
1 
= 2) 
in KCl sol ution a t Ka = 50 for various values of d+ (d = 0). 
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position of the maximum moves to a lower value of sand becomes less 
pronounced, disappearing altogether at d+"' 10 3 A. This feature 
could also help to determine the value of d+ by way of experiments. 
Figs. 19 and 20 are plots of the effective conductance increment 
CX) 
6Keff/K [defined by eqn (3.1.45)) against frequency for various 
values of s• The full curves represent values at zero surface 
conductance and the dashed curves are calculated at d+ = 100 A (a 
fairly high but possible surface conductance). Again, the marked 
increase in sensitivity to surface conductance of the electrokinetic 
property at large Ka= 50 (Fig. 20) as compared with low Ka= 1 
(Fig. 19), is shown. At Ka= 1, surface conductance is unimportant 
except perhaps at s "'-25 mV while at Ka= 50, for all values of s, 
including surface conductance in the model has a significant effect on 
CX) 
the values of 6Keff/K. 
In Figs. 21 and 22, the real part of the dielectric increment 6c' 
[defined by eqn (3.1.37)] is plotted against frequency for various 
zeta potentials. Again, full curves represent zero surface 
0 
conductance values and dashed curves are ford+= 100 A. The same 
trends are shown as in Figs. 19 and 20 . At Ka= 50 the increase i n 
6s' with the inclusion of surface conductance is considerable at all 
zeta pot entia ls, while at Ka= 1 the eff e ct is everywhere neg l igibl e . 
Anothe f e ature of Figs. 21 and 22, which a l s o occur s i n Figs . 19-22, 
i s that the urf ace conduc t a n~e t er . has a max i muI!l effec at 
intermedia te values of zeta po t ential ( i",; "' -100 mV) f o r a ll values of 
Ka. In Fig. 21, at r,; = -200 mV a nd -2 5 m t h e differ ence in 6s ' 
be tween t he two c urves is les s than 40 fo r the whole f r eque nc y ra l ge , 
while at s = -100 mV the difference is as much as 120. 
In Figs . 23 a n d 24, the imaginary part of t he r espo s e incremen t 
6E ~ff [ de f ine d by eqn (3. 1 .44)] i s plotte d agains t frequ el c y fo r 
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Figs . 19 and 20: Effective conductance increment 6Keff() relative to 
00 
bulk electrolyte conductance K as a function of frequency for a 
dilute sus ension of spherical particles (a= 10 3 A, €I= 2) in 
KCl solution at various values of zeta potential (in mV) , with 
0 ~~ d = 0 and ----- d = 100 A. 
+ + 
(d = O); Fig. 19, Ka= l; 
Fig. 20, Ka = 50. 
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Fi 0 s . 21 anu 22 : Real part of t he dielectric respons e inc rement as a 
function of frequency for a dilute suspension of spherical 
part ic l e (a= 10 3 A, €I= 2) in KCl s o lution a t various values of 
ze t a potential ( in mV) , with (d = 0) : d+ = 0 and-----
d+ = 100 A. Fi g . 21 , Ka= 1 , Fig . 22 , Ka= 50 . 
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Figs . 23 a n d 24 : I maginary par t o f t h e di e ectric re pon s e i n r ernent 
as a f unc t i on o f f r eq uency f or a dilute s uspens i on o f sp erical 
par ticle s (a= 10 3 A, c1 = 2) in KCl solution at v arious values o f 
z e ta potential ( in mV) , with ( d_ = 0) : d+ = 0 and - --- -
o 
d+ = 100 A. Fig . 23 , Ka= l; Fig . 24 , Ka = 50 . 
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Fig . 25: Real par t of the dielectric response increment as a function 
of frequency for a dilute suspension of spherical particles 
(a= 10 3 A, €I= 2) in KCl solution at various values of zeta 
potential (in mV) at Ka= 50, with: ~~ d+ = 100 1, d = 0 and 
0 
----- d+ = d = 100 A. 
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various zeta potentials. Full curves represent zero surface 
conductance, dashed curves are ford+= 100 A and Fig . 23 is 
calculated at Ka= 1, Fig. 24 at Ka= 50. No new features appear in 
these graphs. It may be noted that surface conductance has no effect 
on the position of the r esonance peak. 
So far in the treatment, the surface conductance term has no 
contribution from the coions in solution. It has been as sumed that 
the ions at the plane B1 (see Fig. 15) are entirely counterions ., which 
is a good first approximation, however it might be possible for coions 
attracted to the counterions t o sit close to this plane and to 
contribute to the surface conductance effect. Selected calculations 
were performed with d+ = d . As expected, the 0° 
s 
term had almost 
no effect at medium to high zeta potentials because of the negative 
exponent in it [eqn (4.2.25)]. 0° (for a negative zeta potential) 
s+ 
0 
has a positive exponent. Ford+= d_ = 100 A, Ka= 50 and 
~ = -100 mV, the electrokinetic quantities 6€ ' etc. were less than 1% 
different than for d = 100 X, d = o. However, 
+ 
Fig. 25, for ~ = -25 mV at the same Ka = 50, the 
frequency fo r d+ = d = 100 X is noticeably les s 
plot for d = 100 A, d = 0. 
+ 
4. 4 THE EFFECT OF SOHE OTHER SLIPP I -c 
PL TE BOU i.DARY CO'DITIO.S 
Surface Charge Density Perturbations (00 f 0) 
as shown in 
plot of 6€ ' against 
than the same 
In Chapters 2 and 3, the particle surface charge density was 
assumed to be constant . In other words, the r e $ ion behind the 
slipping plane was assumed to be completel y immobile and non-
conducting . This is obviously a gross simplification . In previous 
sect · ons it was sugges t e d that the most i mportant modification that 
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should be made to the model is the inclusion of surface conductance 
i.e. the lateral movement of surface bound charges. Of courses there 
are other possible modifications of the model which can be made, 
although they are not expected to be as important. In this section, 
the slipping plane boundary conditions are derived for the case of 
surface charge density dependent on the app l ied electric field. 
Carboxylate latex colloid has -COOH groups on its surface. The 
charge on the particles is determined by the degree of dissociation of 
these groups, i.e. 
- COOR (4.4.1) 
where kf and kb are rate constants for the reaction. The H+ 
ions move away from or towards the particle surface under the 
influence of the applied field and therefore the equilibrium position 
of the reaction is shifted, altering the number of dissociated groups 
on the surface of the particle. 
The fundamental equations governing the behaviour of an isolated 
colloidal particle i n an oscillating electric field are unchanged , as 
are the boundary conditions as r -r oo and the slipping plane boundary 
conditions on the flow field function. The slipping plane boundary 
conditions on of(.E_) are, as before, given by e qns (2.1.32) and 
(2 .1.33), except that 00 is not no~, zero. Tn s urface char ged~ .sity , 
-iwt 0 = 0 0 + 00 e 
' 
has the same form as the other fun ctions [ eq (2 .1. 14 )]. 
(4.4.2) 
The following boundar y conditions can, of cours e , be de rived f or 
N different ionic species . To si plify the problem, however, the 
specific case of a +1 :-1 electrolyte (N = 2) will be cons idered . The 
+ + -ionic species are thus H, M and A. As before, the 
+ -
electrolyte species, M and A , cannot move into the particle 
surface, giving for a general particle (see Chapter 2) 
A. 
~-n 
slipping 
plane 
= 0 . 
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(4.4.3) 
Thus, the boundary conditions on¢+ and¢ are unchanged from those 
M A-
+ 
of Chapter 2. However, the H ions can move into the surface during 
reaction (4.4.1), leading to a change in surface charg e densi ty 
A. aa 
c)t = n + v . n H -H+ 
Thus, to linear order, 
A. 
V +. n 
tt slipping 
plane 
slipping 
plane 
(4.4.4) 
(4.4.5) 
In order to derive the slipping plane boundary conditions on of(r) and 
¢ (r), an ex press i on for oa must be fo und in terms of the 
H+ -
perturbation quantities. 
The kine tics of surface charge dis socia tion are as s umed to obey 
the simple rate law 
-
d[COOH] 
dt (4 . 4 .6) 
where [COO ] and [COOR] are the concentrations of each species on 
+ the surface and [H] is the concentration of hydrogen ions 
s 
derived from the particle surfac e. The concentration of species on 
the particle surface an in solution can be expr2ssed in t erms of the 
zero-fie l d val ues and perturbation quanti t ies , in the same way as the 
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surface charge density [eqn (4.4.2)], i.e. 
[COOR] [COOR] 0 + o[COOR] -iwt = e 
[COO - ] [COO-] o o[COO-] -iwt (4.4.7) = + e 
[R+] [R+] o + o[H+] -iwt = e 
s s s 
Thus 
0 - 0 a = ....:. e [COO ] (4.4.8) 
and 
00 = (4.4.9) 
The hydrogen ion concentration at the surface (the equivalent of eqn 
(2.1.20) for the ion number density) is 
= - [~] [R+]o {o\f/ + ¢ +E.r} . 
kT s n+ - - s 
(4.4.10) 
In the absense of any time varying field d[COOH] 0 /dt = 0 and eqn 
(4.4.6) reduces to 
K 
a [COOR] o 
(4.4.11) 
where K is the dissocia tion ( acidity) co nstant for the reaction 
a 
(4 . 4 .1 ) . In the pr ese ce of t~e app lied fie l d subs t itu t ing eqn 
(4. 4 .7) into (4.4.6), using (4.4.11) and linearizing gives 
cS [COOR] ( f - i ~J ) = 
Stoichiometry requir es that 
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o [COOR] = - cS [COO-] (4.4 .. 13) 
Substituting eqns (4.4.13) and (4.4.10) into (4.4.12) gives 
o[COO] 
k [ COO-] o [R +] o 
= - [:T) f : . { o\}/ + <I> + + E. r} . ( 4. 4 .14) 
( iWK - K k - k [ R ] o ) H - - 8 
a a f f s 
To convert back to surface charge density, eqns (4.4.8) and 
(4.4.9) are used to substitute for o[C00-1 and [C00-] 0 • The 
maximum surface charge density 
aMAX = - e{ [COOR]+ [COO-]} . (4.4.15) 
Using eqns (4.4.11), (4.4.8) and (4.4.9) gives 
(4 . 4.16) 
Now eqn (4.4.14) becomes 
[1 -
00
) (o \l1 +<I> ++E.r) 
[ ) 
0"Ml\X H - - s 
oa = :T a o _______ i_WO_o_) __ _ 
[1 - kf GMAX (4.4.17) 
This can be written as 
oa = [ekCTTo) D( a ) {6'¥ + ¢ +E.r } , 
H+ - - s 
(4 . 4 .18) 
where 
D(a) = (4.4.19) 
The boundary condition on the <PH+ function is obtained by 
substituting (4.4.19) and (4.4.18) into (4.4.5) and using eqns 
(2.1.21) and (2.1.29), giving 
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('i7¢ ++E).£. 1 .. +iS(O)[of+ <P ++E.r] 1 . . = 0, (4.4.20) H - sipping H - - sipping 
plane plane 
where 
s(a) = e~/kT ----- e 
CX) 
( 4 .4.21) 
kT n!P" 
The specific boundary conditions for a spherical particle are obtained 
using the definitions in Section 2.2. Eqn (4.4.20) becomes 
+ iS (a) [lJ) (a) + ¢ +(a)] = 
r=a H 
-1. (4.4.22) 
The third boundary condition is obtained, -using eqns (2.1.32) and 
(2.1.33), except that oa is now non-zero. The boundary condition is 
[
E: 0) dl)J 
- - - lJJ(a) 
E dr I r=a 
E: 0 
- 1.(4.4.23) 
El 
Eqns (4.4.19)-(4.4.23) completely de f ine the slipping pla ne boundar y 
conditions on a dilute colloidal particle in the presence of an 
oscillating electric field, when the particle surfa ce charge dens ity 
respond s to the applied field, in t he ma n ne r described by eqn ( 4 . 4 . 6 ). 
Tog uge the e f f ect on t 1e el e ctr okinetic pro p r ties of the 
system of having oa non-z ero as compared wi th oa = 0 (in Chapt e r 3 ), 
cal c ulati ons we re perfor med f o r D( o ) taki ng i ts maxi~um pos sible 
v a ue , i . e . D(o ) = 1. Physically , t ~ ~s i s achieved u _ er on it "ons 
s uch that 
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(4.4.24) 
<< 1 . 
Eqn (4.4.18) becomes 
cSo = [
ea O '\ I { cS\f' + <P + + E. r } . kT J H - - s (4.4.25) 
The same numer ical procedure as outlined i n Chapter 3 was used to 
calculate the dielectr ic response and conductivity of a dilute 
suspension of particles in KCl solution at various values of pH (the 
system contained K+, Cl and H+ ions) for various value s of Ka 
(X) 
and s • Values of 6s', 6seff and 6Keff /K ~ calculated fo r oo = 0 
and for the new boundary condition cSo a: E, differed by a maximum of 
less than 10%. For calculations made at Isl ~ -100 mV, any difference 
in the results between oo = 0 and cSo non-zero was ne gligible. 
The Effect of Particle Dielectric Constant 
For a simple model, such as that used for the calculations in 
Chapter 3, the value of the dielectric constant of the material behind 
the slipping plane, is somewhat arbit rary. In tho se calculations a 
value, s 1 = 2, was chosen. Other wo r kers co m.;nonly assume values of 
2 or 3 (33), but one would not expect that a sli ght change in s 1 
ivould h ve much effect on the results. Such calcu la tions , ere made 
showing the effec t to be negligible . A selection of calcula tions were 
also -one at s 1 = s 0 = 78 (assuming the rec:, i.'.)n be i. d t he slippi -:-ig 
plane to behave like water). These are shown in Fig . 26 . The maximum 
effect occurs at s = 0 with a decrease in 6s ' (w = 0) for r:: 1 = 78 of 
about 50% over the value for s 1 = 2. 
The reason for the maximum effect occurring at s = 0 is that 
6s '(w) depe nds primarily on the strength of the dipole moment which 
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the applied field induces in the isolated particle-electroly te system. 
At s = 0 the system consists of a sph ere of one diele ctric constant 
i mbedded in a me dium of another di e lectric constant. Thus , when 
£I= s 0 no dipole moment can be induced but when £I<< £ 0 , the 
appli e d fi e ld induces a dipole moment a t . the c e n t re of the sphere. 
For non-z e ro s , the presence of t he doubl e l ayer · makes the sys tem mu ch 
more high l y polarizable s o tha t the pola rizabil ity o f the dielec t ric 
regions is a negligible contribution. 
4.5 DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERI ~iENT 
The results given in Section 4.3 were obtained using the same 
numerical procedure as was used to calcula te the results in Section 
3.2. Thus, the calculations presented in this chapter involve no 
analytic approximations and disagreement with ex periment arises only 
from the incorrectness of: the funda mental equations, the slipping 
plane boundary conditions or the experiments themselves. In Chapter 
3, disagreement was obtained with some experiments although there was 
an acceptable leve l of agreemen t wi t h the r e sults of Schwan 
et al . (17). It was in an attemp t to ob tain better a g r eement that , in 
this chapter, more sophisticated slipping plane boundary conditions 
we r e added to the mo del. A co mpa ris on be t ween t he new calc ulation s 
and experimenta l res u l t s i s now made . 
co 
I n Table 3 , value s of ( K* / K - ) /: ob tained from the nea sur ements 
o f St one - Masui and Wa ti llon (30) are compar e d with t he theory. The 
calc ula t i ons , for non-zero d+ a r e given for the value of mobilit y 
lh i c h wa s mea sure experiment al l y . d+ was a ri~d un til the r equ · red 
µ val ue was ob ta i ned , giving a sli 0 htly di ffere nt zet a pot e ntial , in 
each ca se . St one- Ma s ui and Watillon calc ula t e d the zeta potent ia l 
f ro m t he the ory of Wi er sema ( 8 ). Clear ly , by inc luding sur f ace 
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Fig . 26 : Real part of the dielectric response increme t as a function 
of frequency for a dilute suspension of spherical particles 
(a= 10 3 A) in KCl solution at Ka= 10 for various values of zeta 
potential (in mV) , with : EI =2 and ----- EI= € - 78. 
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TABLE 3 
00 
Values of (K*/K -1)/¢ measured by Stone-Masui 
and Watillon and calculated by DeLacey and White . 
00 
K = (Kk/K -1) / ¢ y = - es / kT 
S-M+W DeLacey and ·white 
S-M+W µ d = 0 d+ = 100 d+ = 1000 Ka 
syst em + 
y K y K y K y K 
1 1.13 -3.1 2.41 26 2.49 10 2.67 15 
11 0.91 -4.3 3.86 62 3.83 24 3.98 28 
conductance, our theory has increased the values of (K*/K00-l)/ cp by up 
to 50% but the results are still about half as big as the experimental 
results. 
Table 4 compares calculations of the static dielectric increment 
with experimental measurements made by Springer (20). Springer 
measured the surface charge density on his latex by titration, instead 
of measur ing the mobility of the parti~le s , to obtain the zeta 
potential. Because of this, a value of s = -1 00 mV was cho sen at 
which to perform the calculations [a typical value fo r . uch colloids 
( 34)] . Theoretical values of 6E ca l c ula ted f or the value o _ o0 st 
meast r d by Springer ar e at least 4 ti 23 .s .• al 1 e t h ·' the 
experimental values , although including surface conductanc in the 
model has increased the electrokinet ic quantity by up to 50 % (compare 
Tables ? a nd 4) . It is sho ~n t ha t h e expe riment a l v a lue s o f 6E 
st 
can be obtained using the model , ho~ever , but only by using a rge 
negative values of 0 0 , especially at Ka~ 25 . o0 ~ 800 mC/m 2 
corresponds to clo e pa cked cha ges so obviously , at le st for 
Cb 
(mol/m 3 ) 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
TABLE 4 
Values of static dielectric increment 6S 
st 
measured by Springer for his latex sample A 1 ; 
a= 2 . 22 x 10- 5 cm, ¢ = 0. 022, 0 0 = -16 .1 mC / m2 in KCl 
electrolyte and calculated by DeLacey and White 
Ka Springer ts st DeLacey and White 
a0 = -16.1 mC/m2 a O (mC/m2 ) d+ (A) 
16.3 450 -16.1 25 
r 
-250,000 10° 
23.1 700 -16.1 5.5 
-2,500 5000 
28.3 800 -16.1 0.6 
-266 350 
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b.E 
st 
150 
400 
140 
700 
130 
800 
Ka = 16.3 and 23.1, the values of 0 0 required to obtain agreement with 
experiment , are impossible. 
Thus, improving the slipping plane bo undar y conditions of t h e 
model , by including surface conductance, does have some effect but it 
cannot give results which agree with t he experiments of Stone-_!asui 
and Hatillon or with those of Springer. Evidenc e fro m other theor i es 
e , _d to s uggest th~ t t he exclu io of surfac e con duc tance Jas the 
~~ ~e~ t par t o f t he o i ginal t eo ry [see Section 3. 3] . T' e 
calculations of Chapter 4 support this . Including depende nce of the 
particle surface charge dens i ty on the an plied field , and making 
slight changes in the value o f the dielectric constant behin d the 
slip . · n g plane, both have a negli g i bl effect on the· re sponse of the 
colloidal particle to an osci l la t i n~ c ~e ctric f "e ld . The inclusion of 
surface conductance , on the other hand, does have a marked effect, 
especially at high Ka values . 
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In Section 3.3 it was pointed out that none of the recent more 
sophisticated theories agree with the experimental results of Stone-
Mas ui and Watillon or of Springer. There are, howev er , a third se t of 
experiments done by Schwan et al . (17) at a relatively high particle 
volume fraction which agree well with the theories . Thus , either a ll 
the theories are wrong (which are, admittedly, based on the same 
fundamental equatio ns) and two s e ts of experiments are right, or the 
theorie s and one set of experiments are right and two experiment s are 
wrong. The results given here suggest that there is something amiss 
with the experiments of Springer and of Stone-Masui and Watillon. 
Clearly, there is an urgent need for further careful experimental 
studies of these systems to be made . 
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CHAPTER 5 
POLARIZATION IMPEDANCE: AN UNFINISHED PROBLEM 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Pola rization impedance is an artifact in low frequency dielectric 
measurements in conducting media. Therefore it is a nuisance e ffect 
which needs to be quantitatively understood so that it can be 
separated from experimental results to display the ef fects which are 
being studied. At the same time, however, polarization impedance may 
be used as a precise and versatile probe of the inte rfacial state of 
any material which can be made into an electrode. 
Polarization impedance has been treated theoretically by a number 
of previous workers (37-40). Warburg (37) first assumed that ion 
diffusion was the only cause of the polarization. Later, Kruger (38) 
co bined this theory with He l m· oltz' s concept of a double layer, t o 
establish the widely accepted electrochemical theory of polarization. 
However, none of the e a r ly theories considered the possibility of 
space charge and variati o s i n t l~e effective e l ec::ric field due to the 
dif £ ~iv .. o.2 t e ions. :·lore r ec enC .L )- , C a g r:<l .j i ~,.::: ( 39) ha ' 2 
developed a theory ·which includes thes e effects bJ including two 
sp e cies of ions~ the usual type which carry the permanent current and 
" polariz 2. ion ions" to acc o 1·r t for the o served polari , t io 
capacit a nce and excess resistance . Such a theo ry i nvo lves se eral 
appro · imations, including the thickness or the polar ization layer and 
t he f raction of ions which are "polarizat ion ions" . Buck (40 ) used 
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the approximate linear Gouy-Chapman theory to enable him to treat a 
spherical e l e ctrode and shell of count e r-electrode. Our theory is 
comple tely general for all values of electrolyte conc e ntration, 
c ount e rion v a l e nc y , surfa ce pot ential and fr e quency ( wi thin t h e range 
of intere st) . The fundamental equat ions us e d are the same as t h o s e 
des c r i b i n g a di lut e collcid a l sus pension i n Chapte r 2 , a nd thus can b e 
solved in gene r a l numerica l l y, emplo ying no ap prox i mations . 
Historically, experimental studies _ of polarization impedance have 
been inconclusive . Most early studies showed strong frequency-
dependence of the serie s double layer capa citan c e of ideally 
pola r i zable electrodes in electrolyte solut ion s. More rec e ntly thi s 
has been shown to be due, at least partly , to various expe rimental 
artifac ts ( 40 ), especially in the case of concentra t e d sys t ems. Fo r 
dilute systems , however , there ar e strong the oretical r e asons f or t h e 
dependence of series capacitance and resistance on f r e quenc y. 
Polarization impedance is basical ly due to the hindering effect 
of the impenetrable electrode surfaces on the transpor t of ionic 
charge . When an electric field E(t) is applied to an e l e ctrolyte 
solutio n t h e free ions mov e paralle l to t he field wi t1 ri f t 
velocities v in the bulk solution, which are det e r mi ned b y a balance 
between t he e lect r i c force qE(t) e x ert ed on the i ons and the v i scous 
drag fore -Av exer ted by t h e mediun . Thus, t h e d i s ta ce an ion moves 
befor 2 the oscilla t i n 0 f ield re v2 - ses , i s 
d ~ 2nqE ....., 250 A 
w)~ ' (5. 1 .1 ) 
for E"'"' 1 V/ cm nd w = 10 3 - 1 s o , the ions wi thi n distanc e d o f the 
e l ec t r od which are a t t r ac t ed to that elec t rod e ar e 1~i nd e red from 
mov i,g by t ha t impene trable s ur fa c e . Cl e a r ly , the a t tr a ct e d i ons 
build up nea r t he surface . This ex t~ a charge densi y modifies t h e 
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electric potential over a large region near the electrod e and changes 
the electric for ce on each ion. Furthermore, i onic concentration 
gradients near the electrode lead to diffusional forces. Thus , the 
inf uence of the electrode surface on the transport o f charge can 
extend large distances into t he elect rolyte solution [see Section 
5 . 5] . If, w~en ther e is no applied voltage , t he elect rode surface is 
c harged due to a dsorbtion of some ionic spec ies fro m s ol ution or due 
to dissociation of ions on the electrode surface, then a double layer 
will be present near the surface . A general theory of electrode 
polarization must include the effect of the applied fi e ld on the 
double layer and the effect of the double layer on t he trans port of 
charge. Since the double layer potential can be larger than the 
applied voltage, especially at low electrolyte concen trat ions, it is 
necessary to give a full non-linear treatment of the double layer, 
although the effect of the applied field may be treated as a linear 
perturbation because it is only the Ohm's law respon se of the system 
that is required i.e. the linear relationship between applied vol t age 
and resulting current. 
The presen t mo el ('l ) incorporates onl- the si plest possibl e 
electrode/electrolyte system - the ideally polarizable plane electrode 
at which no electrolysis reactio n is occurr ing . Fur t h erraore> no 
oscillation of the sur f~ce charge on the electrode i s allo~ed . 
As~o-iat io _- di ssoci- ~ioa ~e a ction3 of cheoica: 0 rou?s at the s~ r f ce 
can occur, however , and would r equir e import a t modifications to be 
made to the electrode impedance . The present model is deve loped to 
g ive a gener 1 theory o f elect r ol yte r e spo se nd t o ~r o ide phys ical 
explanations of the observed results . By neglec ting surface processes 
one can concentrate on the electrol te r esponse . Howe er , it is j ust 
thes e surface proces s es that an e- pe r inental e.·amination of electrode 
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impedance may be able to probe (42) . Future extensions of the model 
to consider these effects, are discussed in Sec tion 5.5. 
5 . 2 THEORY 
Co ~s ider a planar electrode ne x t to a general e l ect r olyte 
solution . As illustrated in F ig . 27, i n our ~od el the di ff use double 
l ayer fills the half spac e x ~ 0 and the region -B < x < 0 is the 
Stern region with an effective capacitance per unit area c1 , which 
is a function of the dielectric structure of the region. The Stern 
layer coul d be modelled by a dielect ric slab of dielectric response 
s , in which case 
s 
(5.2.1) 
The object of the present theory, however, is to determine the low 
frequency response of the diffuse double layer, and so it is not 
appropriate to determine a model for the Stern layer parameter c1 , 
here . 
The Fundamental Equa tions 
The behaviour of the diffus e double layer, when an oscillating 
voltage i s a ppl ied to the e l ect r od e , is des crib e d by t he local 
electrical po t ential $( :,t) , the ion co n cent rations ·n . ( ,t a nd the 
J 
i on dr i ft ~:c ::. oci t" es . (-· , t) ( ~ == 
-J 
~ ~ ,-
l ' ....: ) . . . , .. ·, ., or .~ differs2 ... t 
species. 'his system is the same a s that of an isolate d col l i d a l 
particle in a dilute susp e nsion wh e n an elec tri c fie l d is appl i~d 
ac ross it , e ·c e p t that t he e lecc roc.-::s do not mov e ·her 21 s the rtic e 
does. Also rectangular coordi n te s are used here i nst ~ of s heri cal 
coordinates. Thus, the equations de scrib "ng t he b e hav iour o f t 1e 
do ubl e layer near a n elect r od J r e closely related to those in Se c tion 
Stern 
. 
reg;on 
diffuse double 
layer 
X=-~ x=O X 
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Fig . 27: Schemat ic picture of an inner layer model of the elect rode-
elect rolyte int erface . 
2.1. In Section 2.1, the coordinate system was taken to be fixed at 
the centre of the particle which is equivalent to the present 
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stationary electrode system. However, in a rectangular coordinate 
system , all quantities next to the planar electrode are only functions 
of the normal coordinate x, as compared to the spher ical symmetry made 
use of in the equations of Section 2 . 2 for a spherical pa rt icle. 
Thus, the funda e ntal equations describirtg tis system are [from ens 
(2.1.1), (2.1.2), (2.1.6) and (2.1.8)]: Poisson's equation 
where 
p(x,t) = 
the force balance equation 
= 
N 
~ 
j=l 
z.e.n.(x,t) , 
J J J 
- A. v. - z. eV\l' - kT V ln n. = 0 (j=l,2, ... ,N), 
J-J J J 
and the continuity equation 
V.(n.v.) 
J-J 
c3n. 
_] 
dt (j = 1, 2, ..• , N) , 
where all quantities are as defined in Section 2.1. 
(5.2.2) 
(5.2.3) 
(5.2.4) 
(5.2. 5) 
The fundamental equations describing the behaviour of an isolat ed 
colloidal particle in a oscillating electric field include t wo 
furth e r eq uations , the rav ier-St kes equations fo the flo w fi e ld 
because it is fixed in position and so there is no corresponding 
"particle velocity " u. It will be s een that the ab sence of this 
v ariabl e s.i_ ... .!.. if.i.es th~ problem . 
The solution to t he fundame~ tal equat ions (5.2.2)-(5.2.5) follows 
the same pro ~edure as in Chapter 2 fo r the co l oidal particle problem . 
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In the absence of the applied field, ion drift velocities are zero at 
equilibrium and the fund amental equations reduce to the unperturbe d 
forms, 
\./here 
and 
= 
po(x) = 
N 
~ 
j=l 
z. en. 0 (x) 
J J 
n. 0 (x) 
J 
- co __]_ , o 
[ 
z. e ) 
- n j exp - kT '¥ (x) • , 
where '¥ 0 (x), p0 (x) and n. 0 (x) are the equilibrium zero-field 
J 
(S.2.6) 
(5. 2 .7) 
(5.2.8) 
functions. The static system is completely det e rmine d by imposing the 
boundary conditions 
'¥ o (x) 0 (S.2.9) 
X -+ co 
and 
(5.2.10) 
As before, ther e is no io n motion i n the r eg i o n x < 0 and so x = 0 is 
regar ded a s the slipping plane, even thoug h the re is no fluid mo tion 
in this syst em . 
Whe n a n oscilla ting fi e l d i s app lied t he functions a re pe t u r bed 
abo ut t heir zero - fi e l d valu~s . ~h e e l ectric f i e l d f a r f r om the 
1 d f ,_ . E - L J t, e ec t - e sur a e ca ne written a s e x . Fo r suffi ci e n tly sma 1 
fields, t he perturba tio n quan t i ties a re sma ll and p ro por t i o nal to E to 
l owe st oder . Thus , i n t he Ohm's law r e gime whe r e t h e c ur ren t i s 
line arly proportional to the ap p l ied vol t a g e , fo llo i~g t he pro c e dure 
in Ch apter 2 g ive s 
'l'(x,t) 'l' 0 (x) + E [1J; (x) - x] -iwt = 
n. (x, t) n. (x) + E on. (x) = J . J J 
v.(x,t) Ev. (x) -iwt = e 
-J -J 
<I> .(x,t) Ecp . (x ) -iwt = e 
J J 
, 
where the <I> .( x ,t) functions are defined by 
J 
e 
-iwt 
e 
[ 
z.e J 
n j (x , t) = nj 
00 
exp - ~T [ '!' (x, t) + ~ j (x , t ) + xE ( t) ] 
Substituting eqn (5.2.12) into (5.2.4), gives 
Z • e [d <P • ( X , t ) J 
~j(x,t) = -~T J dx + E(t) A. X • 
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(5.2.11) 
. (5.2 .1 2) 
(5 -.2 .. 13) 
The perturbat ion quantity on . ( x ) is obtained by substit u t i ng eqn 
J 
(5.2.12) into (5.2.11) and using (S.2.8), giving to leading order 
on. (x) 
J 
= -
z.e 
dT nj 0 (x) [ ljJ (x )+ ¢j(x)] . (5.2.14) 
Now the differential equations for $ (x ) and the ¢. (x) functions 
J 
bec ome 
d 2 ljJ _ 4ne 2 
dx E: 0kT 
and 
N 
L n. 0 (x) z. 2 ($ + ¢ .) = 0 
J J J 
(5.2.15) 
j=l 
(5.2 . 16) 
(j=l,2, ... ,N). 
The se equations were obtained in the same way as in Section 2.1, b r 
subs ti tu ting eqn (5 . 2.li) i nto eqns (5.2. 2) , ( 5.2.5) and (5.2.13), and 
r e t aini ng only the terms l i e ea in E . Eqn~ ( - .2 . 15 ) and (S . 2 . 16) 
completely determine the behaviour of the syst em . Comparing thes e 
equations with eqns ( 2 . 2 . 7)-(2 . 2 . 9) for a spherical particle in an 
oscillating f i e l d , i t can 2 se en t ha t t he c~~2 )th equatio for th t 
system do not appear he re be ause there is tO equivalen t "particle 
velocity" of the electrode . 
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The Boundary Conditions 
Far from the electrode surface the electric potential f(x,t) is 
that corresponding to a uniform electric field E(t)x and the ion 
numbe r density perturbation on .(x) should vanish. It is consist en t 
J 
with eqns (5.2.11) and (5.2.12) that 
lJ;(x) } ~ 0 
¢.(x) x-+ 00 
J 
(j = 1,2, ... ,N) (S.2 .17) 
Strictly speaking, lJ;(x) is not required to vanish at infinity. The 
conditions are consistent with lJ;(x) asymptoting to a constant, lJJ say, 
00 
if the functions ¢.(x) all asymptote t o -lJ; . However, such a 
J 00 
constant is totally arbitrary and, having no physical significance, is 
set to zero . Such arbitrary quantities commonly occur in planar 
potential problems . 
To completely determine the system, slipping plane boundary 
conditions at x = 0 must be applied . As in Chapter 2, in the present 
model the simplest picture is chosen , where any ionic charge behind 
the slipping plane is assumed to be immobile with a uniform dielectric 
constant. More elaborate models would allow for a fluctua ting charge 
behi nd the x = 0 plane. 
The assumption of no charge fluctuation behind the slipping plane 
i mplies t ha t all ion fluxe s must vanish at x = 0, i.e. 
V. (Q) = 0 
J 
(j=l,2, ... ,J). 
From eqn (5 . 2.13), this boundary condition becomes 
d¢ . (0) 
J 
dx = -1 (j = 1, 2, . . . N) . 
( 5. 2. 8) 
(5 . 2 . 19 ) 
I ~igh t seem necessary to find a slipping plane boundary conditi on 
for lJ;(x), the fi a l function of the problem. Ho~ ver, it will be 
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shown that although there are N+l functions to be determined, the N+l 
boun da ry cond i t i ons at inf inity [eqn (5.2.17)] and t he N bound a r y 
condition s a t x = 0 [eqn (5.2.19)] completely determine the problem . 
The Elec trode I mpedan c e Equa t i ons 
It now r emains to de r i ve a t heoretica l e·pres s ion for t h e 
e l ectrode i mpe d a nc e . I t f ollows f r om definition (5.2.11) f or the 
-iw t 
electrostatic potential, that E~ (O)e represents the potential 
drop across the diffuse double layer region close to the electrode, 
-iwt 
when the linea r Exe drop due t o t he diffuse double laye r 
response is turned o f f (if that were possible ). Thi s i s illustr a t ed 
in Fi g . 28 . It is just this potent i al drop which is tak e n as the 
diffuse double layer contribution to t he polarization impedance of the 
electrode. To calculate this impedance, one must d e t ermine the 
current pa ssing through the system. In Sec tion 3.1, the solut i on 
curr en t de nsity was defined [by eqns (3.1.16) and (3.1.18)] as the 
conduction current density plus the displacement current density, i.e. 
i(x,t) 
I n the e l ec t ro lyte solution , next to t he pla P.ar electrode , 
i(x t ) = (I/ A) - i wt e 
(5.2 . 20) 
( 5.2. 21) 
where A is t he e l ectrode area . Combining ens (5 . 2 . 20 ) a nd (S . 2 . 21) 
t ogether with ( 5.2. 8) , ( 5 . 2 . 12 ) and (5 . 2 . 13), gives the total cv..rrent 
a plitude passing t l~ro ugh the s vst ew. 
(5 . 2 . 22) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
electrode interfacidl 
/ region I 
I 
X=-~ 
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constant 
field 
. region 
bulk 
electrolyte 
X 
Fig . 2 : Schematic represe tati on o f electric potential pro f ile in 
the interfac ial region when a voltage is applied to the electrode . 
to linear order in E. The current density am~litude I/A is not a 
function of position and eqn ( 5 .2.22) can be evaluated at any 
position. At very large x, it r ed uces to the expecte d r esult 
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I/ A = K (w) E , (S.2.23) 
where 
z 2 e 2 n 
00 
N i w----. . 
K(w) = ~ J J - C. Q 
>i_. 4rr j=l J 
(5.2.24) 
is the complex conductance of the bulk electrolyte (eqn (3.1.14) for 
zero volume fraction). 
Using eqn (5.2.23) to elimina te E , the potential drop across the 
-iwt diffuse double layer can be written as [W(O)/AK(w)]Ie . Thus, 
the diffuse double layer component of the electrode impedance is 
w(O)/AK(w). In this model, the total electrode impedance Z (s,w) is 
e 
obtained by adding the impedance of the Stern layer reg i on to the 
double layer component, giving 
Z ( s 'w) = Al [W ( 0) + _L) 
e K(w) WCI . (5.2.25) 
Now the fundamental equa t i ons (S.2.1 5 ) a nd 5 . 2 . 16 ), toge t her 
with the boundary conditions (5.2.17) and (5.2.19), must be solved to 
ob tain $ (0) and hence t he electrode i pedance of the syst em . I t t urns 
out that fo r s = 0 an analytic solution is possible while f or C 
no1-ze 0 umer i - 1 s o lutio ::1 i s .c2q· ired . 
5.3 SOLUTI ON 
The coup l ed l i nea r s e cond orde r d iff e rent ial equations , (5 . 2.1 5) 
a nd (5.2.16), a r e so ved using the s am e ~ t hod as in Sec tion 2 .3. The 
f ollowing is an ou t l ine of t he solution method . Fo r KX >> 1, t he 
a symp t o t ic equa tions fo r w( x ) and .( x ) be~ome 
J 
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(5.3.1) 
where 
X (x) = (5 . 3 .2) 
and the matrix A is the same as before. The coup ling of the ~(x) and 
¢ .(x) functions is eliminated, giving the uncoupled equation set 
J 
d 2 X. 
J a.x. = 0 (j = 0, 1, .•. ,N) 
dx 2 J J 
where the column vector X(x) is given by 
X (x) = g- 1 • X (x) . 
The eigenvalues a. (j = 0,1, ... ,N) are the zeros of 
J 
For non-zero f r equencie s 
and -ar w = 0 
a 0 (w) = 0 
Ct. . (w) =f 0 
J 
a .(O) = 0 
J 
aN(O) = K 2 
= 0 . 
(j = 1, 2 , ... , N) 
(j = 0,1, ... , N-1) 
, 
For non-z ero a. , the appropriate solution of eqn (5.3.3 ) is 
J 
X . (x) 
J 
= e 
1: 2 
- a X j 
' 
(5.3.3) 
(5.3.4) 
( S .3.5) 
(5 .3.6) 
(5.2.7) 
(5 . 3 . 8) 
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~ 
where the sion of a. 2 is chosen so that 
0 J 
~ 
Re (a . 2 ) ~ 0 , (5.3. 9) 
J 
to ensure decay as x ~ oo . For a.= 0 the appropriat e solution is 
J 
constant. These solu tions of X.(x) are different than in the 
J 
spherical par tic le problem , because of the diffe rent geome try . 
The R mat rix is t h e same set of column vectors ( R0 , R 1 , ••• ,~) 
defined in Section 2.3. In particula r, for a 0 = O, 
!-:c: 
R j O = -1 / (N+ 1) 2 
~ 
~O = 1/ (N+l) 2 
(j =O ,l, ... ,N-1). 
The general solution for the asymptotic functions X(x) i s 
C0X0 (x) 
x(x) 
= ' 
= R. 
(5.3.10) 
(5.3.11) 
where the coefficients C. (j = 0,1, ... ,N) are yet to be determined. 
J 
Because of the for m of R 0 g iven by eqn (5.3.10), the C0X0 (x ) term in 
the asy ptotic for m o f each of the m.(x ) functions , is the same and 
' J 
eq, 1 t o t' e negative f the cons canc £arm E r ~( ). Th t was a lso 
true for the general colloidal particle problem , however , the 
dif ference in this problem is that the function X 0 (x) (correspond ing 
to a 0 = 0) is now a o~ tant . s discus ~d earlier , a solution o 
this typ 2 ha s no physical significance and the proble is simplif'ed 
b y setting C0 = O. The asymptotic solutions then become 
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N 
¢ j+l (x) = ~ R.kCkXk(x) (5.3.12) 
k=l J 
N 
l/J (x) = ~ 
~ckxk(x) (5.3.13) 
k=l 
It is because the · constant term in the asymptotic solution for X(x) 
may be omit ted , t hat the r +l functions [¢. (x) (j = 1,2, ... , N) and 
J 
l/J (x)J o f wh ich it comprises, dep end on only N coefficients. This is 
why a slipping plane boundary condition on l/J(x) is not needed. The 
u nknown coefficients Ck(s,w) (k ~ 1,2, ... ,N) can be determined using 
the N boundar y co nditions, eqn (S.2.19), in the following way. 
A. Zeros Case 
When the zeta potential on the slipping plane equals zero, the 
zero-field potential, 
'¥ 0 (x) = 0 , X ~ Q • (S.3.14) 
Then the right hand side of eqn (S.2.16) vanishes and it follows th~t 
eqns (S.3.12) and (S.3.13) are the solution to the coupled equation 
set (S.2.15) and (5.2.16) not just asymptotically but everywhere in 
x ~ O. Substituting eqn (5.3.12) into the boundary conditions 
(S.2.19) gives a set of N simultaneous equations for the N unknown 
C.(O,w), i. e . 
J 
N 1: 
2 ~ r (a ) ck ( O ,w ) = 1 
j=l jk k 
(j = 1, 2, ... , N) , 
where 
(j,k=l,2, ... , 1 ). 
The sol io n is 
1 
] (Cl )~ 
k 
N 
" 
- 1 
,t.., 
rjk 
' j=l 
(S.3.15) 
(S.3.16) 
(S.3.17) 
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where ;- l is the inverse of the N x N matrix £ defined by eqn (5 .3 .16). 
The electrode impedance is determined by the parameter t (O), given by 
[from eqn (5.3.13)] 
1/J (0) = (5.3.18) 
herefore , from eq (5 .2.25), the electrode i mpedanc e at s = 0 is 
Z (O,w) 
e 
B. Finites Case 
(5.3.19) 
Whens is non-zero, 1/J (O) comes from the solution of the full 
inhomogeneous equation set (5.2.15) and (5.2.16). It is possible to 
derive Z (s,w) as a power series in X by seeking solutions of the 
e 
coupled equations in the form 
X (x) = /O) (x) + [ ~~) / 1) (x) + [ ~w x<Z ) (x) + ... (5.3.20) 
By substituting this expression into eqns (5.2.15) and (5.2.16) and 
the boundary co nd itions (5.2.19), one can equate powers o f (e s/kT) to 
obtain a hiera cchy of differential equation s for , and bounda r y 
. . h f . ( 0) ( ) (1) , ) co r:. lt i ons on t..e unctlOP.S X _, ' X \ r etc . X O)(_) is 
the olution to the s = 0 case, already discussed. Analytically , this 
proced ure would be tedious and , in view of the strong d e pendence of 
Ze (:,; , 'h) on s shown i. t e resul ts see Sec ti.o .. 5 .4], would probab ly 
only be use £ 1 for smalls (es/kT < 1) . Since we alrea dy know how to 
solve the problem of a spherica l colloidal particle in an electrolyte 
solu t·on , it seems sensible to apply this knowledge to t h e present 
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closely related problem. The following is an outline of the numerical 
scheme used in Section 2.3, which is adapted to calculate Z (s,W) 
e 
for any value of s· 
The f unc tions ¢ .( x ) and ~ ( x ) are in genera l c omplex , a s are the 
J 
coeff ic ien t s of the asymptotic forms C, • 
y 
Write 
¢ . ( x ) = ¢ . ' ( x ) + i cp ." ( x ) 
J J J 
lJJ (x) = w' (x) + i1J;" (x) (5.3.21) 
C. = 
J c2j-l + ic2j 
(j = 1,2, ... ,N) . 
Substituting (5.3.21) into the differential equations (5.2.15) and 
(5.2.16) and the boundary conditions (5.2.19) and equating real and 
imaginary parts, produces 2N+2 r ea l second order differential 
equations for the 2N+2 unknown functions, and 2N boundary conditions. 
These completely determine the functions because, as discussed before, 
there are only 2N linearly independent solutions (decaying at 
infinity) of the homogeneous equation set, obtained by omitting the 
inhomogene o us term on the right hand s i de o f e qn (5 . 2.16 ) . The 
solutions are obtained systematically, exactly as in Section 2.3. The 
sol u tion to the full inhomogeneous equat ion set (S.2.15) a nd (S.2.16) 
i s a linear combination of the 21~ linea rly inde pendent sol utions of 
the r.~'·:o ~eneous set ( k )X ( x ) . togeth e r wi th the pa r ticu. a s o ution of 
the inho~ogeneous set (O)x( x ). Write 
X (x) = C
O) 2N (k) 
x (x ) + ~ ck ~ (x ) ' 
k=l 
(S. 3 . 22) 
wher e the unknow coef ficien ts ck a re det ermined by s ubs t i tuting eqn 
(5.3.22) i nto the complex form o f the boundary cond it ions (5.2.19) , 
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yielding a set of 2N simultaneous equations, i.e. 
2N d (k) ¢. ' d (0) ¢ .' 
L ck = -1 - J 
k=l dx x=O dx x=O 
(j = 1, 2, ... , N) (5.3.23) 
2N d (k) ¢. If d (0) ¢ ." 
L J ck = J dx dx . k=l x=O x=O 
Having solved this simultaneous equation set fo"r the coefficients 
ck (k = l,2, ... ,2N), the parameter ~(O) is computed from 
2N 
lJ)(O) = (O)lJ)(O) + L ck (k)lJ)(O) • 
k=l 
(5.3.24) 
As in the numerical solution to the spherical particle problem, due to 
the way in which the (k)x(x) were defined in the asymptotic regime, 
the coefficients 
C = . 
J 
(j = 1, 2, .•• , N) (5.3 . 25) 
are the same coefficients as in t he asyraptotic form [eqns (S.3.12) and 
(5.3.13)] of the full solution to the problem. Also as in Section 
2.3, ~ 0 (x) for a general electrolyte solution is obtained numerically 
in the same way as the other functions . 
This algorithm is a fa st and preci s e numerical scheme for 
obtaining the lJJ (O) paramete r need ed to compute Z (s,W), for a 
e 
general elec trolyte solut ion and fo r any value of sand w. In the 
following section , expressions for the resistive and capacitive 
impedances are first derived. Then the above algorithm is used to 
calc ulate impedances numerically as a function of fr equenc y for 
v rious values of s , electro lyte concentra tion and counterion valency. 
.: 
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5.4 RESULTS 
Definition of Resistive and Capacitive Impedance 
Figs. 29-38 show the quantitative predictions of the model. In 
these graphs, only that part of Z (s,W) due to the di ff use double 
e 
layer response is included; the s mall Stern layer term i/ AwC1 i s 
excluded [see eqn (5.2.25)]. Al l plots ar e for a s i ng le planar 
lectrode with A= 1 cm2 (i.e. i mpedanc e per unit elec trode a rea ) a t 
298 K. In the same way that separating the imaginary part of the 
complex conductance increment of a colloidal suspension into an 
effective conductance increment and an effective dielectric loss te rm 
was somewhat arbitrary, so is the separation of Z (s, w) into a 
e 
resistance and a capacitance . The convention adopted here is that 
Z = Z '+iZ" 
e e e 
(5.4.1) 
represents the total impedance of a resistance R and a capacitance 
s 
C in series , so that 
s 
and 
Z '(s ,w) = R (s ,w) 
e s 
z "Cs w) 
e ' 
= 
1 
WC (s,W) . 
s 
(S.4.2) 
(5.4.3) 
One could equally well have r egarded Z t o be the i Qpedance of a 
e 
resi s tance RP and a capacitance Cp in parallel , ~hence 
Z ' = [ 1 + (w C R ) 2 ] - 1 
e P P (5 . 4 . 4) 
and 
(5.4.5) 
The in series definition is used because it is a slightly simple r 
interpreta t ion of Z ( s ,W). 
e 
.:. 
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In the following, numerical results for C , R and Z" 
s s e 
against frequency are given for various values of s, counterion 
valency, Ka and ion concentration. As in the colloidal particle 
problem, the object is not to display a comprehensive set of results, 
but rather to outline the general trends and to give physical 
explan tion s for them . 
Physical Significance of Polarization Impedance 
To explain the trends it is necessary to understand the physical 
differences betwee n resistive and capacitive impedances. The 
resistance is the real part of the impedance which r epresen ts t he 
resistance of the material to a real conduction current passing 
through it. This is due to the hindering of the movement of the 
charge carriers through the solution. The capacitive impedance is the 
imaginary part of an impedance and is a measure of the difficulty with 
which displacement current is generated. This depends on the degree 
of polarization of the solution induced by the electric field, in 
other words, an easily polarizable solution has a high capacitance and 
thus a low capacitive impedance . 
Polarization impedance occurs because of the hindering effect of 
the impenetrable electrode surface on the ions in the diffuse layer . 
This in turn affect s the local elec tric pot ent i al . Thus , the dis tance 
over ~hic t1 th su rfa c e ha s an effect is determine · by t h e ra nge of t:e 
pe rturbation quantiti e s W(x) and ¢ .(x). From Section 5.3, in the 
. J 
as ymptotic reg ime, t he se functions decay exponen t ially with a le n 0 th 
scale - ~ f a 1 ~ wh e re a 1 is the smallest non- ze r o eigen" lue of tl:. e 
matrix A. Using eqn (2.3.10), 
(5. 4 . 6 ) 
150 -----____,,_ __ 
100 
50 
0 
1 
/200 
150 
100 
w 
Fig. 29: Elec ~rode resistance of a single 1 cmL elect rode in 
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10- 3 mol . dm- 3 KCl solution as a function of frequency for various 
V e s of tl e zeta pot ential (in ) . 
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where A ,.._, 2 x 10- 9 dyne. s. cm- 1 is a typical ionic drag coe f ficient. 
Ther e fore, in an os c illa ting f i e ld of fr e quency w, the surface will 
influe nce an i nterfacial aque ous r eg ion of thi c kne ss 
1: 
w = [
kT1 2 
AW J ,.._, ( 5 . 4 .7) 
For w = 10 2 s - 1 , W ,.._, 5 µ . Thus, at l ow f r eque nc ie s , W i s several 
orders of magnitude l a r ger than t he Debye screening l ength K- 1 
("' 10- 3 - 10- 1 µ). It is this relatively big region of influenc e 
which i s the main cause of large polarization impedances. The 
d i sta nce W a lso set.s t l e minimum ca pacitor thickness above whi ch the 
two electrode surfaces ma y be regarded as independent. Only when d > W 
is the total electrode polarization i mpedance of the capacitor equal 
to 2Z • W also determines the minimum radius of curvature that a 
e 
non- planar electrode may have and still be approx i ma t e d by a planar 
e lectrode in theoretical analysis. 
Numerical Results 
Figs . 29, 30 and 31 are plots of the resistance Rs, the 
capacitive i mpedance z " 
e 
and the ca pacitance C in 10- 3 L K 1 
s 
solution for various values of the zeta pot entia l. The main trend s 
are: f rom Fi g. 29 , R (i) decays r a pidly with freq uency and ( ii) 
s 
. i,ncreases s harply wit h increas i ng zeta po t ent · a1 to a limit at high 
fro c.1 JO , z " (i) de . . wit f a:d (i i ) i g . 
e 
o.Y S rap y ec1 uenc~· 
decreas e s ha r ply a s t he zet a po t ential increases - t he maximum 
being that of a neut ral electrode, and from Fig . 31, C (i ) is 
s 
essentially constant ov er t he frequency range s ~ u ~~ ror l o to 
z .. 
e 
s, 
mode r ate values of~ and (ii) is maximum for the largest s value with 
no l imiting behaviour evident at hi 0 s• Comparing _i gs . 29 and 30 
s hows tha c the resis t i ve impedance R i s s ignificantly smaller than 
s 
8000---~---~---.--------, 
4000 
KCl 
10-J M 
Ql-£==--==~~~~~-_J 
10 103 w 
Fig . 30 : C· p.cit i ve ~mpedanc e 
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10- 3 mol . dm- 3 KCl solution as a f unct ion of fr equency for var iou s 
values of zeta pote n t ia l (in mV). 
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10 - 3 mol . dm- 3 KCl solu t i on as a function of frequency for var ious 
values of zeta potential (in mV) . 
.: 
the corresponding capacitive impedance Z ". 
e 
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As well as producing a general theory of electrode polarization 
and giving physical explanations of the trends observed, one would 
like to know how important this effect is. The importance of 
electrode polarization can be determined by corn.paring R and Z" 
s e 
abo e with the impedance Z of a 1 cm 3 cube of 10- 3 M KCl solution, 
viz . 
z ,..._, 7 X 10
3 
·(5.4.8) 
The capacitive impe dance Z" of the electrode is thu s comparable 
e 
with the .resistive impedance of the electrolyte solution (Fig. 30), 
while the electrode resistive impedance is< 10 % of this (Fig. 29). 
The electrode resistance is strongly dependent on z e ta potential 
because, when there is a double layer at an electrode surface, the 
movement of the conducting ions is hindered by the double layer field 
and the ionic concentration gradients. These quantities increase in 
magnitude as the zeta potential increases, therefore electrode 
resistance should increase with -1~1. Furthermore, non-linear 
Gouy - Chapman t e ory sows that the electric potenti 1 in the double 
layer approaches a limiting form as the surface potential increases. 
For example, for a 1:1 electrolyte at a positive s u r face , 
\l' o (x) ------+ 2kT :- _ [ l + e- Kx 
e 1 - Kx - e 
(5. 4 . 9 ) 
s 
Thus, at high surface ( or zeta potentials) ~ 0 (x ) varies with surface 
potential onl y in a van'shi n 0 ly thin r egion ( KX << 1) near the 
s u r fa ce. Therefore, the fields and ionic concentration gradients in 
the body of the do uble l ayer tend t o lim'ting values at highs • This 
explains trend (ii) of the electrode resistance plot , F' g . 29. 
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The capacitance of the electrode depends on the polarizability of 
the electrolyte solution in the interfacial region. When no double 
layer is present, only the polarizability of the solution contributes 
to the displacement current, giving a low capacitance (i.e. high 
capacitive impedance) . But as the surface becomes more charged (i.e. 
Isl increases), a double laye charge is built up a n d there i s an 
extra contribution to the displacement current from the polarizat ion 
of the double layer . Since ionic charges are being moved through 
relatively large distances (the extent of the double layer) the 
eff ec tive polarizability of the double layer is much larger t h n the 
molecular polarizability of the medium . The latter only i nvolves the 
orientation of molecular dipoles and the separation of molecular 
positive and negative charge centres by fractions of an Angstrom. The 
double layer contribution to the displacement current obviously 
depends on the amount of mobile charge in the double layer. The 
mobile charge increases roughly exponentially with the surface (or 
zeta) potential . Thu s , the electrode capacitance increases 
(capacitive impedance decreases) rapidly as Isl increases and shows no 
limitin g phenomena as in the cas e of the elec trode resistance, 
explaining trend (ii ) of Figs . 30 and 31. 
In Figs . 32, 33 and 34, the electrode resistance R, capacitive 
s 
impedance z " 
e 
and capacitance C are plotted as a function of 
s 
f e Luen y for vari o ·s once~t~a ti o s of KCl e l e ctro ly t _ so l u ti on at a 
fixed value of s = 50 mV. Fig. 32 shows that the resistance R 
s 
decreases as the electrolyte concentration increases. This i s easily 
explained by consider ing tha t the range of the d oub le layer fiel d and 
ionic co ncentration gradients is,.._, K- 1 • Therefore, as the electrolyte 
concentrat i on increases and K-l decreases, the hin dering ef f e ct of the 
field a nd concentration gradients is exerted over a shorter range. 
- -
- - :::::, . 32: 
40 
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20 
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or a in 1- J 
10- 2 and 10- 1 mol . dm- 3 KCl solut i ons at fixed zeta potential of 
50 mV as a function of frequ e ncy . 
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1. g . j : 
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10- 2 and 10- 1 mol . dm- 3 KCl sol u ti o n s a t fixe ze t a potentia l of 
50 mV as a f uncti on o f f r equenc y . 
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F ~ - 3 ' : Ele trade c pa~itanc2 o~ a singe 1 cm2 el2ct r ~e n 10-; , 
10- 2 and 10- 1 mol . dm- 3 KCl solutions at fixed zeta potential of 
50 mV as a function of frequency . 
Assuming that R is proportion?l to this range , one would predict 
s 
that R 
s 
1 
- Yi 
a c , where c is the concentration of electrolyte. This 
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relationship is exhibited roughly by Fig. 32. Simple double layer 
theo ry says tha t, for fixed s, the mobile charge in the double layer 
incre a s e s with K. Thus the double layer polarizability , and therefore 
!..: 2 the electrode capac itance Cs, i s expected to be ap proxi ma tely a 
Again , thi s expectation is roughly realised in Figs. 33 and 34. 
C • 
The frequency dependence of electrode resistance and capacitance 
has not yet been explained. It was noted that C is essentially 
s 
constant with frequency at low and modera te zeta poten tials. This is 
presumably because C is dominated by the double layer polarization 
s 
but the double layer only occupies a small fraction of the interfacial 
region of thickness W [eqn (5.4.7)] which is influenced by the field. 
As a result, since the response of the whole interfacia l region is 
considered, the contribution to C is dominated by a virtually 
s 
constant contribution, as the frequency is varied. 
The dependence of R on frequency is somewhat different. In 
s 
k -3 Fig. 35, R w 2 is plotted against w for a 10 M KCl solution and 
s 
various values of s· This is just a differen t method of disp laying 
the data of Fig. 29, which shows [trend (i)] R decaying rapidly 
s 
with frequency. However, it is clea r from Fig. 35 that approximately 
R 
s 
This is because the el e ctrode resistance depends on t he 
thi ckness oi the interracial regi0 pertur~ed b t e app lied field , W, 
1 
which is proportional to w- Yi [eqn (5.4.7)]. 
Figs. 36, 37 and 38 show the effect of counterion valency where 
R, Z" and C a re plotted as f unct ions of freq uency in KCl , 
s e s 
Ba(N0 3 ) 2 , LaC1 3 and K 4Fe(CN) 6 solutions of fixed ionic strength 
2 x 10 - 3 M and at fixe d s = 5 0 m V . I n Fig . 3 6 it i s sh mm that the 
electrode resistance decreases with increasing counterion valency. 
..: 
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KCl solution as a function of frequency for various values of the 
zeta potential (in mV) . 
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Fig. 3 6 : Electrode r esis tance of a 1 cm 2 electrode in ~ Cl, 32(. 0 3 ) 2 , 
LaC1 3 and K4-Fe(CN) 6 solutions at fixed ionic stre ngth of 2 x 10- 3 
mol . dm- 3 and fixed zeta potential of -50 mV . 
.: 
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The results are for fixed s so this is not the source of the valency 
dependency. Non-linear Gouy-Chapman theory says that the double layer 
electric field in the asymptotic region, although decaying over a 
length scale of K- 1 , is smaller in magnitude for higher valency 
counterions at a given surface potential. This is because the number 
of counterions in the region KX < 1 increases with counterion valency, 
for given surface potential and constant K, due to the effect of the 
Boltzmann factor exp[-ze~ 0 (x)/kT], where z is the valency of the 
counterion. But the surface charge is partly neutralized by the ions 
in the KX < 1 region and so, for higher valency coun terions, the 
surface charge is more neutralized and so the field in the outer 
region of the double layer is smaller. This implies a lowering of the 
hindering effect of the double layer field on the movement of charge 
carriers and thus a decrease in R with increasing counterion 
s 
valency. It is also true that higher valency ions conduct more 
current under a given applied field, further decreasing the resistance 
of the material. 
The effect of the valency on the electrode capacitance (Fig . 38) 
is a result of the increase in the amount of mobile double layer 
charge with counterion valency, for a fixed surface potential. 
Because higher valenc y ions conduct more current, they are more easily 
moved by the applied field and thus the doubl e layer polarizability 
( and therefo e the e lectrode capacitance C ) i ncreas es with 
s 
counterion valency. 
5.5 DISCUSSION 
The results in Section 5 .4 show the general trends in the 
polar ization impedance of a planar elect rode in the ab sence of any 
change in the ionic charge on the surface. More ela borate models 
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would allow for fluctuating surface charge caused by: (a) association 
and dissociation of the electrode surface charge and an ionic species 
in solution, caused by fluctuations in the surface potential and the 
local concentration of "potential determining" ions, and (b) an 
electrolysis reaction at the electrode surface (39). 
Such improved models would be unlikely to change the marked 
sensitivity of Z Cs,W) to the state of charg~ on the isolated 
e 
surface Cs), however. The dependence of Z Cs,w) on sand the 
e 
sensitivity of s to surface-active solution species is certainly a 
contributing factor to the difficulty in studying polarization 
i mpedance experimentally. Historically, systema tic studies have been 
impossible because of the irreproducibility of experimental results. 
As was discussed in Chapter 1, there are serious difficulties i n 
determining the range of applicability of the fundamental equations of 
colloid science. In particular, the important quantity - the zeta 
potential - is only extracted experimentally via these equations and 
so an important problem is to test the accuracy of the theory by which 
it is obtained. Thus, the correlation of theoretical Z Cs,W) values 
e 
( and hences ) with experimental mea surements, would provide anothe r 
important test of these fundamental equations which form the basis of 
all theories of the dynamic behaviour of charged colloidal 
dispers ions. 
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APPENDIX 1 
The Elements of t he Ma t rix R 
When the eigenvalues are all distinct, the matrix R which 
diagonalizes t [g iven by eqn (2.3.4.)] is the ordered set of column 
v ectors, (R 0 ,!S,···,~) which sat i s fy (27) 
(A - a . I) . R. = 0 . (A. l) 
= J= -J 
It follows directly fro m eqn (2.3.4) t ha t 
(k = 0,1, ... ,N-1) 
~j = (A. 2) 
[ [
i WA k+l~ J 
kT j + a j (j=O,l, .•• ,N), 
whe r e RNj i s de t e r n ined by the requ i rement t hat t he column vectors 
be normali zed , e. g. 
However , it is not 
is ore onv en::. .=l t 
t o the eigenvalue , 
1 = ~ p'"kj R{j . 
k=O 
necessary to normalize to unity and in this 
to chu se th-3. t i.. 
- j ( the e i gt:..nvec tor cor r 2 _, . 
ao = 0) be no r malized to N+ l . Pu t ting 
~o = 
( 
I .-., 
.:-\. . .) 
case it 
1 J 
..L . b 
l > 
it fo l lows f r om eqn ( A. 2) that the first column vector is given by , 
~o = -1 
~o = 1 . 
(k = 0,1, ... ,N-1) 
For j = 1, 2, ... , N, it is only necessary to normalize R. to some 
-J 
quantity which does not vanish as w -r 0, although for numerical 
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(A.4) 
reasons it is preferable that all elements of Rare of the same order. 
The form of A is such that, when n ~ 3, all of the .. A. are equal 
= J 
(to A say) and n-1 of the eigenvalues, a., are degenerate and equal to 
J 
-iWA /kT [see eqn (2.3.10)]. Eqn (A.2) is then undefined. This does 
not prevent the construction of g, however; it simply means that, in 
this case, the eigenvector corresponding to the degenerate eigenvalue 
is not completely specified and exactly n-1 linearly independent 
eigenvectors can be constructed for this eigenvalue. 
Since this thesis was submitted, it has been pointed out to the author 
by Dr R.W. O'Brien that while the computed trends exhibited in Figs. 31-38 
are certainly correct, the actual limiting values displayed are in error. 
The computed capacitances should approach the values for a static double-
layer 
k [zy 0 ] µF cm- 2 C = 228 z c 2cosh - 2-s 
Fig. 31 gives 55 µF -2 C ~ cm 
s 
for [KCl] = IO- 3M and s = lOOMV 
Fig. 34 C 135 µF -2 for [KCl] 10- 1M and s lOOMV ~ cm = = 
s 
whereas the above formula gives values of 26 and 109 µF cm - 2 
respectively. The error is due to a trivial computational error in 
programming which has not yet been rectified, and will be so rectified in 
a later publication. The problem set up in this chapter is therefore still 
incomplete. 
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APPENDIX 2 
The Asymp to tic Form of the Particular Solution 
In Section 2.3, the asymptotic form of the particular solution of 
the inhomogeneous equation set [(2.2.7)-(2.2.9)], was taken to be 
zero. It will be shown, however, that the leading-order behav i our of 
- Kr 
the asymptotic form is in fact O(e ). 
The asymptotic form of '¥ 0 (r) is given by eqn (2". 2.1), as 
'¥o(r ) "' '¥ 
asymp 
where'¥ (s,Ka)aeKa is a constant. Assume that a ll the 
asymp 
functions W, ¢. and Fare order e-Kr and eliminate all terms from 
J 
the equation set (2.2.7)-(2.2.9) which involve any stronger decay 
-2 Kr (e.g . e ). Then, for larg e Kr, 
where 
and 
and 
Ka ( _ ~j \.1] 
ae 11 l z. e 
J 
K d j dr 
(j = 1, 2, . . . _ ) , 
£ 111PS _ 4ne 
2 ~ 00 2 PS I PS ~ 
'¥ kT ~ n. z . ( cp . + l!J ) 0 , 
Ea j=l J J J 
Using the result, 
(A.5) 
(A. 6) 
( A . 7) 
(A. 8) 
(A. 9) 
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(A.10) 
eqn (A.9) becomes 
[
E \!' ] [ -Kr) FPS ~ _ o asymp ae a __<i_ e . 
4 2 dr r nnK 
(A.11) 
The other ·equa tions in the set [(A.6)-(A.9)], can be writ ten as 
(> PS A PS J.,X -=·X ( A.12) 
where the vector 
(A.13) 
and A is the same as in eqn (2.3.4). The constant vector K has 
= -
elements K. (j = 1,2, ... ,N) given by eqn (A. 7) and 
J 
~+l = 0 . (A.14) 
The solution of eqn (A.12) is 
(A.15) 
provided that the inverse of K 2 I-A exists. From eqn (2.3.4) it can be 
seen that, for zero frequency, the last column of K 2 1-A is zero and 
- -
therefore the solution (A.15) is not applicable. 
For non-zero frequencies, the matrix K 2 ~-~ may be inverted, 
giving for Z < +l, 
CK 2 I A) - 1 = 
I - z• 
= = J 
and for Z = N+l 
cS z · J 
i Lu:\ j \ 
+ kT) 
[ 
i Wf. z_ / S 
k ' ) 
(j < N+ 1) (A. 16) 
( j = N+ 1) ( A . 1 7 ) 
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S. 
(j < N+l) (A.18) 
[ iWA .) S K 2 + kTJ 
= 1/S (j = N+l) 
' 
(A.19) 
whe r e 
[!~) 6. /\ . s = 2: J J (A.20 ) [ iwA .) k=l K2 + J 
kT 
For w = 0, eqn (A.6) decouples from (A.8) and, using the relation 
(A.10), its solution is 
1µp 5(r) satisfies 
with solution 
l/JPS(r) 1 = -2 
N 2 L oo n. z. K. 
j=l 
N 
L 
j=l 
N 
L 
j=l 
N 
~ 
J J 
00 2 
n. z. 
J J 
00 2 n. z. 
J J 
00 
n. z . 
j =l J J 
J 
K. 
J 
2 
(w = O) • (A.21) 
(w=O) , (A . 22) 
- Kr 
e ( A. 23) 
The t rue as ymptot ic form of t he partic ular solut ion of the 
inhomogeneo us equation s e t [(2. 2 . 7) -( 2 . 2 .9)], is thus given by eqn 
(A . 11 ) t og ther wi th or non-z er o f r e quency , eqns ( . 15 -(A. 20 ) , and 
for w = 0, eqns (A.22) and (A .23 ) . 
The 
APPENDIX 3 
Coefficient Matrices 
The coefficient matrix M is given by 
= 
d (k) ¢ .' 
Mjk = J dr 
r=a 
(j=l,2, ... ,N) 
d(k)¢." 
M.+N k = 
J 
dr J ' r=a 
(j=l,2, ... ,N) 
M = (k)F, (a) 2N+l,k 
M2N+2,k = 
(k)F"(a) 
M2N+3,k 
d(k)F' 
= dr 
r=a 
H2N+4 k 
d(k)F" 
= dr 
' r=a 
[/k) ij, , (k) / 1 l £ lµ }12 I = +5 k dr as 
' o , r=a I 
r 
( ·) E (1z) IJ' 'I I 
d -~ II I J 
L 
12 +6 , k = l dr - a E O r=a (k = 1, 2 , ... , 2 J+6) 
( a ) The corresponding vectors, B (a = 0, I ,R), are given by 
d (a ) (p • ! 
= - 0 - --~]_ 
Oa dr (j=l,2, ... , N) 
r=a 
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(A.24) 
(A. 25) 
(A.26) 
(A.27) 
(A. 28) 
(A. 29) 
(A. 30) 
(A.32) 
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d (a) ¢ ." 
Bj+N = - J (j=l,2, ... ,N) (A. 33) dr 
r=a 
1 cS - (a )F, (a) (A.34) B2N+l = - -2 Ra 
B2N+2 
1 cS (a ) F"(a) (A.35) = - -2 I O'. 
1 d(CY,)F, (A. 36) B2N+3 = - - cS 2a Ro:. dr 
r=a 
1 d(o:.)F" (A. 3 7) B2N+4 = - - cS 2a I O'. dr 
r=a 
[Eo E-0 EI) 8 - [/ a)i/J E: (a ) l/J , 
B2N+5 - I a Eo ) (A. 38) = 00'. dr 
r=a 
( ) ( Cl) ,1, 11 
= - [d Cl l/J" - EI '-fl ) 
B2N+6 dr aE 0 r=a' 
(A. 39) 
where the Kronecker delta function cSo:.S has the usual significance 
cS as = 1 ' Cl= s 
(A. 40) 
= o, o:.IS 
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PART TWO 
THE PACKING OF AMPHIPHILE CHAINS 
IN MICELLES AND BILAYERS 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
159 
The model developed here co ns iders the behaviour of amphiphile 
c hains i n micella r aggregates and in hexagonal and l amellar phases. 
The aim is to give an accurate description of t he conformational s tate 
of the chains, in an attempt to elucidate the role of aggregate 
geometry . 
Despite extensive studies on micellar aggregates and bilayers, 
theories about the internal structure vary greatly and problems such 
as the extent of water penetration into the aggregates have yet to be 
resolved. [For a complete review of the literature on the structure 
of micelle s and bilayers see (1,2).] The common textbook picture of a 
micelle is a s phere with headgroups on t h e surface a nd straig ht f roz e n 
chains extending radially to the centre. Clearly this is wrong from 
simple geome try. I n t h i s pictu r e there are l a r g e gap s between the 
h eadgro ups and par t s o f t he cha i s which ar e pre sumably filled with 
ater > and the hydro c arbon de . sity at t he cent e of the micelle 
approache s tha t of a neutron star (apologies to D.W.R. Gruen). A more 
enlightened view of a micelle is that the hydrocarbon chains ar e 
diso ~red s o t hat t he hyd r ophobic cor e is ffec tively a volume of 
liquid hydrocarbon. However, existing models of mic e lles tak e l i ttl e 
account of known structura l information abo ut the chain s, such as 
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their bond angles and ene rgies. In this chapter, experimenta l and 
theoretica l aspects of (spherical) micellar aggregates and hexagonal 
(rod-shaped mice lles) and l amellar phase s 1 (bilayers) which have a 
dir e ct be aring on the model to be develope d in the following cha pters, 
will be discussed. 
The Physical Stat e of t ~e Hydr ophobic Core of Agg rega tes 
The first aspect is the degree of liquidity of the hydrophobic 
core of the aggregates. There a re strong the oretical reasons for 
believ i ng that there i s considerable configura tional disorder in the 
chains (see below). Ample experi mental evidence supports this picture 
of a liquid-lik e hydroph obic core in micelles (1) and in hexa gona l (3) 
and lamellar (2,3) phases. X-ray (5) and NMR (2,6,7) measurements 
both find the alkyl chains to be highly mobile. Perh ap s the most 
direct evldence is that X-rays of liquid crystalline phases do not 
0 
show the sharp refle ction at 4.3 A which is characteristic of 
crystalline hydrocarbon chains (5). Instead there is a broad band 
0 
centred around 4.5 A which is correlated with t he chain-chain 
s e paration . The simi lari t y of t h is band t o that f r om liquid para f fins 
strongly sugg ests that the hydrophobic regions of lame llar liquid 
crysta lline phases a re similarly l iqu i d-lik e. Furt her evidence f o r a 
liquid-like i n t e rior i __ ~h e hexago na l and lamellar pha s e s comes f r om 
deuteron ma~netic r e so n nee (D ·IB.) expe rim~nts (3) . correlatio n w s 
f ound betveen the la t e ral packing of l ipid cha i ns in l yotro pic l iquid 
crys t a l s ( as charac t erized by t he mea n a r ea pe r po l a r headg roup at t he 
i n t erface ) and their mic roscopic i sorder (as studie ~ throug . D~R of 
L • In the case of lamella r p' se s i t is onl th 
liquid cr ys t a lline phase whi c h is of i nter st . 
hioh 0 emperature 
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the chain methylenes). The disorder of the chains increases with the 
mean area per headgroup (inversely related to the bilayer or cylinder 
half-thickness). These experiments also demonstrate a stiffness in 
the upper portion of the chains, induced by the interface. 
The experiments discussed above do not involve the use of a 
s pectroscopic probe . Fl uoresce nce depolarization st ud ies ( 9 ) and 
meas urem nts of the ESR line wid ths (10) produce re sults ich r e 
interpreted as representing an interior which is less mobile than the 
corresponding liquid . However, Wennerstrom and Lindman (1) argue t hat 
these experiments are unreliable because: the presence of the probes 
perturbs the system, the probes may be located close to the micelle 
surface rather than in the core as is usually assumed, and 
interpretation of the results usually assumes a single correlation 
time whereas there are · really two (a partial averaging of the physical 
interaction by rapid local motions and a slow motion over the 
dimension of the micelle). These objections do not apply to DMR 
experiments where it is the signal from nuclei in the surfactant 
itself rather than a probe which is used. 
Given that the inter ior of the aggregates s liquid-li1 e , what is 
the density at which the chains pack? Assume initially that the . 
hydrosta tic pressure inside the aggregates is atmosphe ric (this 
assumption i discussed in the nex t paragraph). The experience of 
1·quid-sta e p' y sic s s ggests that the co b"ned action of ~hort-ra ~6 e 
intermolecular repuls ive forces and longer-range van der aal s 
attraction will determine the density of chain packing in the liquid 
hydrophobic co r e. within narr ow limits f the de nsity f b 1 n-alka e 
phases. Measurements of the partial molar vol u es and partial molar 
compressibilities of n-alkanes dissolved in micelles (11) and the 
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partial molar volumes of the lipid chains in bilayers (12) support 
this idea . In both studies the measured values are very close to the 
v a lue s for the quantities in bulk liquid n-alkanes . 
There is another f a ctor affecting the density in the hydroc a rbon 
core of curved a gg regates. If the core s ur f ace has an interfac i a l 
tension , the mice l le interior wil l be a t an elevated pressure and 
henc e wi ll have a hi ghe r ensi ty. It is very diffic ult to estimate 
the tension of the core surface, but it is clear that it must be 
substantially smaller than the tension of a water/n-alk ane interface 
(50 dynes/cm). In ord e r to gene~a te an up per bound for the magnitude 
of the effect, consider a spherical micelle with rad ius R = 15 A, and 
a tension y = 50 dynes/cm. Then 
(1.1) 
where P0 is atmospheric pressure leads to P = 6.7x 10
8 dynes/cm2 • 
Assuming that the micelle interior behaves similarly to dodecane leads 
to an estimated increase in density of 3.3% (34). In the author's 
opinion, a more realistic tension estimate is y < 5 dynes/cm a nd hence 
the densi ty inc reas e wo uld be< 0 .3 3 %. Tha t the Lapla ~e pressu re 
produces very little change in density is supported by the 
measurement s on alk a nes dissolved in micelles (11) r e fe rred to above . 
Chai r Con : ormat i ons in t he Hydro ca rbon Cor e 
I n the case of a l kane cha ins in bulk hydrocarbon, f rom the 
a - cr ystal s tat e , i n which a l l - trans cha i ns a re packed int o a hexago nal 
ar ~a y , as the temp ~atur i s es o a c ritica l teup2 a ture T , a 
C. 
phase t r ansition oc c ur s and the crystal melts. Linear r eg r es s ion of 
t h e l at nt : eat of me l t ing, 6H , as a f unction o f the numb e r of CH2 
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groups i n the chain, for C21 to C2 9 leads to (35,36): 
= 986.3+5 50.5 nCH , 
2 
(1.2) 
whe r e 6S i s t he co rres pon ding chang e in entro py. This ~al ue o f T 6S 
C 
suggests a l arge incre a se i n th e numb e r of conforma t ions availa b le t o 
the chains above T . 
C 
It is poss i ble t o estimat e the s cale o f increase as fo l l ows . 
Assume · that there is only one chain conformation below T , and that 
C 
all the entro py change on melting comes from different 
f . · 2 f h h · h h . con 1gurat1on s 6 t e c ai s, we re tte en tropy is 
S = - R ~ p . ln p . , 
. l l 
l 
(1.3) 
p. is the probability of conformation i occurring and R is the g a s 
l 
const a nt. Maximum entropy occurs when all N configurations are 
equa lly l i k ely. By the inverse argument , f or a given entropy, the 
minimum N is that where p. = 1/N for all i. Thus, substituting into 
l 
eqn (1.3) gives 
S = R ln N • (1 . 4) 
Now , subs titu t ing eqn (1. 4 ) i n t o (1.2) , and sinc e RT ~ 600 cal / mol, 
one ob t ains N = 2 . 5. Thus, f or an al:an e wi~h n carbon a toms, there 
n 
must be at l e a st ( .5) conforraations , above T . Fo r ev en short 
1 in , ti is a 1 ge number . 
lore par tic u larly, a v a riety of spect r osco pic and s tructur a l 
evidence ( 25 ) sugges t s that as a C- C bond is rotated through 360° , 
t hre e dee p en e r gy min ima a re e n co untered , and t h u s at ordinary 
2. The word s "confo r mation " a nd "configuration " are used in t er-
c h a ngeably in t h i s t he s i s. 
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temperatures , values of the rotation angle close to the minima are 
strongly favoured ov e r other angles. Each C-C bond can, therefore, b e 
regarded as existing i n one of three discrete conformations. These 
+ 
a r e trans (t) and two gauche (g , g ) conf o r me rs. The gauche 
sta tes are f ormed by ro tat ing t he C-C bon d through+ 110-120° from t he 
trans sta te (25) a nd the gauche sta t es a re highe r in ene rgy than the 
trans stat e by E = 500 ± 100 cal/mol . This value come s from g 
measurement of the intensity of Raman spectral lines (31) and fitting 
of thermod y namic pro per ties of n-alkanes (32), as well as fitting the 
average dimensions of polyethylene cha ins (25). Gauche bonds ar e 
+ - - + independent of one another except for sequences g g and g g 
which have an energy of E = 3000 cal/mol (25). The difference in 
e 
energy between trans and gauche conformers in an amphiphile chain, 
E , is only about 0.8 kT at room temper a ture which suggest s that, g 
since the cores are liquid-like, there will be considera ble 
configurational disorder in the chains. 
The Random-Coil Model of Liquid n-alkane 
The above info r mation about the e ne rgy of chain c o n f ormations in 
bulk liquid n-alkane has been used to develop the "random-coil" model 
o f liquid n-alkane . Because the chains in liquid n-a l k a ne a r e 
inte rt \vined and v ery di s o r de r e d, it i s i mpossible to describe them in 
deta i l, excep t by l~nte Ca r lo or molec u l a r dyna i cs simula t ion s. 
Flory (25,27) assumed that t he energy of a given cha in conformation is 
det e rmined solely by t h e short range intramo l ecu ar int e r ac t ions of 
en rgy E f or a ['''V.,~ n~ bo nd and E g e 
+ - - + f or o a a nd o a 
,.., 0 0 O 
sequences , r elative t o t rans bonds. Fo r example , t h e energy of a 
+ + - + 
cha in configuration with bonds t g O t g g tt was assumed to be 
E = 2E +E , relative to an all-trans chain of energy zero. The 
e e 
-E./kT 
partition function for the chain, Z =Le 1 , where k is 
i 
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Boltzmann 's constant, Tis temperature and the sum i is over all chain 
conf ormations, can thus be evaluated (25) and all thermodynamic 
propertie~ follo w fr om it. 
The r andom-coil model does not t a 1 e a cco un t of the local 
co nformation of surrounding chains, no r of excluded volume effects 
whereby, for certain bond sequences, the chain will pass through 
itself or oth er chains. Yet, in spite of these limitations, the 
r andom-coil model gives impres s ive ag reement with many experiments. 
Neutron scattering results by Dettenmaier (37) are in excellent 
agreement with calculations by Yoon and Flory (26) where the 
accessible scattering centres are separated by distances down to 10 A. 
The experimental scattering function is consi s tent with comple te 
interchain disorder over length scales down to 10 A. A Monte Carlo 
simulation of model liquid n-alkane chains has been performed (28) in 
which chains undergo all possible trans and gauche conformers, with 
the correct bond angles, and the chains inte r a ct with one another 
reasonably realistically (Cll2 and CH 3 groups are treated as 
Lennard-Jones spheres and hence do not pass through each other). The 
s i lation gives good a g r e ement with the results of X-ray diff r ac tion 
experiments. The Monte Car lo simu la tion also gives good agreemen t 
with he random- c il d e l for t he rtVerage end- to - 2nd distance of the 
chains and t he proportion of gauche bonds in t he chain. Thus, the 
random-coil model of b lk liquid n-alkane has average prope rties 
ty • ical of the reals stem , even t ho ugh parti c ular configura tions of 
the rando, -co il are not access i ble to the real system (25,27). 
Thus the random-co i l model g ives a go od des c ript ion of bulk 
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liquid n-alkane which augurs well for the use of a similar model to 
describe the hydrophobic reg ion of amphiphilic micelles and bilayers. 
Wate r Penetration into the Hydrocarbon Core 
Another aspect of mice llar aggregates, which wil l be impo rtant in 
the mod e l , i s wate r penetra tion in t o t he hydrophobic c o re of t he 
aggregat e s . Although stil l a controvers ial subject , there is strong 
experimental evidence suggesting minimal water penetration into the 
hydrophobic core of micelles. Measurements of partial molar volumes 
and partial mo l ar compressibilities (11), whi~h ?e re mentioned above 
as evidence of a liquid-like micelle interior, support this view. For 
example, the partial molar quantities for alkanes in 
- + CH 3 (CH 2 ) 10 COO Na solutions are close to the values for liquid 
alkanes but -considerably higher than those in water. Much 
experimental evidence suggesting subst a ntial water penetration i nto 
micelles has been shown to be due to poor technique (33) and the 
spectroscopic probe studies suffer from those objections mentioned 
above . In the case of lipid bilayers , there is strong evidence for a 
neg ligible amount of water in the hydrophobic region . This comes from 
neutron diffrac tion experiments (13) and from a comparison of two 
inde pe :ident meas urements on "black" 1 · id films ( 14, 15) . _le::sur em nt 
of capacitance per unit a rea n d optical reflec t a nce can bo t h be us e 
to es timate biac~ lipi2 ilm ciicknesses. The capa cit _e m~ t hod (14) 
de t ec ts the hydroca rbo n re g ion on ly, while the r eflectanc e method ( 15 ) 
includes s o e part of the polar he dgroup r egions as well. Half the 
dif fe r ence bet ee n thes e two thickne s~e s is a measure of t h p 1 r 
regi n thickness . ssuming the dielectr i c constant of the hydrophob i c 
core ha s a value E "'2.1, characteristic of bulk liquid n- lkane, 
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mea s urements for a range of bilayer thicknes ses give a consistent 
0 headgroup thickness of about 5 A. Even a small amount of water in the 
hydrophobi c core would increase E drastically, ruining this agreemen t 
and maki ng the di f ference betwee n the two lipid bilayer thicknesses , 
t he polar reg i on t h ickness , an unrealistic (pos sibly negative ) numb e r. 
If measu re ~en ts of t he vol ume fraction of water · u bulk n- alkane 
ph se s (1 6) ar e used as a guide, t he amount of water in the interior 
of amphiphilic aggregates is approximately one wat er molecule for each 
2 x 104 CH2 groups. 
Outline of Part Two 
In vie w of the experimental evidence discussed above, the model 
has the following features. Each aggregate (spherical, rod-shaped or 
a flat sandwich) ha s a hydrophobic core from which headgroups and 
water are excluded. The amphiphilic chains are const r a ined to fill 
the core in such a way that, when an ensemble average is taken over 
all chain conformations, the density of chain packing throughout the 
core is the same as the density of bulk liquid n-alkane. Using linear 
regres sion of experimentally measure d volumes o f alkane chains against 
the number of CH 2 groups in each chain (where each chain contains an 
additional two CH3 groups ), the following volumes were obtained (17). 
The volume of each CH2 group is 27 A3 a nd of each CH 3 group is 54 A3 • 
The chains a re al so allowed t o exist out side the core but they are 
then subj ec t to a "hydrophobic f ree ene rgy" cost. This means that 
there is a r egion of the aggregate, between he hydrophobic c ore and 
::he "pur aqueous region , containing cha ins , h 0 dgro ups a~d wat er . 
In Chapte r 2, the model is described. Generation o f results 
involves gene r ting all configurations of a single chain attached to a 
headgroup and assigning statistical weights to each conformation on 
the basis of an estimate of its energy [see Sections 2.4 and 2.5]. 
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The chains are constrained to fill the hydrophobic core at bulk liquid 
n-alkane dens ity. In Chapter 3, results from the model are given and 
compared with experiments. Chapter 4 is a discussion of the 
a s sumptions of the model and of an in teresting possibility sugges ted 
by the results . That is, the possibility of forming s pherical 
micelles with a small ho le in the centre when the micelle radius is 
slightly larger than the length of a fully extended chain . Finally, a 
summa ry of the main conclusions from the model is given. 
2.1 THE AMPHIPHILE CHAINS 
CHAPTER 2 
THE MODEL 
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The present mode l considers amphiphiles conta ining a single fully 
s atura ted C12 c hain . The amphiphile has the chemical formula 
G-(CH2 ) 11 CH 3 where G is an unspecified headgroup. Each H2 C-CH2 bond 
can exist in three conformations; + trans , gauche and gauche-, as 
discussed in the Introduction. Trans bonds are assumed to have zero 
+ -
energy while gauche bonds (g ,g) have an energy of 500 cal/mol. 
In the model, gav.che kinks are independent of one ano ther, except that 
+ - - -L g g and g g' on successive bonds of a chain are exc luded 
because they have a much higher energy (see Chapter 1). 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\/ 
0 \ pc~ 
( 0 )( 0 >CB 
\ 127 A 127 A/'\/', 
Fig . 1: A diagrammat ic repre e . ta t ion of a s ection of all-t:eo ns 
hydrocarbon ch2. .:.. , show L. 0 ond angl e s and len0 ths. 
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A section of all-trans chain is shown in Fig. 1, where the ith 
carbon atom and bond are labelled. Following experimental evidence , 
0 
all C-C bonds are taken to have a length of 1.53 A and the angle 
between successive C-C bonds is assumed to be 8 . = 68°. Thus , in 
l 
the all-trans chain conformation, the C atoms are spaced 1.27 X apart 
reso led along the axis of the chain . For sim licity , the G-C bod 
leng th is also ass umed to be 1. 53 A. The C a toms lie i n the p l ane of 
the paper while the H atoms are above and below it (solid and dashed 
bonds, respectively). The bo nd rotation angle ¢ . determines which 
l 
conformation the ith bond is in. I n the trans state, ¢ . = o. 
l 
The 
gauche states are formed, for bond i, by rotating the bon d through an 
+ -
angle¢. = ±120° for g and g, respectively (see Chapter 1). 
l 
Thus, each amphiphile chain has many possible configurations. 
The mod e l described here involves genera ting all configurations of a 
single chain . 
In the model , the amphiphile chains are constrained to fill the 
hydrophobic core in such a way that, when an ensemble average is taken 
over all chain conformations, the density of chain packing throughout 
the core is the same sin liqu·d n- a kane . Thus , the volume of each 
CH 2 group is assumed to be 27 A3 and of a CH 3 group to be 54 A3 (see 
Chapter 1) . 
2 . 2 TtlE }~D~OPHO ICC RE 
Three di f ferent geometries of t he a ggregate are considered. 
These are , as shown in Fig. 2 , sphe rica l i c elles, r od-sha ped micel l es 
and bila ye r s . R is th e di ens i o l ~£ t he aggregate - t he r a d i us of the 
sphere , r a i of the cross-section t a k e n no rmal to the a x is of the 
rod, or the hal ~-thickness of the bilayer . In rder to genera te a 
cha in configur tion , the position of t he he adgroup outside the 
Rod - shaped 
Micelle 
Spherical Micelle 
., 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Bi layer 
Flg . 2 : Scl1ema t ic J r awlngs of a sphe rical mic elle , an infinit e r od - shaped or cylindrical mlccll~ 
(eq1JJva l ent, fo r the purposes of this model , to a single cylinder i n a hexagonal phase ) and a 
bi layer ( iso l at ed or par t of a lamel lar phase). The arrow def ines t he z-axis of th e aggregate . 
In e~ch case a pos sible chain conformation is shown. The seven symmetrical regi ons within the 
hydrophobic core of each aggregate are shown. 
I• 
..... 
" ..... 
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hydrophobic core and orientation of the first CH 2 group must first b e 
chosen. The orientation of a CH 2 group is defined to be the 
orientation of the vector which sits perpendicular to the plane 
spanned by the two C-H vec tors. Three orienta t i ons of t he first CH2 
group are used (the same as tho se used previously (1 8,1 9)]. Imagine 
that the headgroup consists of two i maginary CH 2 g roups . The firs t 
imaginary CH 2 group i s fi xed such that the plane s panned by its two 
C-H vectors is parallel to the surface of the hydrocarbon core. The 
three possib l e orientations of the first real CH2 group are de termin ed 
by the three bond sequences: + + tt, tg and gt of the first and 
second imaginary H2 C-CH 2 bonds. Statistical weights of 1/2 , 1 and 1, 
respectively, are given to the three starting orientations. These 
values were chosen because, without other contributions to the chain 
energy, this leads to a small orde r for the first CH2 group in the 
chain . 
Originally, the orientation of the first CH 2 group was chosen as 
a random angle within the hemisphere inside the aggregate. However, 
it was fou nd that each conformation would have to be generated many 
times in orde r to obta i n a large enough st a t istic al sample for a 
consistent result . This is basically because the chain conformations 
which reach the very centr e of an agg rega t e have a very small range of 
start i ng orientat ions an so a v ery large sam le is n eeded to include 
a wor' ab le number of the s p conf or~ a t ion~ . The a bov 3y st em of three 
starting ang l es is found to give consistent results. 
As well as choosing the orientation of th2 G-C bond, the position 
o f the headgroup G must be set be fo re a cha i, confi J 1rst ion can be 
genera t ed . In Fig. 2, the z-axis (dra wn normal to the co re surface) 
is s hown fore ch of the three geooet ries. · As explained in the last 
section, fo r ar , al l-trans chain orien ted along the z-axis, the 
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distance perpendicular to the surface between successive CH2 groups is 
1.27 .A. 0 For this reason, three regions, of depth 1.27 A measured 
outwa rds from the hydrophobic core surface along the z-axis, are 
cho sen as starting posi tions for t he cha in. Three random points are 
chose n , o~e from each r e gio n , and the same headg r oup or ientat ton and 
hain conf i g urati o n is gene rat ed for each o f t he s e h e a d g r oup 
positions. This process is repeated for all pos sible amphiphile 
configura tions (where "amphiphile configuration" refers to the 
particular G-C bond orientation together with the chain conformation), 
ther e fore involving the genera tion of a ll poss ible configurations 
three times. It will become clear from the results (see Fig. 12) 
that, because of the hydrophobic effect, including in the model 
amphiphiles with their headgroups sitting further than 3.81 A from the 
hydrophobic core would have a negligible effect. The chain 
configurations which have headgroups situated closest to the core 
surface assume the greatest importance in the model. 
Of the three geometries considered, both the spherical micelle 
and the bilayer have cylindrical s ymmetry about the z-axis (see 
Fig . 2). For the rod-shaped mice lle , ho wever, a chain configuration 
in the x-z plane (the x-axis is taken to be along the axis of the rod) 
is d ifferent fr oo the same bond s equence in the y-z p l a ne . Defin e a 
as the angle be twee n t he x- a ,' i s and the projection o f t he G-C vecto r 
o n t he x- y p l a n 2 . Fo . ' d ~o a - s :: ?.p _ _icel l e s, i _ addition t o choo s i ng a 
random position for t he headgroup of each new c onformation , a s ingle 
random value o f a betwee n O and 2 n is cho sen for eac h new chain 
co nf ormat i n . 
For each geometry, the a mphiphilic chains are constrained to fill 
the cor e with a const a nt dens ity . To enable the density of packing 
within the core to be determined, each agg regate is divided into s even 
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symme trical reg ions (se e Fig . 2). The relative volumes o f the 
r e gions, f rom centre to surface, are chosen to be 1/10:2/5:1/2:1:1:1: 1 
in the case of spheres , 1/3:1/3:2/3:2/3:1:1:1 in the case o f rod s, and 
a ll equ a l in the cas e o f bi lay e rs. The mod e l i s app l ied t o aggreg a t e s 
o f di f f er e n t sizes, but i n each c a se regions of the a bove volume 
r a tio s a r e assigne d . The r eg i ons we r e c hosen to be not a ll equal , 
wi t h smal l er r egions near t h e cen tr e o f the curved aggregates, so t h a t 
these regions would not have much larger widths than the outer 
reg ions. A system of regions of eq ual volume woul d mean that, near 
the cent re of the aggregat e , the h ydrocarbon chains would no t 
nece ssarily be packed at constan t density. 
Chain conformations are generated starting at the headgroup and 
working down to the terminal methyl group . It was decided to exclude 
any conformation which has more than five s e gments outside the 
hydrophobi c core, or which enters the core a nd then re-emerges into 
the aque ous phase. The reason for these conditions was to reduce t he 
number of extremely unlikely conformations and hence speed up the 
comput e r progr a m. Further discussion of the latter condition will be 
fo und in Chap t e r 4 . 
2 . 3 THE ENEL GY OF A CHAIN CONFORNAT ION 
Eac h cha in co nfor ma t i o n i has a pro babil ity p . as s ociated with 
1. 
it 
p . 
l 
l 
= a e xp ( - E i / k T) , 
z 
i 
whe r e 3 = /2 or 1 depending on t e G-C or ientat ion (se e Sec tion 
2 .2], k is Bolt zma nn' s constant , T i s t emperature , 
z = 
l 
,f..J a 
i 
(2 . 1) 
( 2 . 2) 
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is the partition function for the chain, and 
i i i 
= E . +L w. +L n (r.) A 
int . J . J j 
J J 
(2.3) 
Ei c ontains more than the energy of the hydr ocarbon chain, a s will 
be ex plained i n Section 2.5. The c hain is in t he ith c onfiguration, 
the l e tter j r e fers to the s egmen t numb e r (j = 1,2, • . . , 12) o f the 
chain and r. is t h e distance of the jth chain segmen t from the 
J 
micelle centre. Ej. is the intern~l energy of the chain; it is int 
the energy required to form gauche bonds, assumed equal to 500 cal/mol 
(21) for each gauche bond in the chain. 
The second term represents the "hydrophobic energy" of a 
hydrocarbon chain in contact with water: 
i 
w. 
J 
= (2.4) 
¢HC(rj) is the volume fraction of hydrocarbon at Rj. For r < R, 
¢HC(r) = l; for r > R, the values of ¢HC(r) from the previous 
iteration are used, as will be explained in Section 2.4. (The general 
f orm of ¢HC(r) - is shown in Fig. 12 - ¢8 C(r) f a lls off 
approximately exponentially for increas ing r). f i . . lS 
J 
the . 
fractional increase in chain-water contact as a result of the jth 
cha i n s e gmen t . It is de fine d as 
0 
' 
r. < R 
J 
f .i 0 0 = (r.-R)/1.861 A R < r. < R + 1. 861 A 
J J ' J 
(2.5) 
0 
1 
' 
r. >R +l. 86 1 A 
J 
( j= l,2, .. . , 11) . 
where 1. 861 ! is the radius of a . CH
2 
group ( as s u ming it to be a sph e re 
of volume 27 ! 3 which is, of course, a simpli f i ca tio n). Tak ing the 
shape of the CH 2 groups into account in the model would i n creas e it s 
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complexity without making much quantitative difference to the results. 
When r. = R , the segment is partly in contact with water but it does 
J 
not increase chain-water contact because some chain segment must be at 
the core s urface even if this one is not. FHC-W = 884 cal/mol, is 
the experimenta lly measur ed free energy co s t of transferr ing CH2 
groups fro bulk n-al · ane to water (22). Thi s is the alue f o r pure 
water but adding salt only changes the free energy s l ightly ( 22 ). 
Thus, for chain segments wholly inside the hydrophobic core, 
¢RC = 1, f. = 0 and W. = O· while for segments wholly in J J ' 
¢HG = o, f . = 1 and the hydrophobi c cost of exposing this J 
to water is w. = 884 cal/mol. The definition of allowed 
J 
water, 
segment 
conformations, given previously, implies that the CH 3 group is always 
inside the core (i.e. r
12 
< R). 
The third term in eqn (2.3) models th e constraints which the 
geometry of the aggregate and the surrounding amphiphiles impose on 
the chain. Each segmental chain area A.i(r.) is acted on by the 
J J 
lateral pressure at distance r. from the aggregate centre, n(r ). 
J 
The lateral pressure TI(r) = 0 for r > R, whi l e the variation of n (r) 
for r < R is discussed in the next section . A.i is defined as 
J 
follows. The total volume of the chain is 
Define 
V = 2 7 A 3 X 11 + 54 A 3 = 351 A 3 • 
1 ' 
0 ' 
r. < R and 
J 
otherwi se, 
I I 1.27 9 rj_1 -rj < 2 A 
where r
0 
is the distance of the headgroup - rom the c en tr e o r the 
rt 6~regate . Also de f ·ne: 
m = 
j J 
(2 .6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
l i = R - min ( r 1 , r 2 , • • • , r 1 2 ) , 
A i = 
0 
V 
(1.21 X x 12) 
= 23 X 3 
' 
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(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2 11) 
and for the ith conformation, k is the number of segments inside the 
hydrophobic core. Then the area of the jth segment in the ith chain 
conformation is g i ven by 
0 ' 
r. > R 
J 
A.i = CA 0i/k m = 0 and r. ;;:: R (2.12) J ' J 
[A i (Ai - Ai ) 1 C -t- + cS • m o j 
' 
rn > 0 and r. ~R. 
J J 
The average area per chain AAVE is defined as the volume 
weighted mean area per chain in the hydrophobic core. For a sphere 
with a hydrophobic core containing N chains and radius R, 
JR [ 2 l _ 2 4nr .dr NA A VE - 4 Tir 4 / 3 ,rR 3 • 0 (2 .13) 
Vis the lume of an ~. phiphilic chai , remember, s o 
V = (2.14) 
The corresponding equa tions for a cylinder are 
(2 . 15) 
and 
NV = TIR 2 • L • (2.16) 
And for a bilayer , 
.:. 
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J
R dr 
2R 
0 
rr dxdy (2.17) 
0 0 
and 
NV = 2R.XY . (2.1 8) 
Thus , the average areas per chain for the three aggregate geometries 
are 
AAVE = 
9V 
SR' 
4V 
JR' 
V 
R 
, 
sphere 
cylinder (2.19) 
bilayer. 
The constant C in ·eqn (2.12) is determined uniquely for each 
aggregate by applying eqn (2.19) and req u iring that 
(2.20) 
By design, C "'1. The definition of segmental chain areas, given 
above, was chosen because of the following desirable properties: 
(i) The total area of conformation i is 
i CV LA = 
j j ii 
(2.21) 
which is a simple and physically ap pealing result. It is clear from 
eqns (2.21) and ( 2 .9) that an all- t~~~s conformer lying along the 
z-ax is has the s o llest rea, while a conf o r me r which lies a l ong the 
hydrophobic core surface (just inside it) has the largest area. 
(ii) Within a given chain conformation, the segments which are 
oriented close to the z- a i s hav e a ~ ~1 1 a re a ( for example , in 
Fig. 2, segment 6 of the chain co nforoation shown in the spherical 
micell~), while those segment s which "stick out" in a direction 
pa { llel to the surface of the aggregate have a large segmental area 
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(segments 2-5 of the spherical micelle chain conformation in Fig. 2). 
(iii) The ensemble average area per chain AAVE is fi xed at its 
correc t val ue , as det e r mi ned by the g e ometry of the aggregate. 
The t e chni que fo r gene rating results which will be described more 
fully in the nex t section, involv es changing the late r al pressure 
p ro ile n ( r ) until , when all pos sible chain configu rations have been 
gen~ ra ted and their statist ical we ights assigned as above , the 
ensemble average density of hydrocarbon throughout the core is as 
cons t ant and close to bulk liquid n-alkane density as required. In 
other words, by ch . g ing the constraints on t he s ystem, the we ight ing 
of each possible chain configuration changes, altering the average 
position of chain segments, in order to pack the aggregate at constant 
liquid n-alkane density throughout. 
2.4 PACKING THE AGGREGATE CORE 
The first step is too chose the size and shape of the hydrophobic 
core of the aggregate. The seven symmetrical regions inside the core 
(see Fig. 2) and nine regions outside the surface (see Fig. 12) are 
then ass igned . . ow the proc e ss o f iterati on is begun. Before the 
first iteration, one must guess the n(r ).C profile [the lateral 
pr e ssure multiplied by the constan t in e qn (2.4)] for r <Rand the 
h ydrocarbon volume frac tion profile ,
1
C(r ) f or r > R. Be fo r e the 
s econd an subseque t ite rations , the resul ts or pr e v ious iterations 
are used as a guide for the val ue s of TI (r) and ¢ HC(r) which are set . 
The lateral pressure profile, n (r), is simply a set of seven numbers , 
one for eac h o the se ~en symmetrical regions (see Figs . 2 and 3) . 
Originally the pressure was defined at the middle o f each annulus and 
made to vary linearly between t he points. With this approach , 
however, we found it almost impossible to fill the innermost 2~ ulus 
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Fig . 3: Lateral pressure profiles , wh i ch le a d to constant liquid 
n- alkane cha i n packing densit ) ~n t he hydroca rbon core , f o r a 
bi layer wi th R = 10 . 8 A . . . . . , a r od -sh ped micelle ti h 
R = 15 . 0 A - , a nd a spherical mi celle with R = 16 . 1 A~~ 
I n each agg r egate n( r ) = 0 for r > R. 
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of the spherical micelles because increasing the pressure in the 
adjacent annulus, in an attempt to force chain segments into the inner 
region, effectively increas e d the pressure in half of the innermost 
annulus, forcing the chains out of it. The step function form of 
n(r), which is us e d , do e s not have this problem . The hyd r ocarbon 
volume f r ac t ion profile ¢HC(r), for r > R , i s calculat e d f rom the 
average numb e r of chain s e gments in each r eg i on . 
One iteration involves generating all allowed configurations 
[three times, as explained in Section 2.1] of a single cha in, 
calculating Ei for each conf orma t i on (eqn (2. 3 )], and assi gning the 
corresponding Boltzmann statistical weights [eqn (2.1)]. Aft e r all 
configurations have been generated, the partition function for the 
chain, Z, is evaluated [eqn (2.2)]. This enables all the required 
ensemble averages to be calculate d, in particular, ¢HC(r) for each 
of the nine symmetrical regions outside the core and the average 
density of chain packing (assuming the hydrophobic groups to have the 
same density as bulk liquid alkane) in each of the seven regions 
inside the core. 
The pr o fi le of n (r).C for the nex t i t e r a t i o n can be gue s s e d by 
considering the following. When the density in one region is too 
hi gh, i n creasing the v alue of n (r).C f o r values of r i n t hi s reg i on 
wi l l lower i t s average de nsi ty be caus e conf o rmat ions wi t h f ew (or no) 
s e ~ •enL i n t h· s regio n a-.::- e £a .,,.ro u r e d o· e-... conf orraat i 11s -c-.ith oany 
segments in this region (i.e. these conf i gurat ion s have lowe r values 
i 
of E and he nce la r 0 e r s t a tistical weights). Thu s , suc c es s i ve 
i t e r i: io s c i m r ov e the e v e ne s of c, in p c · ing. " fi n al" 
result is obta ined whe~ : (i) the pa c k i ng d~ns i ty i n a ll s ev en r e 0 i ons 
is withi n 1% o f the liq uid hydrocar bon val ue a n d (i i ) the r is a n 
acceptable l e vel of agr eemen t be twee n t h hydro carbon vol ume f r ac ti on 
profile ¢8c(r) outside th~ core which was assumed before the final 
iteration and the calculated ensemble average ¢ HC(r) profile after 
the iteration. After the final iteration, the value of C can be 
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determined by applying eqns (2.20) and (2.21). Then the n( r) profile 
is known. 
There is, however , one sna 0 in the above approach ; the re is not 
necessarily a unique n (r) profile for an even ly packed aggregate. As 
an example, consider a bilayer with a core thickness equal to the 
fully extended chain length. This aggregate can either be packed at 
constant density with fluid chains whi ch rarely extend beyond the 
mid-plane, or with rigid all-trans chains which all extend the full 
width of the bilayer and interdigitate with chains from the other 
monolayer. The latter packing arrangement would be obtained by 
setting n(r)-+- oo for all r < R, while the former would require a more 
complex n(r) profile of much lower values. So, as well as requiring a 
constant packing density in the hydrocarbon core, a further constraint 
is needed to provide unique answers. Thus, for all aggregates 
studied, the "final" result has a uniformly packed hydrophobic core at 
the smallest possible free energy cost ~o . 7 ~ • -cne Cflai,ns. The free energy 
of the chains is defined by eqn (2.28) in the next. section. Some 
trouble was t aken , f or al l agg r egate dime . s ions studied, to satisfy 
this cons traint using a trial a n e rror me thod. The random-coil is 
the co fi gura t i on ~ith t he lo ~e 3 t free en e r 0 y w.en t he e a Le no 
packing constraints. Thus, in order to minimize the perturbation to 
the r andom-coil configuration, the aggregates were alwa s packed with 
the smallest pos3ib le press u re s. 
2 • 5 FREE ENERGY 
n this section, the free energy pe r chain for an aggreg Ate is 
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calculated. In order to highlight the assumptions inhe rent in the 
model, a more general expression for the partition function o f a 
single chain and neighbouring water molecule s will be written. This 
is 
Z = Z: ~ e x p ( - B [ I i + E iw]) , 
C W 
(2.22) 
l w 
where t he variables i a nd w deno te cha i n confo rma tions and 
conformations of water molecules, respectively, and the energy is 
assumed to be sepa rable: 
i Ei. + I i E = TI (r.) A. , 
C lilt J J j 
(2.23) 
and Eiw is the energy of interaction betwee n the amphiphilic 
w 
molecule and surrounding water molecules. Summing over w leads to 
i i Z = ~ exp ( - 8 [ E + F ] ) , . 
C 
(2.24) 
i 
where Fi is a free energy of interaction between the chain 
conformation i and surrounding water molecules. Fi is assumed to 
take the simple form, Fi=~ wi_ where w.i is given by eqn (2.4). 
i J J 
During any · g iven i teration, the pr of ile TI (r) remai n s f i xed wh i l e the 
i 
areas A . vary with conformation i . Thus, a "constant surface 
J 
pre s s u re " ensemble is evalua ted, and the ter m L 1T(r. )A _i must be 
j J J 
i nclude d i 
Remembe r that "a phiphi le n f or::iati on " refer s to a parti c u lar 
G-C bo nd ori e nt a tion to gether with a single chain confor ma t i on . Each 
a phiphil e conforma tion is genera te d thr e e t imes, cor respond i ng t o t he 
t ee ran do mly cho _n headuro u posi c · o ns [of c o ur s e , s ome of t hes e 
confor a tions may be r ejected unde r con i t ions give n in Se ction 2. 2] . 
The ensemble ave r age ene r gy of the chains i s 
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u = <Ei >+<E ij > int H (2.25) 
[In the calculations performed here, <E ij> is assumed to be zero 
H 
(21).) The ent ropy is 
w1e r e the prob bility 
S = - R Z: pl l n pl , 
l 
Pz 
a 
(2.2 6 ) 
(2.27 ) 
i 
a , as defined in Section 2.2, depends on the G-C orientation, the 
sum ~ is over different amphiphile conforma tions and the a sum is over 
co pies of amphiphile conformation l (maximum of three). The 
probability must be defined as above, instead of simply summing the 
entropy over each chain configuration separately regardless of 
identica l copi e s, because othe rwis e the entropy of the chains would 
depend strongly on how many copi e s are made. ( daking N identical 
copies of all conformations reduces all probabilities by a factor of 
1/N and increases the entropy by R ln N.) 
The free energy per chain i s , thus, 
F = U - TS 
= < Ei n t > + RT :z; Pz l n Pz . 
l 
( 2.28 ) 
I n the ne~t s nc tion , the free ener oy per i ain will be c ompa red 
with the free energy of chains in the rotational isomeric state or 
random-coil mod el , FRC . Th random-coil model is used to describe 
t:he beha · · 0 1 ~ f bu l 1• liqui d n- a l ka ne ( _5 ) . It wil e ass •med t hat 
the random-coil model cha in ha s three initial orientations with the 
same stat is tical we i ghts as the aggregation model chain . The free 
energy is given by eqn (2. 28 ), where the l sum is over chain 
conforma tions i becaus e the re ar e now no identical copies, and 
giving 
p. 
i 
= 
i 
a i 
Z exo ( - 8 E . ) , L i nt 
F RC ~ - RT [ Zn ( 2 . 5 z g_c) + ; Zn 2) . 
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(2.29) 
(2. 30) 
- n ( 2 . 30) w s ob t ain by re ille be~i ~g t l t the probability o f havi ng 
a chain conf orma tion with a particular G-C orientation is p. = 2/5, 
l 
i 2/5 and 1/5 for the orientations wi t h statistical wei ghts a = 1, 1 
a n d 1/2, r e spe ctively. For t he s ame reason Z = 2.5 ZRC' where 
2: 
all i 
exp ( - 8 E i. ) . 
int 
(2.31) 
E. is the internal energy of conformation i, where i includes the int 
whole range of cha in conformations (excluding g+g- a nd g -g+ 
s e que nc e s as in the agg regates) because, in the random- coil mode l , 
there are no external constraints which exclude a ny conf iguration s. 
CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 
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The model was applied to the three different aggregate geometries 
with different values of the a lf thickness Ras follows: spherical 
micelles - R = 10.8 1 , 13.6 1, 15.01, 16. 1 land 17 .1 1 (containing 
respectively 15, 30, 40, 50 and 60 chains in the hydrophobi c cores); 
rod-shaped micelles - R = 6.0 A, 9.0 A, 10.8 A, 13.6 1, 15.0 A and 
16.1 A; and bilaye rs - R = 3.5 A, 5.0 A, 7.8 A, 8. 8 A, 9.8 A, 10.8 A 
and 13.6 1. The reason for the different ranges of R, for the three 
aggregate shapes , will become clear from the _following. In 
Figs. 4-12, ...•.• represents bilayers, ----- represent s rod-shaped 
micelles and~~- represents spherical micelles. All results are at 
t t Of 25 oc. a empera ure 
The calculations were pe r f rmed using a co ?U t er to generate the 
chain conformations and calculate the statistical weights, for each. 
The lat eral pressure profile n(r ) was set, f or each i teration, 
manually. 
The Free Energy Cos t of Eorming Aggregates 
In Fig. 4, the f~ ee energy cost of packing anphiphile chains into 
aggregate s is plotted a s a £ nction of aggregate siz e , for the three 
different aggregate shapes. The graph shows F-FRC [see eqns (2 .28) 
and (2. 30)] , the free e rg ~ cos of trans e r · ·t 6 ~.e chains from bulk 
n-alkane to the aggregate . For comparison, the f re e energy gained 
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Fig . 4 : Free energy cost o f p acking chains into bilayers . . . . . ) 
rod-shaped mi cel l es - - -, and spherical micelles as a 
function of a ggr ega te s ize . (Half thickness is the value of R . ) 
when a C chain is transferred from water to bulk n-alkane is 
12 
approximately 20 kT (21). The curves in Fig. 4 only include one 
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contribution to the free energy of packing of amphiphiles in 
aggregates . Other i mpo rt a nt con tributions come from the interactions 
of the headgroups and from the cha in-wa ter in terface. For this 
reason , for all t hree shapes , expe rimentally obs e rved aggregates t end 
to have l arger values of half thickness (and he nce a s maller headgroup 
area per amphiphile) than the minima of the curves shown. 
In Fig. 5, the number of gauche bonds per chain, averaged over 
all chain configur a tions (ensemble ave rage), i s plotted f or the three 
geometries as a function of aggregate half thickne ss . The arrow s hows 
the ensemble average number of gauche bonds in the random-coil state 
characteristic of bulk n-alkane. 
The most striking feature of Figs. 4 and 5 is the very low energy 
cost required to form aggregates because, on average, the hydrophobic 
chains are only slightly straighter than in their bulk state. For a 
spherical micelle with a radius equal to a fully extended chain 
(16 . 7 A), the free energy cost of transferring one chain from bul k 
n-alkane to the ag g r egate is only "' 0.8 kT and there is a loss of only 
"'0 . 2 gauche bonds (on average) . This is because, for a sphere of 
th i s size, on ly one or t wo chains (of between· 50 and 60 in the 
aggregat e ) must be ful ly straightened in or der to fill the vo lu. e at 
the centre o~ the spher . On average , the ch~i n s a re o~ ly slight ly 
straighter tan in the bulk state . Ex periments support this re sult . 
13 C N.N.R . studi e s of micelles (39) indicate that the change in 
aauche- tran ra io on formation of micelles is a bout 2 0% or les s of 
the change f rom all- gauche to a11~ trans . An incr easing 
trans-to- gauche ratio on micelle formation is als o g iven by Raman 
studies ( 40 ). A ad-shape d micel le with R = 16.7 A, be cause of it s 
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geomet ry, requires a much larger proportion of fully straightened 
chains to fill its volume than a sphere does, with a corresponding 
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increase in the free energy cost per chain and a much greater drop in 
the average number of gauche bonds per chain. A bilayer with this 
half thi ckness is in its gel sta te with all chains fully straightened. 
(T he chains will only exist in the gel state at temperatures below the 
main phase tra nsition temperature. The huge loss in configurational 
entropy is offset by a large gain in van de-r Waals attraction between 
the chains. The present model will not predict this phase transition 
as it assumes that van der Waals attraction between the chains is 
always the same as that in liquid n-alkane.) 
Distribution of Chain Segments 
In Figs. 6-12, a possible equilibrium size for each aggregate was 
chosen; for the bilayer ••.••• R = 10.8 A, for the rod-shaped 
micelle R = 15.0 A, and for the spherical micelle -----
0 
R = 16.1 A . Figs. 6-10 show some effects of changing the aggregate 
geometry. 
Fig. 6 shows the distribution of chain segment s in the three 
aggregates. For j = 1,4,6,8,10,12, dots show the ensemble average 
value of r. i.e. <r > the distanc e of the jth carbon a tom (G1 J J 
being the carbon atom closest to the head group) of the chain from the 
c entre of t he aggregate . The l e ns- h of the e ror b s orr the l eft and 
right of the dots a re the standard deviations of the r. where, on 
J 
the left ha nd side, all r. are less than <r> and on the right 
J J 
hand sid e , a 1 r. are gre ater 
J 
a n <r > . Thus , che dif f enc e in 
J 
leng th of the two error ba rs is a me asure of the skewnes s of the 
distribut ion of r .• Just for t h is figure, r. values for the 
J J 
bilaye r are negative when the jth segment is sitting on the opposite 
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side of the midplane from its headgroup. A feature of Fig. 6 is that, 
for all aggregate geometries, spatial delocalization is smalles t near 
the the headgroup and increases along the chain towards the f ree end. 
Neutron diffraction experiments on bilayers confirm the substant ial 
inc r ease ~n spatial deloca liz a tion of the grou ps as the fr e e end o f 
the chain is appr oac hed (38 ) . The re a son for the nar r o w s patial 
dis tribution of the headg rou p is that there is a large fre e energy 
cost associated with moving the headgroup either into or out from the 
hydrophobic core. (T he model prohibits the former, of co urse. The 
latter is due to the hydrophobic term in the fre e energ y of a cha i n 
configuration. In a configuration in which the headgroup is a large 
distance out from the surface, chain segments near the headgroup are 
necessarily outside the core, giving a large hydrophobic. term and 
hence a large free energy cost of formin g this configuration.) 
In Fig. 7, the proportion of time spent in contact with water is 
shown for each chain segment. To be deemed "at least partiy in 
0 
contact with water", r. > R - 1.861 A for CH 2 groups and J 
r. > R - 2.345 A for CH 3 groups [1.861 A and 2.345 A are the radii J 
0 3 
o f the groups if they are assumed to be s ph e r es of vol ume 27 A and 54 
A3 , respectively - see Section 2.1]. Numbers taken from Fig. 7 cannot 
be used as a direc t me a sure of t h e polarit y of the env ironment o f a 
chain segment . This is becaus e, due t o the abo ve def i i t i on of ''at 
le a st pa ly in con tac t wi t h t • .;rater" , . a .. y s~g me n :::.s in co _ ta t with 
water are in fact mostly surrounded by other cha i n3 . 
~h~ Eff ect of Chan g i ng ~g regate Ge ometry 
The first effect of chang ing t he a gg r egate ge ometry is shown by 
Figs. 6 and 7 . In F i g . 6r for the spherical micel le, the vo l u me 
available to the chains increases sharpl y with dist a . c e from the 
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centre. On taking an ensemble average, although the CH 3 group is 
0 
closer to the centre than any other group, it sits a full 10.0 A from 
0 
the centre and only 6.1 A from the hydrophobic core surface. Another 
consequence of this effect is that, as one moves along the chain from 
the headg~oup, the average posi tion of the carbon atoms remains closer 
to the surfa ce for sphe res than for the ot her sha ped ag gregates. 
Consistent with the change in aggregate geometry is the 
proportion of time (or more strictly, the probability that) each 
segment is at least partly outside the hydrophobic core, shown in 
Fig. 7. For the spher ical micelle, all segments of t he chain spend an 
appreciable proportion of their time at or outside the hydrophobic 
core surface. Thus, it is clear that w~ thout allowing any water 
penetration into the hydrophobic core, all segments of the chain spend 
a sizable amount of time in a partly hydrophilic environment. This 
statement applies, to a lesser extent, for rod-shaped micelles, while 
for bilayers there is almost no contact with the surface beyond C5 • 
Fig. 8 shows the distribution within the core of terminal methyl 
groups of the chains, for the three geometries. The graph is plotted 
as a fraction of volume of CH 3 groups to total volume of hydrocar bon. 
This graph again shows the effect of changing aggregate geometry which 
was demons trat ed by Figs. 6 and 7. The cen tres of the sphere and rod, 
because of the dista.c e from the sur f ac e , are completely filled b 
term ina 1 ' 'H 
- 3 g roup while the b:l a yer centre conta·ns many CH~ gr oups 
'-
as well. As one moves towards the core surface ther e are CH 3 groups 
at all levels of each ag gregate geometry, but at all levels there i s a 
progressivel y greater volume fra c tion of CH
3 
gr up s f rom bilaye r 
through rod and sphere. This is partly becaus e the chains in the 
sphere are on averag e more kinke d (see Fig . 5) than in the other 
aggregates. The main reas on is explained in Fig. 9. The chain 
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conformation shown extends to the midplane of the bilayer but, because 
of the curvature of the rod and sphere, the same chain configuration 
l i es near he s urface of those aggreg a tes. 
R I 
bilayer1 
-J.,, 
- -- --
IR 
I rod 
~-
-- ..._ I R..._ ..._-. --v 
sphere ~ 
Fig. 9: Schematic diagram drawn to scale of a bilayer with R = 10.8 A 
..... , a rod-shaped micelle with R = 15.01t - - -, and a spherical 
micelle with R = 16 .1 An al l-trans C12 cha in is s hown. 
Chain Segment Order Parameters 
F ig . 10 sho ·,1s the ve ry diffe ent behaviour of t h -2 or · er pa r ameter 
as a function of di t a nce from the aggrega t e ce ntr e * a nd as a 
£unction 0 f carbon at on nu _ber int: C --- i n Part (a ) i s for a 
spherical micelle with R = 16.1 A (marked by an ar ro w) , part (b; is 
0 
for a rod- s aped micelle with R = 15.0 A, an d part (c) is for a 
bilayer ith R = 10. 8 A. 
The jth segmental order parameter, . , is de f i n~ d as 
J 
r 
= 3/-<c. s 2 
J 
> - 1 /2 where 8 . i s 
J 
e angle etween the radial 
vector (r.) and the jth chain segment vector. The jth chain segment 
J 
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vector, for CH 2 groups, is defined as the vector perpendicular to the 
plane spanned by the two C-H vectors, and for _the CH 3 group, as the 
vector perpendicular to the plane spanned by the three H groups, 
i.e. the term inal C-C bond vector. Thus, the larger the tendency for 
chain seg~ ents to align radially, the higher the va lue of S .. The 
J 
segmental o r der parameters as a func tion of distance into the micelle 
are evaluated for the seven symmet r ical annuli of Fig. 2 as well as 
for two annuli outside the hydrophobic core. For a given annulus, the 
order parameter* is the volume weighted ensemble average order 
parame t er for all segme n t s in the annulus. This or de r pa rameter is 
plotted at the weighted mean position in the annulus (e.g. for the 
innermost annulus, with radius 4.4 A,* is plot ted at 
2-l/) x 4. 4 A = 3. 5 A. The lines connecting the po ints are drawn as an 
aid to the eye. 
The general features of Fig. lO(a) can be explained as follows. 
For the*--* curve, chain segments outside the hydrophobic core are 
subject to a "hydrophobic free energy cost" and hence there is an 
incentive for the chains to straighten to allow more segments into the 
core . This accounts for the relatively large po sitive order pa rameter 
outside the core. Inside the core, the constant density constraint is 
an important factor in de termining the c hain order. A t hird of the 
core volume i s t aken up by an annul0 s 2 A t h ick at t h e surface. I n 
thi s a n nuL1s, i n order t o f i l l sp ·_ce , t he c ._ai;-i.s hav e a s l ight 
tendency to lie parallel to the surface . Nearer the centre of the 
micelle, one is sampling only those chains which ha ve r eac hed the 
inner pa t of the mi c e lle and vh ich the r ef o r e hav e above a ·e r age 
orde r . I t should be not e d , however, that a t no posit ion are the orde r 
parameters very large . 
For the innermost 2% of the cor e volume (a spher e wi th r a d ius 
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4.4 A), the ave rage orde r parameter is 0.13. While this is partly due 
to the definition chosen for the CH 3 order parameter , it is mainly 
because most of the chain segments i n this innermo s t sphere are 
disordered . As explained earl ier , at any one time on ly one or two 
cha ins are fully ext e nded to rea ch the ve ry c e ntre of t h e micelle. 
T ese results strongly d iscredit claims tha t t .e c en tr e of a micelle 
h s "a de gr ee of ord e r ap proacling that in a crystal " (22). 
Looking at the order parameters along the chain in Fig. lO(a), 
-•~~-•, for segments near the headgroup, the order parameters are 
determined large ly by the probabilit y di stribution of the G-C 
orientation. A distribution has been assumed which leads to a small 
positive order parameter profile for C1 [see Section 2 .2]. Further 
along the chain, the order parame ter profile depends on the ag gregate 
geometry. For the bilayer, Fig. lO(c), there is a ~ell known order 
parameter "plateau" (3,2) for the first 5 carbon at oms. Figs. lO(a) 
and (b) show that this feature is completely absent for the spherical 
micelle and appears as "hilly terrain" for the rod-sha ped micelle. 
A striking feature of Fig. 10 is the substantial reduction in 
orde r as the f r ee end of the chai~s are app ro c e d. 1'i s can be 
understood as follows. There is always an entropic advantage in 
disordering. However , the energy cost of disorder ing decreases 
towards the f ree end of the c in , because introduction of di sorder 
introducti on of disor er near the free end . This result disa g ree s 
with the predic tion by Dill and Flo r y (22) of a slowly increasing 
order arame ter all a long the c ain for hot h sphe r es a nd ods. 
Fig . 11 is a plo t of orde r par ameter along the chain for th _ee 
different bilaye r thicknesses . C.1.2a rly t he l ength of t he "plateau " 
depends on the dimensions of the ~ · layer. In order to compare Fig . 11 
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with the experimental results of Mely et al. ((3) page 168 Fig. 5], 
one needs to know the headgroup areas of the chains corresponding to 
each value of R. The R = 13.6 A bilayer(*) has a polar headgroup 
area of 24 .5 A2 , the R = 10.8 A bilayer (o) has a headgroup area of 
30.9 A2 , and the R = 8 . 8 P... bilayer (G) has a he a dgroup area of 
37 . 9 A 2 • The curve s . in Fig . 11 s how the sa e trend s a s Mely ' s results 
(although the ir results are for a C11 chain and are plotted on a log 
scale to confuse the issue). In both sets of results the order 
parameter decrease s with increasing headgroup area and there is a 
marke d decrease in order towards the end of the chains. The 
R = 10.8 A bila yer (30.9 A2 headgroup) of Fig. 11 has an order 
parameter "plateau" extending for the first six carbon atoms. In 
reference (3), the curve drawn for a bilayer with a headgroup area of 
30. 7 A.2 shows a "plateau" of the same "length". 
The Hydrophobic Effect 
Fig. 12 shows the probability distribution of headgroups 
(le f t hand scale) and fraction of available volume filled by the 
hydrocarbon chains - - - (right hand scale) as a funct ion of distance 
from the hydrophobic core surface outside a spherical micelle with 
R = 16.1 A. The quantities were evaluated in nine seg ents of ~~d~h 
1.27 /3 ! from R to R + 3 . 81 A and t he curves are drawn through these 
poi t s. The hea r ou dist r i ut ion w s norma lized to 1 . 0 in the 
segment nearest the core surface . This graph is representative of all 
aggregates that we studied. The graph shows that the hydrophobic 
ef fect is suf ficient l'" str0 ,~ that all oi.;ing for hea 0 roups to si~ mo e 
than 3.81 A from the o re s urface wou l d ha ve a negligible effect . For 
this spherica l micelle, exact l y 50 chains fit inside the hydrophobi c 
core, but the aggregation number is 53 . This is consistent with the 
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(- - -, right hand scale) as a functi on of d istance fr om the 
hydr o phobi c core surfac e of a spher ical micel ~ with R = 16 . 1 A, 
.:. 
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dashed curve of Fig. 12 showing the very small amount of hydrocarbon 
which sits outside the core. 
Nuclear Magnetic Relaxation by 
Paramagnetic Ions Adsorbed onto Micelles 
Caba ne (23) has obtained ex per imental information about the 
structure of the hydrophobic cores in micel les using Nuc l ea r [!agnetic 
Resonance (N.M.R.) studies of micelles labelled with paramagnetic 
ions. He used N. M.R. to measure the magnetic dipolar interactions 
between the nuclei of the chains a nd paramagnetic counterions adsorbed 
onto the surface of the micelles. The magnetic moment s of unpai red 
electrons in the {ons are about 10 3 times greater than the nuclear 
magnetic moments and therefore, when the external field is applied, 
local fields are generated by the paramagnetic ions which are much 
greater than those of the nuclei. Thus, N.M.R. relaxation is 
dominated by a pair-wise interaction between the unpaired electron 
spin and the spin of the nucleus . The strong local field of the 
electron is coupled to that of the nuclei by dipole- dipole 
i n teractions (24). 
The relaxation is characteriz e d by two relaxati on rates: t he 
spin-lattice relaxation rate (l/T 1 ) and the spin-spin relaxation rate 
(l/T 2). Bot h re laxation rates have a l/d
6 de pendence on the ion-
nucl u s di stanc · (24). Bu t r .M.R. time scales are much slower than 
the motion of the ion and ucleus and so the ::.-ela~'"at..:._o n r a.t e meas • re 
the average distance b etween the nuc leus and the paramagnetic surface 
( see Fig . 13 ) . 
1 1 < _l_ > or = 
T1 T2 a.6 ) 
J 
(3.1) 
.;here j (= 1,2, ... ,12) l S the carbon atom num 
.:. 
paramagn~tic 
10n 
micelle 
centre 
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Fig . 13 : A diagra mmatic representation of a spherical micelle showing 
one nucle us in a chain and the paramagne ti c ion on the mi e lle 
surface. Dis the distance of the paramagnetic ion from t' e 
centre of the micelle, a is t he radiu s 0 £ e ion, r i s t t e 
dist a nce of the nu c leus from he ce ntr e o f the icelle , and d 
equal the ion-nucleus separation. 
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It is desirable to compare our theoretical calculations with 
Cabane's experiments (23). In order to calculate relaxation rates 
using our model , the quantity < l/d 6> must be expressed as a function 
of some var iable describing the chain configuration. The obvious 
choice is r., the distance of the chain segment from the centre of 
J 
the micelle. As shown i n Fig . 13, if a given nucleus remains in a 
thin sh 11 of radius rand is relaxed by ions adsorbed at the charged 
surface of radius D from the micelle, the dipolar relaxation rate is 
(23) 
(3.2) 
where K is a constant independent of geometry given by the Solomon-
Bloembergen equations (23,24) and Vis the volume of the shell at 
radius r. 
V = r 2Tir sin8 .rd8 , (3.3) 
a 
where a is the radius of the paramagnetic ions, so that a= 0 when 
D-r. ~ a (see Fig. 13). Integrating e qn (3.2) gives 
J 
~ j)-r.. r"i-
, D-r > a 
<_L> 
(D+r)4 (D-r) 4 
= d. 6 
(D+r) 2 + a 2 J D=r ~ a 
' 2(D+r) 4 4 a 
(3 .. 4) 
. 
In ~-· 0 • 14, a c o-· pari so n is mad e be t :2e n t h e predic ib:::s of .,e 
model and the ex periments of Cabane (23). The dipolar relaxa tion rat e 
ratio is the quantity <1/d .6>/<1/d 6 > for 12 C nuclei in sodium 
J 1 
dod ec' sulphate mi ce lles (SDS). The experi~en tal dat is · (f o (23) 
Figure 11): 0.068 molar SDS with Nn++, ratios of l/T 2 values ; o 
0 .16 5 molar SDS with Mn++, ratios of l/T
2 
va lues; and* 0.165 molar 
SDS wit h Co++ , ratios of 1/T values . Theoretical results~~-
1 
are 
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i :i.g. 1. 4: 1 e di :~r ~~laxat io n rate< /1 . 5> · f or t he jth carbon 
J 
atom nor raalized with respect to <l/d
1
6> for 12 C nuclei in sodium 
dodecyl s ulphate (SDS) micelle s . Ex perimental data (23 ) is: 
0 . 068 molar SDS with ~1n++ , ratios of l/T
2 
val ues ; o 0 .1 65 molar 
SDS with }1n++ , rati o s of l/T
2 
value s; and* 0.165 molar SDS with 
co++ ratios of l/T
1 
values . Tt. t. oretical results 
spherical micell e with R = 16.1 A and D-R = 7 A. 
are f o r a 
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plotted for a spherical micelle with R = 16.1 A and D-R = 7 A. The 
paramagnetic ions are assumed to be uniformly distributed on a sphere 
of const ant radius from the micelle cent r e and so the va lue of D-R is 
0 
only approx i ma t e . Plo t ting the s ame da ta f or D-R = 5 A gives a curve 
of similar s ha pe but lowe red by about 0.05 for segments 3-12. 
0 
Alterna tively , plottin g t he dat a f o r a s ph e rical mice lle of R = 17.1 A 
wi t h D-R = 7 A give? a similar c ur v e as t he one shown , b ut the ratios 
for segments 8-12 are about 0.017 smaller. Each of these possible 
curves give good agreement with the experimental results. Thus, only 
gene ral information a bout the packing of the amphiphi l e chains in 
spherical micelles may be deduced from Fig. 14. 
To interpret Fig. 14, consider that for an all-trans chain 
sitting on the micelle radius, eqn (3.4) indicates that the relaxation 
0 
rates should vary by a factor of 20 between C1 (located at D-r 1 = 7 A) 
and C12 (located at D-r 12 = 22.8 A) . However, Fig. 14 shows that 
after about the fourth chain segment, many chains lie ·parallel to the 
surface. This result is consistent with the order parameter profile 
for the same sized spherical micelle, given in Fig. lO(a). 
4.1 ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MODEL 
CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION 
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Before summarizing the features of micellar ag gregates which have 
been demonst r ate~ b y this mo del, some · of its a spects need di scussion. 
Firstly, none of the parameters of the model a r e infe rr e d f r om 
experiments on amphiphilic aggregates. The experimenta l results which 
are explicitly invoked are: the dimensions ·and angles of the C-C bond 
(25), the energy difference between trans and gauche isomers (25), and 
the free energy cost of transferring a hydrocarbon chain from n-alkane 
to water (21). Once the size and shape of a hydrophobic core are 
chosen, all other parameters in the model [the lateral pressures in 
the seven symmetrical regions of the core and the constant C in eqn 
(2 . 12) ] a re deter i t ed . The pre s ent illOd 1 i n o lves ca lculat ions us ing 
a single chain . However, the most important short-range effect acting 
on chain s in an amphiphi lic aggregat e is t h e excluded- volume e ffect 
whereb y a chain canno .... pas s t hroug h .'..t s e l f or a r.e i g~ _bour ing cha in. 
S , it I!li.6 h t seer:: tha t a single c.,.a i n c a l c u la_io:1 s 3~ ticu-Larly 
inappropr ia te for stud 1~ ng s uch systems . However, the mo tivat i on r or 
the us e of the model is the success of the (single cha in) r ota t iona l 
isome t r i c state or r a n dom- coil mode l ( 25) in pre d i c t i ng properties of 
the bulk liquid n-alkane, even do wn to leng t h scales of le ss than 10 A 
(25-28). Thi s suggests tha t a similar model to describe t he 
hydrophobic core of amphiphilic aggregates, wher e t he s ho rt-ra nge 
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intermolecular forces between chains are the same as those in bulk 
liquid n-alkane, should be similarly suc c essful. This seems even more 
r e asona ble when one describes the present model as follo ws . One en d 
of a n (admittedly very short) "random-coil chain" is anc hor ed n e a r t he 
hydrophobic core surface and the relative proba bilities of the cha in 
conformations are alter e d in suc h a ~a y as t o pack the g g r ega t e wi t h 
consta n t liquid d ensity throughout a t the s mallest po ss i ble _cost i n 
free energy. The random-coil chains are perturbed as litt-le as 
possible, merely enough t o obtain constant density in the aggregate 
interior. 
Free Energy of the Aggregates 
One cannot predict equilibrium sizes of aggregates solely from 
the minima of the free energy curves displayed in Fig. 4, because the 
model does not include, fully, the interaction of the headg roup s and 
the role of the "hydrophobic effect". Of course, without the 
"hydrophobic effect", the aggregates would not exist at all~ In the 
model, one assumes the existence of an aggregate of a particular size 
a nd then evaluat es t he on sequenc e s for the chai s. ~ny t erm s wh i c 
do not effect the packing of the amphiphile chains are disregarded. 
An exam ple of this is tha t once the size and sha pe of a 
hydrophobi c co r e ha Je been a s u rne d , energ y t e rm s 't,1h i.ch a r e the s a me 
for a ll c. a i. c onf c ::a t i o . s , t 2. )" ::-e i g .or -ed. S1-:-:: h · t2r:i cY:c.e s fr 0. 
chain-wate r cont a~ t a t t h e hydropho b i c core sur f ace . Ac c oun t i s 
taken, in the model (se e eqn (2.3)], only of chain conforma t i on s wh i c h 
ex i s t outs ide the hydrop ho bic c o r e incre sing chai n- wa ter cont a ct . 
Interaction be tween headgrou ps can be s plit i n t o t wo te rm s wh ich 
are, r e spectively , independent a n d depende nt on the chain 
confo r m tion. The de pen e nt t erm de pends on t l e z-coo .:- i nat e of the 
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headgroup and on the area of the chain conformation at the hydrophobic 
core surface. It is taken into account, in the model, in the third 
term in eqn (2.3). 
All interactions with surround ing amphiphiles , wh ich a re 
dependent on chain conformation, are modelled by the third term of eqn 
(2. 3 ). Beca use of t h is , n(r ) mus t not be regarded as an acc u r ate 
me a sur e of t he actual pr essure pr ofile · in an aggr eg te . 0wever , t h e 
lateral pressure profile plays the crucial role of impo sing the 
constraint of constant density on the ensemble of chain confor mations 
and, once the aggregate is "packed", n( r) is not used further i n 
evaluation of any of the results. In the case of bilaye rs , the 
overall lateral pressure imposed by the chains in any aggregate can be 
evaluated from the thermodynamic identity 
rr = - ( ~~) ' 
T,V,n 
(4.1) 
where Fis the free energy and A the area (see Fig. 4). 
Another aspect of the free energy curves in Fig. 4 will now be 
considered. The assumptions of the model seem to be most reasonable 
nea r the fre e energy minima , where t he c ai n s ha ve ve ry lit t le orde r 
[average order parameter< 0.1 in Fig. lO(a)] and have almost as many 
gauche bonds as in the random-coil (see Fig. 5). However , when 
aggregate s are formed wh i ch r e quire cons iderable s t raightenin g of t h e 
'ha1· .,.., · 
' • ..:> ' ou1bi:1e t 0 r .~ j u ~ e t 1-, _, +: - e O O e r ' - ", s t 'o?: r, T _ ._. ...... l , - J.. ..._ • .._ -- - b.) '-- ._, ---U \ 
value calculated by the model . One of these is that as t he chains 
become straighter the ir packing density should increas e and the van 
der Waa ls at trac tion between them shou l d become s t r onger han i n bu lk 
alkane. This enhanced van der Waa ls a ttraction is not include d i n t h e 
calculation . The other effect is that straightenin g a given chain 
tends t o straighten its ne ig hbour s somewhat, as well. Part of t he 
straightening of neighbouring chains occurs without any extra free 
energy cost as some conformations of the neighbours, which were 
largely suppressed, are now possible. There is a change in the 
relative probabilities of the conforma tions of the neighbouring 
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chains, in favour of those whi ch a re mo r e parallel to the given chain. 
This is an excluded volume , or s t eric hindrance effect, which is al so 
not inc luded in the calculat ion . Thus , the free energy estimates for 
all of the spheres and most of the rods studied should be close to the 
0 
truth, but for bilayers with R ~ 11 A, the actual free energy co s t to 
the chains may be considerably smaller than calculated. 
The Interfacial Region 
The interfacial region, where headgroups, chains and water mix, 
was included in the model as an alternative to completely segregating 
the chains from the headgroups and water. There is no claim that the 
modelling of this region is very accurate. 
Apart from the simplicity of eqn (2.4), for the hydrophobic 
energy of a chain in contact with water, there are at l east two 
effects which make the graph s in Fig. 12 inaccurat e . Firstly , the 
presence of hydrocarbon in the region just outside the core, where 
most of the headgr oups sit, wil l lower the effective dielectric 
constant in this annu l u s and have an adverse effect on t he headgroups. 
The fre e e l e r 0 y cost co the aggr e gate of l et t i ng ch d i n s ent e r thi s 
region is, therefore, larger than that given in eqn (2.4). The second 
e f fec t is for ioni c amphiphiles . For a headgrou p , both the electric 
repulsion f ro othe r hea groups and t l-. e repu l s ion f rom an "image 
eadgrou p " in t he hydrophobic core are r ed uced when the headgroup i ts 
furthe r from t he core surf ace. Thus, the free energy cost to the 
aggrega te of having headgroups fa r from the surface, with consequently 
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more chain in the hydrophilic environment, is less than that 
calculated. 
As stated in Section 2.2, it was decided to exclude chain 
conformations whi ch enter the core and then re-emerge into the aqueous 
p .ase, bec_aus e the se configurations are in fact much less likely than 
the model ma es them. They are for bidden large ly because, as well as 
re qu iring space wh ich is partly filled by headgroups and counterions , 
they would contribute to the first effect, discussed above. That is, 
these configurations would allow extra hydrocarbon into the 
hydrophilic region which is unfavourable for the head groups and the 
conformations would have a larger free energy cost than is calculated 
by the model . 
A calculation was made of the second "electric potential" effect 
by Aniansson (29). He modelled sodium dodecylsulphat e (SDS) just 
above the cmc in the absence of added salt, obtaining an average 
headgroup protrusion of 1.96 A. However, the chains are not 
all-trans, as he assumed, and they have more configurational freedom 
inside the core than outside it. Thus, there is a larger free energy 
cost of pulling the chains a given di s t ance out o f the core than was 
assumed by Aniansson. This, together with the first "lowering 
dielec tr ic c onstant " effec t, will make the ave rage head g roup 
0 prot rusion less than 1.96 A (the value derived from Fig . 12 is 
0 . 93 a_). In short , a lt hough t h2 results 0 i ·· n ;:, i n Fi g . 12 
quantitatively accurate, they ar e qualitatively corre ct. 
a r e no t 
Fina lly, it should be emphasized that the aggregates being 
studied are highly d yaao i c e . i tie s . The a·.,,- 0;:-~ ._; .... t i :ne re.quired fo a 
monomer to leave a micelle is about 10- 6 - 10- 5 seconds (29) and it 
0 
may protrud e mo re than 4 A fr om the mice lle surface and then rejoin 
the micelle ~a y times before it leaves (29). (Although it was 
..: 
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suggested earlier that the average headgroup protrusion derived by 
Aniansson (29) is too large, the author finds the qualitative picture 
pa i nt ed by him , convincing .) In studying the kinetics of micelles, 
these events are very impo r t ant . However, in this model , it is only 
the average equilibrium properti es of an aggrega te which a re 
calculated , to which the above even ts mak e onl y a ne gl igible 
contribution. For the vas t maj ority of time any give n monomer is 
associated with an aggregate, it sits with almost all of its chain 
inside the hydrophobic core of the aggregate . 
4.2 THE POSSIBILITY OF A SMALL HOLE IN THE 
CENTRE OF SOME SPHERICAL MICELLES 
Fig. 4 shows that there is only a small free energy cost (to the 
chains) of forming spherical micelles with a hydrophobic core radius 
equal to the length of a fully ext e nded chain (16.7 A). Assuming the 
volumes of CH 2 and CH 3 groups quoted in Sec tion 2.1, the hydrophobic 
core of this micelle contains,...., 56 chains. Because the free energy 
cost of forming this aggregate is so small, it is interesting to 
examin ~ the poss · bi l ity of f o r ming s .erica micel l es wi t h a l a r ger 
hydrophobic core radius than the fully ex tended chain length. The 
main consid eration , of course , is t he free energy cost o f forming the 
hole i n the centre of such a rr. i c e lle . 
0 
Con side r as h e rical ~y drophobic c ore of r a di u s = 19. 05 A 
0 
which, ignoring fluct ua tions in i ts shape, must ha ve a 2 . 35 A r a dius 
hole at its centre with a volume ,..._ 54 A3 • The hydro phobic core of 
this micell e contains~ 82 chains . (In this sec tion , for the sake of 
cla ri~y , the small amount of hy drocarbon which sits ou t side the core 
and increases aggregatio n lumbers by ,...., 5% [ s e e Fig . 12 ], will be 
ignored.) The re ar two important co . tribut ions to t he fre e energy 
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cost of forming the hole: the work done to form the hole, acting 
against the internal pressure in the micelle; and the van der Waals 
energy loss of t he atoms near the hole . 
The largest possible pr essure which cou l d be acting in the 
micelle is the Laplace pr essure, [ given by eqn (1.1)] arising from a 
surface vi t the tension of an n-alkane/water interface, y ~ 50 m.r /m, 
at the hydrophobic c ore s urface > R = 19 . 05 1. This is Lhe max · mum 
possible pressure. There is reason to believe that the internal 
pressure in a micelle is much smaller than this (see Chapter 1), but 
as will be shown, even this pressure lea~s to a negl i 0 i ble free energy 
cost. Thus, the first free energy contr ibution is 
PV = 2yV = R 408 cal/mol of micelles 
= 5 cal/mol of chains. 
(4.2) 
The contribution from the loss in van der Waals energy by the 
atoms near the hole is obtained as follows. As bulk liquid n-alkane 
chains are conformationally disordered (27), the pro portion of gauche 
bo j s should n ot be too d i ffe n i liquid and gaseous n-alkane a t 
the same temperature. Thus, measurement of 6H(vapourization) of 
liquid hy drocarbons as a functi on of chain leng th should give a good 
measure of the van der ~aa ls ene r 0 y between the chains i n bulk liquid 
n- alkan2 a. > henc e , a lso in t .<2 r icel le. Such a ._2a surement ( 30) 
yields (at 25 °C), 
6 H( . . ) - RT 
vapouriza tion ( 4 .3) 
where the change in energy is given by 
6 U = 6 H-P6 V 
(4.4) 
~ H - RT . 
His enthalpy, P pressure, V volume, R the gas constant, T 
temperature, and nCH 
2 
groups, respectively . 
and n CH are the number of CH 2 and CH 3 3 
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In orde r to estimate the van der Waa ls energy cost of forming the 
ho l e , the f ollowi ng a nalys is is need e d. Let U .k b e the va n der J , 
Waals e ne rgy of CH 2 grou p j a a r e sult of t h e pr e s enc e o f CH2 group k 
(cf course, Uj k = Ukj). Assuming pa irvnse ad d itivi ty, the total 
van der Waals energy UVDW in a sample is 
UVDW 
1 
= 2 ~ ujk ' j, k 
j#k 
( 4 . 5) 
where the factor 1/2 corrects for double counting of ene r gies. The 
hole in the micelle has a volume equal to that of two CH 2 groups. 
Therefore, consider a hypothetical molecule consisting of two bonded 
CH 2 groups (labelled 1 and 2) vapourizing from a bulk n-alkane phase. 
The process can be split into two steps: (i) vapourization of the 
hypothetical molecule leaving a 54 A3 hole, and (ii) rearrangement of 
the remaining molecules to fill the hole. The first step has a van 
der Waa l s e nergy cost , 
u 1 = 
whe r e the Uj k t erm is t he l o ss of van der Waals e nerg y of the j 
gro u p (the va po uri zing mo !ecule) a d the Uk j cer~ i s the l ~ss of 
(4.6) 
van der Wa a ls energy of the k groups (the remaining mo l e c ules). Thus, 
when the r era a ining mole cule s r earr ang e to fill t he hole , the re is no 
lo ss of van der ~aals ene r gy f or t he s e k l roups and , hence , t he van 
der Waal e nergy of vapouriz a tion , 6 U , is s i mply the fi r st ter t 
vap 
in eqn (4.6): 
u 
vap 
1 
= 2 ~ UJ.k • j=l,2 
k>2 
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( 4. 7) 
Furthermore, formation of the hole in the micelle involves only 
surrounding gr ou ps becaus e no molecule can vapourize from the hole . 
The van der Waa ls ene rgy cost of f orming the hole , Uho le' is thus 
s i mpl y the seco n rl term in eqn (4 .6) 
1 L 
2 UkJ" j=l,2 
(4.8) 
k>2 
But ) s ince = U1 ., from eqns (4.7) and (4.8), one ob tains KJ 
U = L:iU hole vap 
(4.9) 
The second contribution to the free energy cost of forming the 
hole - the van der Waals energy loss of atoms near the hole - can now 
be estimated. Using eqns (4.3), (4.4) and (4.9), 
u hole 
,...., 1169 X 2/82 
,...., 29 cal/mol of chains . 
( 4. 10) 
(Th hoe wa s a ssu rr- ed t o r2sult from the vapour ization of 2 bonded CH 2 
groups and the micelle core contains 82 other chains.) In fact, the 
groups closest to the hole are mainly CH 3 group$ and, hence, a be tter 
e s t·rnate of the fr e e ene r gy cost is probably ob t a ined by t h e same 
calcul3t ion r a s i ng l e CH3 gr u p . Us ing eqn s ( 4 .3) a nd ( 4 . 9) g i v~ 
u hole 
,..., 1137/82 
"' 14 
( 4 .11) 
cal/mol of chains . 
Thus, the total fre e energy. cost associated with forming the hole 
in the hydrophobic core of ~ s pherical micel le cot it ing 82 chains 
(in t he ~ore) is in the rang e 1 ~ t o 34 cal/mol o f cha ins. This is a 
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very small free energy cost [compa red with"' 500 cal/mol of chains to 
pack the chains into a spherical micelle of minimum free energy (see 
Fig. 4) J • 
0 A slightly larger spherical micel le of R = 20.4 A containing 
"'101 cha ins must hav e a hole of volume~ 4x 5 · A3 at its cent re . 
Bas e d on t he a bove , t he free energy cos t of f orm i ng t his ho l e i s 
(408 x 4 + 1169 x 8)/101 "' 109 cal/ mol of chains . If one assumes 
(proba bly more realistically) atmospheric pressure in the micelle and 
the van der Waals calculation for CH 3 grou ps , the value is 
(1137 x 4)/101 = 45 c a l /mol of chains. 
Perhap s the reader could be forgiven for dismissi ng this section 
as inconsistent, since the model is based on the assumption of 
constant liquid hydroca rbon packing density and here is a suggestion 
of a vacuum at the centre of spher ical micelles. However, for one 
thing, the average change in density as a r e sult of t hese holes is 
very small (0.2% for the micelle with 82 chains in its core and 0.6% 
for the 101 chain micelle), and, for another, the existence of thes e 
holes create a more favourable situation. That is, at minimal free 
energy cost, they r esult in large increases in the number of chains in 
the hydrophobic core, and hence, substantial reductions in the area 
per amphiph ile at he hydr ophobic core surface . 
Al tho ugh the ca lcula tions prese ~ te d in t his section are crude in 
som2 eSf1ec s t 1 y o how _[_at , for a inLua l fre ene r 0 y co t , 
spherical micelles can ex ist with aggregation numbers s ubstantially 
larger("' 50% or more) than thos e obtainable for a sphere with a 
· a ·us q u 1 to the fully ex tended chain l e ngt~ . Jhemical change s , 
such as the addition of salt or an increase in amphiphile 
concen ration , favour larger agg""egates ·with smal l er areas per 
amphiphile . For this to occur, th e ag g r ega tes are normally conside re d 
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to become increasingly non-spherical. However, it has been shown here 
that, in micelles with hydrophobic core radii slightly larger than the 
fully extended chain leng th, the micelles need not necessarily lose 
their sphericity. 
4 • 3 SU~IHAR Y 
The mos t important conclusions from the model can best be 
summarized under the following two headings: 
(1) Differences Be tween Aggregate Geome tries 
(i) For a bilaye r to have a fluid hydrophobic core, obviously the 
half thickness of the core must be considerably less than the length 
of a fully extended chain. For a cylinder, the calculations presented 
here sugges t that the free energy cost of packing the hydrophobic core 
0 
at constant density is s mall until the core radius is within about 1 A 
of the fully extended chain length. For spherical micelles, the free 
energy cost to the chains is small for core radii of up to and even 
sligh tly larger than the fully extended chai n length (see Fig. 4) . 
(ii) As a consequence of (i), the possibi lity of the existence of 
spherical micelles with small holes in the centre was considered. 
Calculations of the free ene rgy cost of such hole s s ugaest that 
spher i cal micelle s may be formed wi th agg regation numbers up to 50 % or 
~. .::: r t er han thos e s pheres · th a rad l s e~ al to the : u l l 
extended chain length . 
(iii) As mentioned in the Introduct ion, there has been much 
disagreement and confusion about n2netration of wa ter int o the 
hydrophobic core of micelles . For the sp .e rical micelle (and to a 
l esser extent fo r the rod- shaped micelle), the results show that 
without any water p 0 e tration int o the hydrophobic core , all segments 
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of the chain spend a reasonable amount of time in a partly hydrophilic 
environment (see Fig. 7). 
(2) Main Features of General Amphiphilic Aggregates 
(i) On being transferre d from a ( mode l) bulk n-alkane environment 
t o a n ag regate, ther e i s an avera 0 e l oss o f le s s t h a . O. 3 aoi~c:he 
bonds per chain for: all bilayers with R < 10 A, all cylinders with 
R < 13 A and all spherical micelles with R < 17 A (see Fig. 5). This 
is consistent with the very small free energy cost of packing the 
chains into these aggrega tes (see 4). 
(ii) For a given aggregate shape, the equilibrium aggregate 
dimensions depend, not only on the chains, but also on several factors 
external to the chains which are not cons idered in this model. 
However, for possible equilibrium sizes (see Fig. 6), the fol l o wing 
results were found for all aggregate shapes: the . amount of spatial 
delocalization is least for groups near the headgroup and increases 
all along the chain; the chains show a tendency to order in a 
direction pe r pendicular to the hydro phobic co re surface (i.e. they 
have a po s itive order parameter as defined i n Section 3.1], a nd t her e 
is a substantial drop in order towards the f r ee end of the chain. In 
al l case s wh eLe expe riment~ have bee n do ne, these pr ed i~ tions ha ve 
be en confi r med . 
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